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"The PI ing & Plong show"

Robert Karl-Oskar Broberg, 1971

First of All...

"It all started with the ancient Greeks " one usually says, but did it really?

Democritos played a game when he came to the conclusion that if one splits an

object into smaller and smaller pieces, there must eventually be left The

Smallest Part, the atom. Humans have had these thoughts long before Democritos

did, but if they did we are not aware of them, since they supposedly did not

have the fortune of having a written language, and furthermore, the texts must

be preserved for thousands of years. When one thinks of the tremendous

scientific evolution the Greeks started, it is easy to call Democritos the

inventor of the atom.

To continue on the heritage from the Greeks, I see two important points for a

successful scientific contribution. First of all, easy as it might sound,

thinking, or more properly, to demand consistency at every step in a

derivation of a rule. Not two statements must contradict eacn other, and

hopefully not contradict well established facts either. Thinking logically

means also that one takes small steps to the, in some sense, nearby branches

in a tree (the tree of knowledge). In this context it is obvious that no

political or religious consideration should be taken, which for some brave

scientists in the past was destructive for their lives. I also want to point

out another way of thinking which I for no good reason may call dynamical or

creative thinking. Of course logic is also creative but there are, as I see

it, two distinct aspects of this. Dynamical thinking means that one takes

larger steps or jumps in the abovementioned tree, and that such a step may not

be so well formulated at the beginning, but hopefully will be after a while

when the logical steps have been reconstructed. Some people call this

intuition; sudden insight, thoughts and conclusions created appearantly

without the logical hierarchy of intermediate steps. To conclude this

separation or refining of thinking, loyic may be described as short range

correlations in the space of knowledge, while intuition is described as long

range correlations, lacking the intermediate logical steps.



Secondly one needs a formalism. The one that everyone of us is familiar with,

and which perhaps is the most common in use, is the written language. It works

for simple everyday logic without too precise quantitative statements. The

formalism I am thinking of is of course the language of mathematics. From now

on I will make no distinction between the formalism and the content, and I

will denote them both mathematics. Mathematics is a bookkeeping device for

complex logical relations between precise quantitative statements. Since our

brain is not suited for dealing with quantitative expressions but instead for

more qualitative ones, we use it for computing a small step at the time,

writing down the intermediate results on paper (using the language we have

learnt, i.e. mathematics) and eventually after many steps, come up with the

final result. A formalism ought not to be misused. One often sees a formalism

used with no real content expressed. This in the natural sciences as well as

in other branches of science, administration, bureaucracy etc. A formalism is

a very powerful tool if used correctly and in the right environment, and only

an obstacle of understanding if used inappropriate.

Then...

To continue the story, I won't tell the history of science, since this one may

find in textbooks, but only give some highlights which has revolutionized the

insight in our world. One of the greatest scientific contributions of our time

was Albert Einstein's invention of the theory of relativity. It combines both

logic and intuition in a brilliant manner and definitely Laid a cornerstone of

theoretical physics. He made the inevitable conclusions, resulting i:i a theory

which solved the dilemma of the ether, but also ruined belief in what we

usually refer to as common sense. His thoughts and his approach to physical

problems is widely used in today's frontline in theoretical particle physics

as well as in cosmology.

Tliis brings us to the question of what theoretical physics really is about. To

understand or explain the most fundamental laws of nature is the ultimate goal

which has kept humanity busy at least for a couple of thousands of years. In

theoretical particle physics one tries to find these fundamental laws or, if a

hypothesis exists, tries to verifyi it. This may sound very ambitious, and it

is really. But it is one thing to have a theory and another to extract

predictions from it. Since the mathematical basis of recent theories has

become more and more complicated, its predictions have thus become lesr; and

less evident. Much effort has been, put jn ".his La:;t point, and it is also tn<?



interest of this thesis.

One usually divide subjects into different branches and so also physics. I

will in the following only discuss theoretical physics, thus leaving out

experimental physics. With the advent of quantum physic:: in the 1920's, a new

era was born. Although the separation between classical and quantum physics is

not always clear, one may claim that the rich structure in the quantum theory

is by far more interesting than the yet unsolved problems in classical

physics. Quantum field theory has served as a framework of matter and forces

which has been extremely succesful. Here particles (matter) and forces

(fields) come in at an equal footing which is desirable. There exist other,

recently developed frameworks, which also attempt to include gravity, but they

are yet very hypothetical.

Now it is time to introduce the (as of today) basic forces of nature (in order

of increasing strength): gravity, the weak force (responsible for radioactive

£ decay, mediated by W and Z ), electromagnet ism, and at last, the strong

force, responsible for keeping the nucleons together in the nucleus of an

atom. For gravity and electromagnet ism there exist classical versions of the

theory, Einstein's general relativity and Maxwell's equations respectively.

For gravity the corresponding quantum theory does not yet exist, a very hard

problem to solve, while in electromagnet ism one has the so called QED (Quantum

Electro Dynamics) which was the first succesful construction of a quantum

field theory (QFT). The two remaining forces are only written as QFT's. While

the weak force has been fairly easy to understand and to extract predictions

for, the strong force has not. This is partly because it is so strong and is

responsible for the bound states we see in nature, and here the standard

mathematical techniques do not apply.

This thesis solely considers the strong force, which is the dominanat

ingredient in the massive bound states called hadrons (protons and neutrons).

In our everyday world we usually only experience the electromagnetic force

(gravity disregarded), which is responsible for the light, the binding of the

electrons to the atomic nuclei, and consequently the binding between atoms,

which creates the whole allowed spectrum of possible combinations. This latter

phenomenon one refer to as chemistry. What differs between different atoms in

a chemists point of view, is only the electronic configurations which are

responsible for chemical bondings. The reason that the electronic shells

differs is of course that the nuclei have different electrical charges, i.e.

they contain different number of protons. The calculation of these shells was



one of the the first successes of quantum mechanics. However, the nucleus is

not solely built up by protons. With the inclusion oE neutrons we have a more

or less consistent description of a nucleus. The question remains how these

positively charged protons (and neutrons) are bound tightly together to form a

small nuclei, despite the repulsive electromagnetic force between them.

No answer from more fundamental principles appeared until the early 70's, with

the invention oE Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). This theory demands the

nucleons to be built up by quarks and "glued" together with massless gluons.

It was, and is, believed (although not proven) that these quarks and gluons

are not to be seen freely, one by one, in nature, but are constrained to stick

together, at least two and two. An explanation in the framework of QCD why

hadrons in their turn are attached to each other in the nuclei, is not to be

expected in the nearest future. QCD contains a rich structure but it is a

theory which is extremely hard to "solve". IC one makes a distinction of

phenomena into bound state phenomenon (stationary processes) and collision

phenomenon (dynamical processes), emphasis will nere only be put on the latter

type. Bound dates are qualitatively naturally explained in the quark model,

but quantitatively it is yet hard to get good predictions using QCD.

Approaching...

In a collision between two fast particles, a large amount of energy is

concentrated in a small region, which is usually released irto more or 1?ss

collimated jets of particles. Speaking in terms of QCD, one must separate the

process into the one described by quarks and gluons (partons), and the

transformation of these partons into the final state particles (hadrons and

leptons). This latter process, called hadronization or fragmentation, is

conveniently described by phenomenological models and not by the "hard to

solve QCD". A great succés of the Lund group was the invention of a string

model for fragmentation. Here quark and antiquark pairs are created in the

string and may recombine with their neighbours to form colour singlet hadrons,

some of which are unstable and decay further to the experimentally mesurabie

particles. Almost throughout these papers, this string model is used when

comparisons with experimentally measured distributions are made.

The underlying structure of thf? string configuration is , however, a

configuration of partons. Since p.srt.:nr, arc also the fundamental fiolci.i t h,n

appear in the Lagrangian of QCD, thi.i pa; • r. ic configuration i •; c i-.;.;••. y



related to the fundamental structure of a OFT. One picture one may have, is

that a quark and an antiquark are created in a collision and branch through a

number of vertices to several quarks and gluons. The final configuration is

usually obtained from QCO based calculations, for a fixed number of quark-

gluon and gluon-gluon vertices, i.e. a fixed order in the vertex coupling a .

Performing such a so-called matrix element calculation is, however,

increasingly difficult with increasing number of branches. Complete

calculations of the process with two branches have been performed, but the

complexity and amount of algebra is large and very laborious. The

corresponding calculation for the three branching process does not seem

imminent.

Approximations to the exact matrix element calculations exist, which may be

used for processes with an arbitrary number of branches. This approach is

usually called leading log, and is only exact in the region which has the

largest probability for a branch to occur. With one hard partor. given, this

branches XPIO a whole shower of partons more c. less collimated around the

initiator, and consequently one call this process i parton shower or a parton

cascade. It is also necessary to separate this phenomenon into initial state

radiation, where partons in a sense are emitted "before" the hard interaction

vertex, and into final state radiation, which occur "after" the hard

interaction. In a quantum mechanical treatment, particle masses may in general

be virtual. One distinguish between spacelike masses (m < 0) and timelike

masses (m > 0). In a initial state cascade, the masses on the main chain of

particles are spacelike, while in a final state cascade, the masses are

timelike.

This approach uses probability distributions, whereas the correct but

complicated full quantum mechanical treatment would need amplitudes and phases

for each branch. The probabilistic interpretation is almost a necessity for an

implementation in a computer. The main line of this set of papers has been to

implement parton cascades into computer programs, and apply them to different

experimental situations.

The related process in QED (or classical electromagnet ism) is photon

bremsstrahlung from electrical charges. In order not to make the following

discussion too abstract. I want to stress that this phenomenon is experienced

in our everyday world. When listening to the radio, a clic may be heard when

the light or another elecr :• icai apparatus is switched on. This clic comes from

photons which are emitted rr:m rhe jc.c:erated charges in the eLectrical



wires, and are received through the radioantenna.

Conventionally, experiments are mainly divided into three sets depending on

the flavour of the two initial particles which interact. The simplest and

cleanest ones are when two fundamental particles, one particle and the other

an antiparticle, are annihilated. Then the variables that describes the

initial conditions together with the hard interaction are completely fixed.
— *

For practical purposes, only electrons (e ) and positrons (e ) are used. The

next set, with increased complexity, is to substitute one of the fundamental

particles by a composite one, i.e. a hadron. Here the number of possible

choices increase, since the scattered lepton need not be an electron (also

neutrinos and muons are possible to use), and the hadron is usually either a

proton or a neutron. Hard scattering of leptons on hadrons is usually called

leptoproduction. The final experimental set, which recently has been very

succesful in finding the W's and Z's, is hadron-hadron collisions. Since both

interacting particles are composed of quarks and gluons, a complicated picture

emerges, both experimentally and theoretically. All three cases are

complementary to each other and may be used for different purposes. Ths main

ingredients are throughout, perturbative QCD + fragmentation. For soft

collisions, with hadrons involved, however, these are not yet understood from

a fundamental basis.

Quantum mechanics may be viewed as a kind of randomized classical mechanics,

with the different probabilities obtained from a full quantum mechanical

calculation. The collision events one observes in the laboratories are a

consequence of a large number of stochastic processes, where even the number

of such processes is a stochastic variable. This makes it extremely awkward to

use analytical methods throughout, but makes it convenient to use a so-called

Monte Carlo simulation program. In the Monte Carlo (MC) approach, each basic

process is simulated using random numbers, starting with the generation of the

hard collision, followed by parton shower evolution, fragmentation and

particle decays. The simulation model is implemented in computer programs,

which are also very convenient when different particle distributions are

constructed for comparisons with the experimentally measured ones.



The Papers

This thesis consists of seven papers, here not ordered chronologically but

instead in order of increasing complexity, starting with e e physics and

ending with hadron physics.

The first three set of papers deals mainly with a description and applications

of a model for final state QCD radiation in e e physics. We found it useful

to test some of the assumptions that go into such a model, and to make an

independent check of some of the features. Our aim was to maintain Lorentz

invariance at every stage, to match on to the lowest matrix element

expression, which is a nice feature, and to introduce the possibility to

switch on and off coherence (a kind of higher order correction) without any

extra changes. During the course of the studies, it turned out that it was

practical to allow for different possibilities for the z definition (z is the

splitting variable at eacri branching), different treatments of kinematics and

different arguments in a_, the coupling constant, as well. The final algorithm

hereby offers a unique laboratory for the study of different theoretical

assumptions. A number of experimental groups have used this model for

comparisons with data, and an astor.ishing agreement shows up. The ideas to

this project cams from my supervisor, but the larger parts of the day to day

work was done by the author. The third paper is more of a description of the

program components and an update of some other ingredients in the

fragmentation routines.

The next two paperj, actually the two most recent ones, deals with

leptoproduction. Here one of the leptons (in e e ) is replaced by a hadron,

which is the origin of the complexity in these events compared to the e e

ones. Since the hadron is a bound state of quarks and gluons, and since it has

not yet been able to describe it by a more fundamental theory, one has to rely

on experimental measurements of the so called "structure functions", i.e the

probability function for a parton of a certain flavour to take a certain

fraction of the hadron energy or momentum. In lepton-hadron collisions, the

interaction is mediated by one of the electroweak gauge bosons (y/Z ,W~),

which kicks out one of the quarks in the hadron. Now, the incoming quark leg,

as well as the outgoing one, may in general be virtual. This means that the

incoming leg stems from a whole shower of partons, initiated by an essentially

on-shell parton in the hadroi. ;initial state radiation), while the outgoing

quack Leg brancnes Uirther in a final state shower, similar to the case in

e e event;. This iat tei, fina. ;i]f? ,-;:nwer was essentially taker. .ver f,"':n



e e , but the initial state shower was more problematic. It turned out,

however, that the algorithm used in. hadronic interactions, developed by T.

Sjöstrand and used in paper no. 6 and no. 7, was possible to modify so as to

circumvent the kinematical constraints experienced in leptoproduction. In

paper no. 4 the model is described and some first investigations are made, and

in paper no. 5 more detailed experimental comparisons are performed. This
+ -

project was a natural continuation from the parton showers in e e and in

hadron physics, and was to a major extent developed by the author.

The two last papers, no. 6 and no. 7, concerns phenomena in hadron-hadron

collisions, and are chronologically the two first ones. Starting with no. 6,

this algorithm for initial state QCD radiation was originally developed by T.

Sjöstrand, and is an elegant solution of the constraints coming from the

combination of the hard parton-parton cross-section and the structure function

evolution. Predictions from the model were thoroughly analysed and compared to

the, at that time existing data on the pm spectrum of produced W's. The

complexity in hadron physics is by far greater than in the e e case. Finally,

an investigation of the effects of using different fragmentation models to
t -

extract a is made. The corresponding analysis in e e was done a couple of

years ago, and when data from hadron physics arrived, this anaLysis was

appropriate to perform. Indeed, large effects from using different models on

the Oi measurements are experienced.
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Traditionally, matrix elements have been used to provide the probability for multijet configurations in e * e annihilation
e\cnts. Some serious discrepancies between PHTRA/PHP data and event simulation programs based on this approach have
been discovered by the JADE and Mark II Collaborations Instead we develop here a new coherent parton shower algorithm,
well matched on to the three-let matrix element, which provides a better description of existing data, in line with the
agreement previously obtained between data and the Marchesini-Webber coherent parton shower program. A verv low cutoff
for the patron shower evolution, in the order of 1 dcV seems indicated The conclusion is that events with many partons,
more than are accessible with present-dav matrix elements, play an important role already at CM energies of 30 GcV For
extrapolations to higher energies, like TRISTAN/SI-C/LF.P. parton showers therefore offer more reliable predictions

The study of multijet events, both in e ' e
annihilation and in hadron physics, requires a
knowledge of the cross section for multiparton
configurations. Two main approaches exist for
obtaining this information, matrix elements and
parton showers. Assuming that perturbation the-
ory is valid, matrix elements arc guaranteed to
come arbitrarily close to the "exact" answer, if
only calculations are carried out to sufficiently
high orders. By contrast, parton showers are based
on leading-log approximations to the full answer,
and are not expected to be as accurate.

In e ' e , matrix elements have been calculated
to second order in a,, i.e., including the Born term
for qqgg and qqq'q' production [1,2] and the
one-loop corrections to qqg production [2,3].
Within the framework of the Lund Monte Carlo
[4], these matrix elements have been available for
a number of years, in conjunction with string (or,
optionally, independent) fragmentation [5,6]. In
general, a good description of the data is obtained.
There are. however, three areas where serious dis-
agreements have been observed.

(i) It has long been known [7] that the number
of events with four clusters is significantly higher
in the data than predicted. The same trend is also
observed in the aplanarity distribution and other

four-jet sensitive measures. Recently, a detailed
study by JADE shows that the discrepancy in
four-jet rate is roughly a factor of two (8], based
on an as determined mostly by the three-jet rate.
Large positive corrections to the latter rate were
obtained when going from first to second order, so
a significant change in the four-jet rate from sec-
ond to third order does not seem unreasonable; a
significant effect could come e.g. just from the
choice of Q2 = s in ajQ2) [7]. Considering the
complexity of a third-order calculation, an answer
does not seem imminent.

(ii) Based on a comparison between events at
19 GeV and symmetric three-jet events at 29 GeV,
Mark II concludes that gluon jets are softer than
quark ones [9). For Lund Monte Carlo events, no
such corresponding difference is observed, al-
though softer gluon jets are an inherent feature of
string fragmentation. With one order of a s"used
up" in the 29 GeV data just by the three-jet
requirement, the amount of additional scaling vio-
lations is simply underestimated (this applies to q
and g jets alike, but is pushed into the g fragmen-
tation function by the extraction procedure).

(iii) In a study of the energy-energy correlation
asymmetry f 10) JADE shows that a decent de-
scription of data at small angles can only be

O37O-2693/87/$O3.5O ' Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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obtained with a very low matrix element cutoff.
>•„„„ = »»„,„/•* = 0.0125 [11]. For this value, the
three- and four-parton rate essentially saturates
the total cross section. Actually, similar conclu-
sions are obtained using first order only, or using
(<, 8) rather th;». >mln cuts. The punch line is that
the amount of remaining two-parton configura-
tions seems to be < 5%. Under such cir-
cumstances, large higher-order corrections are a
natural expectation.

For the points above, the predictions of the
Marchesini Webber (MW) coherent parton
shower program [12] are in good agreement with
the data [8,9). That program deviates from the
Lund one also in using cluster rather than string
fragmentation, however, making a direct compari-
son nontrivial. The studies in refs. [8,9] indicate
that the differences are due to problems with the
matrix element approach. We will here develop a
new parton shower algorithm and confirm that
(these particular) differences can indeed be traced
to the perturbative description, when the fragmen-
tation scheme is kept fixed.

Parton showers are based on an iterative use of
the basic q -» qg, g -» gg and g -» qq branchings.
as given by the Altarelli-Parisi (AP) equations
[13]

(1)dl It!

for the probability that a branching a -> be will
take place during a small change d/. A wide
selection of algorithms have been developed, see
e.g. refs. [14,12], which mainly differ in the inter-
pretation of the variables I, Q1 and :. Many of
the variations are formally of a subleading
character, and therefore are not constrained by
theoretical leading-log analyses. The splitting vari-
able z, with fraction z taken by b and 1 - ; by c,
may be applied to £, or E + p., or E+ \ p\, or
some other energy-momentum combination. The
traditional Q2 scale in as between Q2 = m\, but
studies of loop corrections [15] indicate that Q~ =
z( 1 - z )ml * p\ is better. The conventional choice
for the evolution parameter / is i = \x\(m\/A1),
but in the coherent algorithm of MW t =
In(£2£./A2), with £„ * 1 - cos 0d and 0a the
opening angle when a -• be. One also needs to

specify the maximum value tmn from which the
subsequent evolution of b and c should be started.

Very valuable input for model builders is
provided by the theoretical studies of coherence
effects [16]. In particular, it has been shown that
an ordering in emission angles (#b < 9r 0 < 0d if
a --»be) takes into account soft gluon interference
terms. Analytic expressions are also obtained for
the growth of final parton multiplicity with the
original parton virtualitv [17]. and for the distribu-
tion of partons in angle and momentum [18]. This
phenomenology is correctly included in the MW
algorithm. The coherence studies contain informa-
tion about subleading corrections, severely con-
straining the range of allowed models. It is there-
fore not possible to take just any conventional
parton shower program and. by addition of the
angular ordering constraint, obtain a correct
coherent one. A case in point is the parton multi-
plicity growth, which in many conventional mod-
els is slower than given by coherent formulae (at
least for subasymptotic energies, up to and includ-
ing a 2 TeV linear collider or jets at the SS('). and
which would be further reduced by a veto on
branchings with nonordered angles.

Granted the superiority of coherent showers
over conventional ones, and given the existence of
the MW program, why not rest content with that?
Although well suited for theoretical studies, there
are a number of practical inconveniences with
MW: it is not possible to fix the invariant mass of
a system beforehand, the evolution is performed
in a specific frame with a 90° angle (or smaller)
between the two outgoing partons, parton masses
are not known during the evolution and kine-
matics can only be reconstructed by a complicated
three-pass procedure. We have therefore found it
to be of interest to try to reach the same general
phenomenology by travelling a different route.
Similar studies have been reported by Odorico [19]
and by Ciottschalk [20]. but from different points
of view.

In order to avoid the limitations of the MW
algorithm, the conventional interpretation / =
ln(/M-//\-) is adopted, i.e., parton virlualilies are
well defined during the evolution. The r variable
is defined as energy fraction in the CM frame of
the event. Formally, with e 'e -• y{0) -» q( 1) +

436
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q(2) and q(l) -» q(3) + g(4),
variant

PHYSICS LETTERS B 19 February 1987

is a Lorentz in- ing angle öa for a -» be is approximately

(2)

but the virtual photon four-momentum />„ acts as
a "gauge fixing" vector. In the evolution of parton
1, the daughters 3 and 4 are assumed massless.
The allowed range r, < ;, < :,, then is

where mmin is some parton shower cutoff scale, to
be discussed further, and $(x) — 0 for x < 0, = 1
for .v > 0. Since the /?, value depends on the mass
of parton 2. the evolutions of the original partons
1 and 2 huve to be carried out in parallel, starting
from a maximum virtuality .v. Once a branching is
accepted, the mass of the decaying parton is fixed,
together with its branching mode (for a quark
always q -» qg, for a gluon either g -> gg or g -• qq)
and the z value in the branching. Massless four-
vectors p" and p" may be constructed from the
knowledge of />,, m,, ;, and an isotropically
selected azimuthal angle <(>,. The evolution of the
daughters 3 and 4 may now be commenced, sub-
ject to the constraints m, < E" = r,£,. m4 < E4

= ( l - r , ) £ , and mi + m4<ml; :it and zA t

are defined in analogy with eq. (3). Once m, and
mA have been found (together with z,, :4 and
further branching modes), corrected on-mass-shell
four-vectors py and p4 are given by

(4)±(m\-m\))/2m\.

In other words, the meaning of the ;, variable is
somewhat reinterpreted post facto (while it rather
is m, that is adjusted in the MW algorithm, to
solve the same kind of problem).

The principles for the branching 1 -» 3 + 4 can
be iterated until all remaining partons are below
the cutoff mass mmm. This algorithm produces
sensible conventional parton showers. Angular
ordering may be introduced as follows. The open-

[0---.

so the requirement 0, < 0, is reduced to

(5)

(6)

where Ei = zlEl has been used to eliminate the
energy factors. If a branching of parton 3 does not
fulfill this ordering condition, the branching is
rejected and the evolution continued.

Angular ordering provides no constraints on 0x

and 02. since the opening angle between the initial
q and q is 0O=18O° (not so for the MW al-
gorithm, where 0O = 9O°). Instead, we use this
freedom to match on to the three-jet matrix ele-
ment, as follows. A three-jet event q(jc,)q(.v,) x
g(.v,), with x: = 2EJsx/1 in the CM frame, can be
obtained either by -y(O)-»q(l*) + q(2) followed
by q ( l * ) - q ( l ) + g(3) or by y<0) - q(l) + q(2»)
followed by q(2*) -»q(2) + g(3). In the first case
one obtains

m2 = Mf. = (1 — x2 )s

=» dr = dm2/™2 = dx 2 / ( l - x2),

' = PoPi/PoPr = XiAXi + x3) = JC,/(2 - x2)

= dz = dXi/(2-x2). (7)

In the definitions of v, and x2, masses other than
m,. are neglected. Combined with the second
possibility, with labels 1 and 2 exchanged, eq. (1)
gives the same singularity structure as the first
order three-jet matrix element

a 'do/dx1 dx2

)/(\ - - x2). (8)

( I - * , )
(9)
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^na.m^V * 2 ) = Af + .V " . (10)

In the limit A, -> 1 ( A , - 1) A^., = Amalm = 1
+ A 2 ( = 1 + >.f). with ^ „,.„„( x , . A , ) <
/4showcr< A , , A 2 ) everywhere. It is therefore possible
to reproduce the matrix element by generating the
branchings of partons 1 and 2 according to the
shower algorithm, but only accept these branch-
ings wi th probabi l i ty / 4 m a l r i , ( A , , A , ) /
/4sh,)W1,r(A,, A 2 ) . One should note that some im-
plicit differences remain, to the advantage of par-
ton showers. The matrix element Q2 scale is Q2 =
5. the parton shower one Q2 = ;(1 — :)m2. Fur-
ther, in a parton shower the probability of a first
branching at a given m is reduced by the probabil-
ity that no branching has taken place at a larger
virtuality, i.e., by the Sudakov form factor.

For a conventional parton shower, a cutoff can
be introduced in the form of a mass mmm. below
which partons are assumed not to radiate. Includ-
ing quark masses, the following expressions have
been used

"»minq = 2 /Wmin+ (Wmin + Wq ) • 01)

with mu = md = 0.325 GeV, m5 = 0.5 GeV. mk. =
1.6 GeV and mh = 5.0 GeV. In coherent showers,
the as[z(l - z)ml] factor is not defined for z(\ -
2)/«2<A2 . Therefore a further constraint z(\ -
z)m2 > mlnn/4 is required [the factor 1/4 is in-
cluded because z(\ - z) < 1/4].

This completes the description of our coherent
parton shower algorithm. Further details will ap-
pear separately [21], including a discussion on the
choice of z interpretation, which is constrained by
the need to reproduce the coherent prediction for
final parton multiplicity growth with initial virtu-
ality. A host of other properties will also be
studied, with particular attention to high-energy
extrapolations. The actual program code will be
made publicly available in JETSET version 6.3.

A few parameters have to be fixed by compari-
son with data, in particular one obtains A = 0.40
GeV. This value is not directly comparable to the
ordinary MS A. Our standard shower cutoff is
mmm = 1 GeV, see (iii) below. While fragmenta-
tion issues are formally disconnected from the

matrix element or parton shower treatment, there
exists a "grey zone" of medium sofi gluons that
could either be simulated explicitly or be included
in the effective fragmentation parameters. A par-
ticular advantage with the string fragmentation
scheme is the infrared stability: adding a gluon to
an event, the net effect on final hadrons vanishes
continuously when the gluon energy or emission
angle vanish [6]. This means that parameter values
vary rather slowly with the cutoff used. Among
fragmentation parameters [4.5], those related to
the relative flavour production are not affected by
the issues discussed here. The transverse momen-
tum of primary hadrons is assumed distributed
according to gaussian distributions in />, and pt

separately, with ( p \ ) — 2o2. The symmetric frag-
mentation function, expressed in the fraction : of
remaining energy- momentum that a particle takes,
is given by

/(--) = : '(1 -:)" exp(-bm\/:) (12)

with mT the transverse mass of the hadron. For
second-order matrix elements and y = 0.02. i.e..
"'mm ~ 4-5 GeV, one obtains o = 0.40 GeV. a ~ I
and b = 0.7 GeV 2. For parton showers with
wnnn = 1 GeV, these values are changed to a ~ 0.35
GeV, a = 0.5 and h = 0.9 GeV -. i.e., (pT) has
to be decreased and f(z) made harder when more
gluons are simulated explicitly.

A wide selection of event measures have been
studied, like multiplicity, thrust, oblateness, spher-
icity and aplanarity distributions and A and /?T

spectra [22], The parton shower approach fares as
well as or better than the matrix element one for
all of them. As to the three specific points raised
in the beginning of this letter, the following results
are obtained.

(i) The percentage of four-cluster events (with
t;uc=0.04 in the clustering algorithm) is 3.75 +
0.16 in the JADF. data, 2.85 ±0.12 with matrix
elements and 3.47 ± 0.22 with parton showers
[8.23]. The same numbers for the three-cluster
fraction is 40.2 ± 0.4, 44.0 + 0.3 and 42.1 +0.6.
respectively. Results for the aplanarity distribu-
tion are presented in fig. 1.

(ii) With parton showers, gluon jets are seen to
be softer than quark ones. In our studies, the
effect does not come out as big as in the Mark II
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10 -

000

fig I Aplanarilv distribution al 29 CicV. Mark II data points
|22| compared with parton showers, full line, and matrix ele-

ments, dashed

data, but this may be due partly to problems in
exactly reproducing the experimental algorithm.

(iii) The energy energy correlation asymmetry
is presented in fig. 2 for parton showers cutoffs
"'mm = 1-5 GeV, 3 GeV and 6 GeV. respectively
(with a and b tuned to give the same mean
multiplicity and transverse momentum in all four
cases). Only the lower values provide a fair de-
scription in the region of small angles. For the
regions of low sphericity or high thrust, improve-
ments in the agreement with data can also be
observed when mmm is brought down, even be-
tween 1.5 and 1 GeV. The main conclusion is the
same as in the matrix element case: very few
two-parton events are left at around 30 GeV (for
the cutoffs above, the numbers are 3.2%. 15% and
45%, respectively). A matrix element mmin = 4 GeV
can give roughly the same two-parton fraction as a
parton shower tf»niin= 1.5 GeV because no Suda-
kov form factor is present in the former approach,
so that the two-parton fraction dies away faster
with decreasing cutoff, and becomes negative if
the cut is chosen too small. The average number
of partons per event is still larger with parton
showers, 5.6 compared to 3.1. Also with the MW
algorithm a small mmm has been advocated.

leg 2. The energy energy correlation asymmctrv JADF. |11|
(points) and MAC" (24| (crosses) data points compared with
parton showers, full line with n i m m

 = l $ CieV. dashed with
" ' m n " ' I'cV a n t ' dash-dotted with mmm = 6 CicV JADE
data and model figures arc for 34 CieV. while MAC results arc
for 29 CieV The model results are not changed much between
the two energies, but in the large-angle region the 29 CieV
model curves arc slightly below the MAC data (in other words,
the .\ value used is in good agreement with suitably averaged

experimental data).

mmm g = 2mt = 1.4 GeV. This value is mainly
coming from "iminji being the main parameter of
the subsequent cluster fragmentation, however,
whereas our mmln is more decoupled from the
fragmentation parameters of the string model.

In summary, we believe the lime has come to
put more emphasis on parton shower programs in
the study of e ' e phenomenology. There may be
instances when the matrix element approach is the
only valid one, e.g. for .4MS determinations, but
the amount of "medium soft" gluon emission is
probably underestimated in this approach, a
shortcoming thai will become even more serious
with the imminent advent of TRISTAN, SIX and
LEP. The parton shower algorithm presented here
may provide a convenient alternative to the MW
one: the mass of the system is fixed beforehand,
parton masses and momenta are found during the
evolution, and variables are defined in a Lorentz
invariant fashion. A "gauge vector" plt is still
required, however. The wide-angle hard gluon
emission, where parton showers are least reliable,
is constrained to agree with the three-jel matrix
element. A good agreement with existing e' e
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data is found (comparable to the one obtained for
the MW program), with .\ = 0.4 GeV and a
surprisingly low mmin « 1 CJeV.

The feedback and the data obtained from Al-
fred Petersen and Siegfried Bethke have been of
invaluable help to us in the work reported here.
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We present a new algorithm for the probabilistic evolution of jet cascades, based on the
leading log approximation to pcrturbative QCD. augmented by coherence studies. Compared to
previous models, emphasis is put on expressing, kincmatical variables in terms of Lorentz
invariants and on ma'ching on to the three-jet matrix clement in c4 c annihilation. A systematic
study is made of various assumptions in the model, such as the implementation of kinematics, the
choice of Q2 scale and the inclusion of angular ordering. In particular, we address the issue of
how to find experimental evidence for coherence effects.

1. Introduction

Standard QCD perturbation theory is based on the calculation of matrix ele-
ments, expanded in orders of as. In e4 e~ annihilation, the best understood process,
this program has been carried out to second order in QS [1]. Calculations to higher
orders are increasingly difficult, so that the hope for such results seems small. For
energies higher than present ones, the data should reflect the increased probability
for multigluon bremsstrahlung, in a way that probably cannot be reproduced only
by the usage of 2-, 3- and 4-parton states. In a parton shower approach, on the other
hand, basic q -» qg, g -> gg and g -• qq branchings may be iterated to describe the
production of an arbitrary number of partons in the final state. The price to be paid
is the introduction of a number of approximations; in particular wide angle
emission may be less accurately described.

While the breakdown of a matrix clement approach at higher energies is uncon-
troversial, at present energies the phenomenologic.il need for parton showers rather
than matrix elements is not obvious. In ref. [2] we argue that experimental data
indeed points to shortcomings in the matrix element approach. This conclusion is
based on the difference in quark and gluon jet fragmentation functions, on the
four-jet rate, and on the energy-energy correlation asymmetry at small angles, all of
which are better described with parton showers.

0550-321.yX7/$()3.50' F.lscvicr Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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By now, a number of models for timelike (final state) parton showers have been
developed. Early models [3-6], here called "conventional" or "non-coherent" ones,
were incomplete in the sense that they did not correctly take into account soft gluon
interference effects [7]. The first example of a "coherent" model, that does include
these effects, was the Marchesini-Webber (MW) one [8]. The practical implementa-
tion here is awkward, however, in that the invariant mass of the parton system is not
known beforehand. Furthermore, the model is not explicitly Lorentz covariant, and
the choice of evolution variable is not transparent.

Instead we develop a somewhat different algorithm, that avoids these particular
problems. Some other problems do appear, but less serious ones, we feel. Anyhow,
comparisons between different implementations will provide consistency checks and
a better understanding of details. In particular, our algorithm allows us to study the
importance of different definitions of the z splitting variable, different choices of as

argument, and the inclusion or not of angular ordering, one component at a time.
This way we hope to shed some light on which features truly distinguish conven-
tional and coherent branching models in a broader sense, rather than just one
particular conventional algorithm from another particular coherent one.

It is often claimed that the "string effect", first observed by JADE [9] and later
by several other collaborations [10,11], is evidence for the necessity to include
coherence in the branching process. We will study this issue in some detail, and
show that the situation is actually a bit more complicated; if a string fragmentation
scheme [12] is used, also a non-coherent parton shower may exhibit the string effect.
This in no way casts doubt on the coherence phenomenon as such, it is just an
indication that explicit proof are hard to come by at present energies. A method is
developed for the study of angular ordering, one of the cornerstones of coherence
phenomenology, but in reality it can only be applied for cm. energies above 100
GeV. On the other hand, it is amusing to note that current data not only favours a
running as, that depends on the individual branching kinematics also for fixed cm.
energy, but furthermore that the Q2 scale in as(Q

2) should be p\ rather than m2,
i.e. in agreement with coherence predictions.

Detailed studies of the kind outlined above cannot be carried out by analytical
techniques. Rather we have used the Monte Carlo approach to write a computer
program for the explicit simulation of shower evolution. This way complete events
are generated, that can be analyzed in detail. The program is publicly available
within the framework of the Lund-Monte Carlo for jet fragmentation and e+e~
physics, JETSET version 6.3 [13,14].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In sect. 2 the principles for parton showers
are reviewed and the special features of our model are described in detail. Some of
the standard phenomenology at present e+e~ energies is investigated in sect. 3, with
special emphasis on the string effect. Sect. 4 deals mainly with questions of a more
theoretical nature, such as multiplicity growth with energy. We extrapolate to higher
energies and search for coherence effects that can manifest themselves in experimen-
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tally measurable particle distributions. Sect. 5 deals with differences between gluon
and quark jets, with an imagined toponium at 50 GeV contrasted to the continuum
background. A conclusion ends the paper.

2. The model

A number of papers and review articles on theoretical issues and earlier models
exist [3-6,15]. We will in subsect. 2.1 repeat the basic formulae and comment upon
open issues. The details of our model are presented in subsect. 2.2, and in subsect.
2.3 we discuss the question of fragmentation and the adjustments of details in the
fragmentation process.

2.1. THE FORMALISM

The formalism used for generating parton showers, once the meaning of the
variables has been defined, is by now standard but will be reviewed briefly in the
following. A parton shower can be looked upon as a tree with quark and gluon lines
as branches. Three different branchings are possible, q —» qg, g -• gg and g -»qq.
associated with the AHarelli-Parisi (AP) evolution equations [16]

as{Q
2) dm2

where the />
a_ lH:(

2) ' s the splitting kernel, characteristic for the type of branching

4 1 + z 2

3 1 _ r '

6(1 - z ( l - z ) ) 2

The argument in as, Q
2, is generally a function of both m\ and z. The probability

that a parton does not branch between some initial maximum mass m1 and a
minimum mass m2

min is given by the exponentiation of (1)

called the Sudakov form factor. To regularize collinear divergences (in z) and
infrared divergences (in m2) one has to introduce a small cutoff scale, wmjn, which
will be discussed further. The 2_ and r+ values depend on mmin in a functional
form related to the precise definition of z. The probability distribution pa{m2

mM, m1)
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that a parton with a maximum allowed virtuality m^^ will actually obtain a
virtuality between m2 and m2 + dm2 is then

J^I^ryj (4)
Branches are generated by solving for m:

Sa(m
2) = , (5)

where R is a random number between 0 and 1. The solution is generally not
possible to obtain as an explicit expression. Instead the " veto algorithm" is used, as
follows. The integrand in 5a is generally a complicated function / (m 2) , i.e.
S3(m

2) = exp( — ff(m'2)dm'2). Assume a simpler function #(m2) may be found,
with g(m2) ^f(m2) for all relevant m2 values, such that the integrand /g(m'2)dm'2

can be inverted. Then eq. (5), with g(w2) substituted for/(w2) in SJm2), may be
inverted to yield a w 2 value. This value is accepted with probability / (m 2 ) /g(m 2 ) .
If rejected, the procedure is repeated, but with the m2 value just rejected as upper
limit m2

mM. Whenever a value m<minin is selected, the procedure is stopped and
the parton is put on-mass-shell. Using Pa^^(z), the splitting variable z is gener-
ated between the limits z_ and z+ . The daughters, b and c, are later allowed to
branch in exactly the same way. With daughter masses mh and mc known, the
four-momenta ph and pK are straightforward to construct.

The coherence effect originates from destructive interierence between Feynman
diagrams in a certain approximation (leading log) and is equivalent to an ordering
of consecutive opening angles (8h < 0a, 0t. <8a if a -» be) [7). The phenomenological
criticism against conventional parton showers can basically be formulated in three
points: the multiplicity growth with energy is too big, the rapidity dip in the central
region is absent or is too small because of a surplus of giuons at small x, and the
energy-energy correlation at high energy and angles close to 180° does not fit
analytical predictions. One further advantage with the coherent evolution is that the
available phase space (given by z^ and z + ) is not so sensitive to the precise
definition of the z variable since the angular ordering condition usually sets
stronger limits.

The possible choices of the evolution variable includes a function of z times m2.
An example of this is the i variable of MW [8], i = (plp2)/(ExE2). With z defined
as energy fraction one gets

ml = m2 + rtil + 2Eiz(]-z)Z (6)

and asymptotically m\-2E\z{\ - 2)£. The jacobian for the transformation from
m1 to i is unity, i.e. dln(£)d/ = dln(w2)dz. However there are some drawbacks
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with this method. Parton virtualities are not known during the evolution, but instead
have to be constructed afterwards, by moving backward from daughters to mothers
as seen from eq. (6). There is then no possibility to fix the invariant mass of the
system beforehand. The treatment is not explicitly Lorentz covariant and, as one
result of this, one has to deal with an arbitrary initial opening angle. Furthermore, a
complicated 3-Dass process is needed for kinematics reconstruction. The advantage
is that with | as evolution variable, coherence effects are straightforward to include:
asymptotically, £ * (1 - cos#) and an ordering in £ is equivalent to an ordering in
6. Angular ordering can be obtained without using this awkward variable, however,
and we will follow a different approach.

To construct a model for parton showers, there are basically three important
decisions to be made: the choice of evolution variable, the definition of splitting
variable z and the related treatment of kinematics, and the use of Q2 scale in os.
The usual choice of evolution variable is m2 but, as we have seen, a function of z
times m2 will do. The leading log approximation is strictly valid only in the domain
where the masses are strongly ordered, m2 » m j t , . Here all definitions of z should
agree. However, differences arise in the domain where m2

J+, ~ O{m2), which occurs
frequently in reality. Therefore a careful choice of z can mimic nonleading contribu-
tions to the branching process. Finally, a study of coherence effects has shown that
the proper choice for Q2 scale in as is p\~ z{\ - z)m2 rather than m2 [17]. Also
this turns out to be of some importance.

2.2. OUR MODEL

The choice of z definition is constrained by the desire to keep the treatment
explicitly Lorentz covariant, and also to agree as closely as possible with the
structure of the lowest order three-jet matrix element. Consider an e + e~ annihila-
tion event, with the branches of the shower numbered as in fig. 1. The definition of
z, in the branching qj -• q3 + g4 is then

PnPy Ey
2, - — = -p , (7)

F i g . 1 . S c h e m a t i c d i a g r a m o f p a r t o n s h o w e r e v o l u t i o n . T h e n u m b e r i n g o f the first b r a n c h e s i n a n e ' e
event is shown.
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the latter equality valid in the rest frame of the virtual photon, i.e. for po =
This z expression is formally Lorentz invariant, but p0 acts as a "gauge fixing"

" r " + "1vector. As a natural consequence of momentum conservation one has " r , "+ 1 —

For comparisons with the three-jet matrix element, insert z = E3/E{

x.) and m2 = (1 - xa)W
2 in the combined probability function

, , , « s ( ( ? 2 ) d m 2 4 1 + z 2
 t

4S 2w m 5 \ - z

and sum with the corresponding expression for q* -»qg (xl = 2El/W). As was
shown in ref. [2], the result has exactly ilie same singularity structure as the matrix
element, coincides with it when x, -* 1 or x2 -»1 , and elsewhere overestimates it by
most a factor of y in the sparsely occupied region xl = x2= \. This makes it
possible to reproduce the matrix element by generating branches of parton 1 and 2
according to the shower algorithm, but accept these branches with a proability
damatrix/dashowcr- One should note that some implicit differences remain, to the
advantage of parton showers. The matrix element Q2 scale is Q2 = s, the parton
shower one Q2 = z(\ - z)m2 [17]. Further, in parton showers the probability of a
first branching at a given m is reduced by the probability that no branching has
taken place at a larger virtuality, i.e. by the Sudakov form factor.

To continue the discussion on the choice of z, two alternatives are included. For
the first branch, z, was defined as (poPj)/(PoPi)- This ' s equal to energy fraction
in the rest frame of the grandmother, which here is the same as the total cm. frame.
For the following branches 3 -* 5 + 6 etc. one may either use the grandmother's rest
frame, i.e. z3 = (plpi)/(plpi), or stay in the total cm. frame where z3 =
(PoPs)/( PQPI)- The former definition is in some respects more natural, but has the
disadvantage that the "gauge vector" is changed during the evolution.

We have further considered two different approaches to the treatment of the
kinematics, which also affects the interpretation of z In the first case the actual
masses of the daughter partons and the z value are checked for kinematical
consistency, and unallowed branchings are rejected by veto techniques. As an
alternative, the daughters 3 and 4 are assumed massless in the evolution of the
mother, parton 1. This approach increases the available phase space and results in a
larger multiplicity growth with energy. When the masses w3 and m4 have been
found, the four-momenta p3 and p4 can be constructed in a Lorentz invariant way
from the massless ones p® and p® as

P,A = Ph±{ry,~r^), (9)

where r3 and r4 are chosen so that the directions of the three-momenta are
unchanged in the rest frame of parton 1. Strictly speaking, in a purely probabilistic
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and classical approach as ours, it is an approximation to treat the daughters as
massless. But in a quantized field theory as QCD, one has to be very careful in the
use of classical arguments. Furthermore, the AP equations are derived in the leading
log approximation and do not involve massive daughters.

In order to simplify the analysis, we have chosen not to use all the possible
options (2 * 2) here, but instead only allow the two most extreme alternatives. When
the photon four-momentum acts as a "gauge vector", i.e. the global r definition, the
daughters are additionally assumed massless in the evolution of the mother. In
contrast, the "local" z definition is with the respective grandmother's four-momen-
tum acting as "gauge vector", and with the actual masses of the daughters taken
into account in the evolution. The details in the evolution are different in the two
cases and we therefore describe the local z case first. foMowed by the technically
simpler global z case.

In the local z case and in the rest frame of />„, the allowed z range r, _ < r, < :i t

is obtained as

with

\^={m\-m]-m\)2-Am]m\. (n)

When parton 1 is evolved, its mass m, and splitting variable z, together with its
branching mode (for a quark always q -»qg, for a gluon either g -»gg or g -»qq)
are chosen at the same time.

For a moment assume m3 = m4 = mcrr (mcff is an effective cutoff mass to be
defined later) which is valid asymptotically and which maximizes the zl interval and
justifies the use of the veto algorithm. Then the limits are

\PjA
1 -

2
eff

m\
(12)

To use the veto algorithm, an overestimation of the function in the exponent of the
Sudakov form factor must be made with a simple and invertiblc function. Maximi-
zation with respect to mx gives, for m\ = 2mMEx,

However, the joint distribution in m\ and m\ does not factorizc since £, depends
on both rn, and m2, £, = {m\ + m] - m\)/2m(). The evolution of parton 1 and 2
therefore has to be carried out in parallel. In principle it is possible to calculate the
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combined probability distribution as

f(m\\m^)
p[ml

2,m\) = , . . ~ n . , . (14)

where f(m\\m\)<\m\ is the conditional probability to find an nr between »if and
»if + dmf given a certain m\. The /(mf|»i;) is just eq. (4) with a fixed m\. In
practice this is not possible and, since corrections only enter subasymptotically. we
choose a simplified scheme. Start evolving both daughters /?, and p-, using £", =
E2 = mn in eq. (13), when determining m, and m2, respectively. With both »J, and
m2 chosen, the energies Ex and E2 are found, and r, and :2 may be checked
against the condition (12). If only one of the r, or z2 is unphysical. then that leg is
evolved further. If both arc unphysical, the one which is violated most seriously
(measured in terms of the integral of the AP kernel) is evolved and the checks
repeated afterwards. If the chosen masses are unphysical because m, + m2 > »i0. the
question of which leg to evolve is not so simple: the veto algorithm is applicable
only in the one-dimensional case. As a simple recipe, we choose to continue to
evolve the one with biggest ratio »iprcsct,t/ttJm:ix (here mm.M - m0). because of pure
symmetry reasons.

Now the daughters 3 and 4 may be evolved, subject to the constraints '»1m;ix =
min(»i,, zlEl) and m4max = min(m,,(l - z,)£,). but otherwise with the same recipe
as for 1 and 2 above. However, with these m} and m4 the allowed interval in r, is
generally decreased, see eq. (10), and it is possible that zx falls outside the new
limits. If it does, whichever of »i-, and m4 has largest ratio wprcscni/'wm3X is evolved
further. The motivation for this procedure is as follows. When my is generated, a
too large range in r, is used, eq. (12), instead of the correct one. eq. (10). This gives
too large an integrand in the Sudakov form factor, and hence a slightly too large
average mass my But the generated m} and m4 generally decrease the allowed
range of the preceding splitting variable (r,) in the manner just described. This in
turns tend to push the masses »i-, and w4 down, i.e. the two effects partly cancel.

Turning now to the global z case, a number of simplifications in the algorithm
can be made. When the daughters 3 and 4 are assumed massless the allowed range

in r, is

where 6(x) is the step function. Since £, depends on the mass of both parton 1 and
parton 2, the evolution has to be made in parallel, as before. For the subsequent
branching 1 -» 3 + 4 E"= zxEx and £" = (1 - Z\)EV The r , and zA intervals have
only to be corrected for the Ey and E4 reconstructed from eq. (9). In this approach
the awkward coupling between daughter masses w3 and m4 and r, ( disappears.
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One degree of freedom is still left until a branch is kinematically determined This
is simply an azimuthal angle, which we have no reason to choose in any other way
than isotropically. With the four-momentum px of the mother, its splitting variable
z,, the daughter masses m3 and m4 and the azimuthal angle known, the four-
momenta p3 and p4 may be constructed. In the frame where z, is defined as energy
fraction £3 = z1£,, £4 = (1 -zx)Ex and the transverse momentum pr of 3 and 4
with respect to the 1 direction is

l\\i>l\-(\p'\- \p2,\- \pi\)2 ....
' 0 6 )

As discussed before, a cutoff can be introduced in the form of a mass wmjn, below
which partons are assumed not to radiate. We have chosen to define effective parton
masses as

==

"leff.q=>min + ' V 07)

where mu = md = 0.325 GeV, ms = 0.5 GeV, mt = 1.6 GeV and mh = 5.0 GeV are
the ordinary quark masses. The minimum masses are then defined as

There is a freedom to use different scales as argument in as. The conventional
choice is here m1. the mass-square of the decaying parton. Studies of coherence
effects [17] suggest that the p\ of the daughters should be more relevant. The
expression for p\ reduces in the asymptotic limit, where m3 «: m, and m, «: £,, to
p\»zx(\ - zx)m\. In the coherent case Ql^ = z{\ - : ) m 2 will therefore be used.
For the conventional choice, Qjonv= \m2 is used rather than just m2, since the
former coincides with Qwix for z=\. The smallest value the argument can take in
the conventional case is m\^. For consistency, the perturbative evolution must be
terminated at the same as value in both cases. Therefore a further constraint
z(\ - z)m2 > rn^ff is required in the coherent case. Note that the A value determined
in the parton shower approach cannot be directly equated with the AMs of matrix
element calculations: firstly the perturbative expansions are made in terms of
different Q2 scales, secondly the nonleading logs are not guaranteed to agree for the
two.

The main effect of coherence is to introduce an "angular ordering" of successive
branchings. Obviously the concept of angles is Lorentz frame dependent, so in our
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formalism it is convenient to rephrase angular ordering as follows. Assuming the
opening angle 0x (for 1 -» 3 + 4) small, one obtains

n (19)

valid in the frame where zx is defined as energy fraction. A similar expression holds
for Bv Furthermore, one has the relation Ei = zlEl, for the global z case with
energies defined in the cm. frame, for the local z one in the grandmother's (here
parton O) rest frame. In both cases the angular ordering condition ff3 < 0, gives

(20)

Actually, this expression is similar to the algebraic formula that is used to prove
angular ordering [7], the difference being that small z values were assumed in the
original derivation, whereas the result above has been symmetrized for z «-»1 - z.

The constraint in eq. (20) can be introduced into the basic parton shower
formalism by an application of the veto algorithm: if eq. (20) is not fulfilled, the m?

and z3 values chosen are rejected and the evolution continued. Similar constraints
hold for the evolution of all partons, except for the first two, where the relations
0j,02 <0O= 180° are fulfilled trivially (put another way, there is no zo in our
formalism). For these branchings the matching onto the three-jet matrix element is
used as a constraint instead, as described above.

2.3. FRAGMENTATION

Turning to the question of fragmentation, there are some modifications in the
parameter choices to be made due to the different partonic configurations in parton
showers compared to matrix elements. A particular advantage with the string
fragmentation scheme, which is used throughout, is the infrared stability: the effect
on the final state of an additional gluon is vanishing whenever the gluon energy or
opening angle (with respect to neighbours) goes to zero. This is necessary if one
wants parameter values to vary slowly with the cutoff (wmin) used. The parameters
in the parton shower, basically mmin and A, are treated as more fundamental than
the fragmentation parameters and the latter should therefore be fitted last. Obvi-
ously, in a fully consistent picture one would not have two separate frameworks. As
a consequence of this separation, there is a "grey zone" in between, a zone of
medium soft gluons that can either be simulated explicitly in the parton shower or
be included in the effective fragmentation parameters. Among fragmentation
parameters [12,13], those related to the relative flavour production are not affected
by the issues discussed here. The transverse momentum of primary hadrons is
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assumed given by gaussian distributions in px and pv separately, with (p\) = 2a?.
The symmetric fragmentation function, expressed in the fraction r of remaining
energy-momentum that a particle takes, is given by

1 - ' h""A (20

with w T the transverse mass of the hadron. The two parameters a and b are
strongly correlated, e.g. in terms of the mean particle multiplicity obtained. If b is
increased or a decreased, the mean.multiplicity will decrease. With second order
matrix elements and y = 0.02, i.e. mmin = 4.5 GeV, one obtains o = 0.40 GeV. a = 1
and b = 0.7 G e V 2 . For parton showers with A = 0.4 GeV and mmin = 1 GeV, these
values are changed to a = 0.35 GeV, a ~ 0.5 and h ~ 0.9 GeV 2, i.e. (pT) has to be
decreased and / ( z ) made harder when more gluons are simulated explicitly.

3. Present phenomenology

Before presenting Monte Carlo results, reasonable numerical values of A and
mmin have to be determined from experimental data. The first one is the most
fundamental, namely A. If not explicitly given, A =0.4 GeV is used throughout.
Secondly, one has to determine where to stop the perturbative evolution and start
with soft physics, i.e. to hadronize. The validity of the perturbative approach
becomes increasingly worse as as becomes larger, as it does with decreasing
argument. The maximum value of as is as(\m

2
min); with /»min = l GeV and 5

flavours this corresponds to an effective coupling constant aj-n ~ 1.17. With an
ideal fragmentation scheme and with a perfect fitting between perturbative and
non-perturbative physics, results should be insensitive to the precise value chosen
for mmin. For the following investigations, mmjn = 1 GeV is used, and the sensitivity
to mmin is investigated in subsect. 3.1.

The aim in subsect. 3.1 is to fix A and mmin and to compare with some recent
high statistics e + e~ event studies. Subsect. 3.2 contains a thorough investigation of
the string effect.

3.1. STANDARD EVENT MEASURES

In subsect. 2.3 is discussed some of the issues appearing when the complete
model, parton showers and a hadronizaton model, is to be compared with experi-
mentally measured distributions. Whenever a certain set of parton shower parame-
ters is used (A and mmin) in the following, the parameters of the fragmentation
model (a, h and o) have been retuned to agree with the charged multiplicity
distribution and an average pr. In an earlier paper [2] we investigated some of the
features of the model compared to second order matrix elements and, more
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specifically, we showed that a A = 0.4 GeV and a mmin = 1 GeV gives a satisfactory
agreement with e + e^ data. The value of A is determined by a fit to a three-jet
sensitive measure such as the rate of three-clusters. With A fixed the effective cutoff
mass, wmin, determines the remaining rate of pure qq events on the parton level.
The thrust (T) distribution, at T close to 1, may be used to determine mmin.
Another possibility [2,13] is to look at the energy-energy correlation asymmetry
distribution at small angles.

We shall not repeat the discussion in ref. [2] but instead use another measure to
show that the chosen A and mmin give a sensible agreement with data and thus
justify their use in the following investigations. This will also indicate the sensitivity
to the chosen parameters. Consider the sphericity (5) distribution. Ideal two-parton
events end up with S = 0 and thus, looking at small S, one may decide the rate of
such events allowed by data. In fig. 2 data from Mark II [19] are shown together
with model results for mmin = 1 GeV and mmin = 4 GeV. The two curves correspond
to a two-parton probability of 3% and 35% respectively. Evidently the smaller value
is preferred by the data. Turning to the determination of A, one must examine the
tail of larger S, since this is sensitive to the amount of hard bremsstrahlung. In fig. 3
data as well as model results are shown for three different A's. The mmtn was
increased to 1.5 GeV to allow for an increase of A above the default value
(mmin > 2-A is required so as to keep as finite), but this does not affect the results. It
is evident that A = 0.2 GeV gives too little radiation and A = 0.6 GeV too much,
with A = 0.4 GeV in good agreement with the data. To end this discussion, the

v>
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0.0 0.2 0.3
Sph«rlclty

Fig. 2. Sphericity distribution for small values of S, illustrating the sensitivity to a too large mmm.
Mark II data (points) [19], model results with mmn «- 1 GeV (a) and wm i n = 4 GeV (b). For both cases

A - 0.4 GeV was used.
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Fig. 3. Sphericity distribution illustrating the sensitivity to A. Mark II data (points) [19], model results
with A = 0.2 GcV (b), A = 0.4 GeV (a) and A = 0.6 GcV (c). A »imin = 1.5 GeV is used throughout

»-cluster ratios are given in table 1 for data and model results, using the abovemen-
tioned parameter sets. It is clearly seen that a change of the cutoff mass mmjn does
not alter the global features in this respect, but that a change in A does.

It is interesting to investigate what the running as means for comparisons with
data. A fixed os = 0.32 is determined in the same manner as A before. For the
comparison to be consistent we have included the condition p\~ z(\ - :)m2 ^ p\imn

on branchings, but the same conclusions are reached without it. The number of hard
three-jet events is fixed to be the same, but differences appear when virtualities
decrease during the evolution. For mcrf = 1 GeV the maximum values of «s may

TABU 1

The »-cluster rate for Mark II data [19] and model results, with A
and mmin values as given in the table

data
A

(GeV)
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.6

»<m,n
(GcV)

1
4
1.5
1.5
1.5

2-cluster

0.652 ± 0.025

0.667 ± 0.007
0.661 ± 0.009
0.730 + 0.007
0.654 + 0.009
0.625 ± 0.008

3-clustcr

0.311 +0.018

0.311 +0.005
0.315 + 0.007
0.253 + 0.005
0.322 + 0.007
0.345 + 0.006

4-cluster

O.O37.+ 0.012

0.022 -t 0.002
0.024 ± 0.003
0.016 + 0.002
0.024 + 0.003
0.030 + 0.002
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Fig. 4. Sphericity distribution with a fixed as = 0.32 (b) and with as{\m~), ,\ =0.45 (c). As before.
Mark II data (points) [19] and model results with os( p\) (a).

differ by a factor of 10 between the fixed as and as(p\) cases; thus soft and
medium soft gluon bremsstrahlung is strongly underestimated in the former one. In
fig. 4 one can clearly see the effect of fixed as. In principle, it is possible to decrease
wcfr and thereby increase the amount of soft gluon radiation (a fixed as(Q

2) does
not blow up at Q2 = A2\). However, this does not help the situation, probably
because the extra amount of radiation is too soft to affect the event shape.

It is interesting to note that also data at a fixed cm. energy can be used to give
evidence for a running as. To the best of our knowledge, this possibility has not
been exploited before. Furthermore, in the same figure is shown the result with
as(\m

2), A = 0.45 GeV and mmjn = 1 GeV. The pattern is very similar to the fixed
as case; the region with 5 * 0 is overestimated while the region 0.05 < 5 < 0.15 is
underestimated. Thus, data not only favours a running as, but more specifically,
that the argument p\ is preferrable to m2. A cautionary word: our studies have
been made within the framework of one very specific fragmentation model, the
string one, so a definite conclusion should probably be made only if these features
can be reproduced e.g. with cluster fragmentation models as well.

The conventional evolution (including as( p\)) shows very much the same fea-
tures as the fixed a, and as{-^m2) cases above, but less pronounced. Thus, data
favours a coherent evolution instead of a conventional one, but the differences are
not significant when compared with data. Not only the S distribution shows the
phenomena discussed, but a number of other distributions as well.
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3.2. COHERENCE AND THE STRING EFFECT

A couple of years ago JADE first observed that in three-jet events, the region
between the quark and antiquark was depleted from particles and energy compared
to the region between the gluon and the quark or antiquark (whichever most
energetic) [9], Here the least energetic jet was identified with the gluon, which is not
always correct, i.e. a 30% experimental effect is the remnant of roughly a factor two
in true difference. The phenomena were well described by string fragmentation and
first or second order matrix elements, while independent fragmentation did not fit
at all. Since then, the MW model with coherent parton showers and cluster
fragmentation was shown also to give this "string" effect [9,10]. The main point is
that coherence, i.e. destructive interference among soft gluons, in some approxima-
tion gives this effect. A particularly appealing picture is given by the Leningrad
group as follows [20]. Start out with a quark, an antiquark and a gluon, all three
approximately with the same energy, and let the three hard partons act as antennas
that emit soft gluons in a semiclassical pattern. There is then a surplus of radiation
in the regioa between the gluon and the quark or antiquark and a depletion of
radiation in the region between the quark and the antiquark, i.e. opposite to the
gluon direction. Furthermore, if a term proportional to \/Nc is dropped, two terms
remain. Each of these can be connected with a two-jet radiation pattern, from qg or
qg, boosted from the qg or qg rest frame into the overall qqg cm. frame. It is then
clear that the angular region between the q and q quarks is depleted of particles,
since this region is opposite to the directions of the boosts for both two-jet
configurations, qg and qg. This scenario literally repeats the explanaL,n given in
string fragmentation, so that the picture of perturbative semiclassical gluon brems-
strahlung and non-perturbative string fragmentation here approach each other.

If string fragmentation is accepted as a non-perturbative implementation of
coherence, then certainly the string effect proves that coherence effects are im-
portant at present energies. One may take a somewhat more narrow point of view,
however, and ask whether there is a necessity for coherence on the perturbative
level, as opposed to the fragmentation level. Part of the answer is already known: if
the parton shower cutoff is chosen so large that the fraction of events with four or
more partons is small, there is no difference between coherent and non-coherent
parton showers (or matrix elements for that matter), and string fragmentation is
enough to explain the data. Such a large cutoff would be in contradiction with other
data, as pointed out above, so there is still the possibility that additional emission in
a non-coherent scheme could make the string effect go away. This belief has been
given some support by the experimental comparisons [10] between the Gottschalk
[6] and the MW programs [8]. Both of these are based on cluster fragmentation, the
former without and the latter with coherence, the former does not and the latter
does exhibit the string effect. This may be misleading, for two reasons. Firstly, the
issue of coherence is not the only way in which the two models differ, specifically
the cluster fragmentation schemes used are quite distinct. Secondly, cluster and
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string fragmentation are notably different, in that the former assume isotropic decay
in the rest frame of a cluster, whereas the latter imply particle production along the
string direction, i.e. transversely to the boost direction for any given string piece.
The probability that a particle will end up in an angular region opposite to the boost
direction is therefore smaller with string than with cluster fragmentation.

In table 2 is shown the ratios between N^ and Nn, where NJk is the integrated
particle or energy flow in the region 0.3 < 9/9jk < 0.7. with 6)h the angle in the event
plane between jet j and A:, calculated independently for each event. Three-jet events
are found with cuts on the eigenvalues of the sphericity tensor (Q{ > Q2 ^ (?3, Q2 -
Qj $s 0.07,03 ^ 0.06). Errors given for the MC data are statistical only. There is a
clear indication, both from experimental data and from MC data, that the effect
increase with increasing mT = (w2 + plM)x/1. Since in the string picture, and even in
the semiclassical model discussed above (at least in the \/N(. approximation), the
string effect may be viewed as a boost effect, it is evident that panicles with larger
m T are affected most. Furthermore, the string effect is not very sensitive to the finer
details of the partonic configuration, as clearly seen from the numbers in the table.
The gross features of the configurations are already selected by the cuts on the
sphericity tensor. Surprisingly, the coherence condition does not add a significant
part to the effect, compare line no. 3, without coherence and no. 4, which has

TABLE 2

The ratio of the number of particles in the angular region 0.3 <
between jets 1 and 3 to the corresponding number

between jets 1 and 2

< 0.7

no.

1 1
2 1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

all

.22 ± 0.02 1

.19 + 0.02 1

.22 + 0.02 1

.22 ± 0.02 1

.30 ± 0.02 1
1.39 + 0.04
1.19 + 0.05
1.08 + 0.03
1.04 + 0.03
1.16+0.03

all
pJml > 0.3 GeV

.39 + 0.05

.33 + 0.05

.51 + 0.06

.39 ± 0.05

.65 + 0.05

.73 + 0.13

.67 ± 0.24
1.27 + 0.04
1.18 ±0.05
1.17 + 0.05

K *,p and p

.50 + 0.08

.56 ± 0.09

.59 + 0.09
43 ± 0.08

.71 + 0.08

.90 ± 0.20

.58 + 0.28

energy

1.47 ±0.02
1.42 ±0.02
1.49 ± 0.03
1.46 ±0.03
1.67 ±0.02
1.56 ±0.04

1.20 + 0.03
1.18 ±0.03
1.30 + 0.03

The angle 9)k is between jets j and k and 0lf is the angle between particle / and jet j . Line no. 1 is
with the local z, a^^m2) and no coherence, no. 2 as no. 1 but with the global z, in no. 3 <ts( p\) is
introduced, in no. 4 coherence is included, in no. 5 second order matrix elements are used. Data from
JADE [9] and TPC (10] are shown in line 6 and 7. In the TPC data column no. 2 is for 0.3 < />Tm)l < 0.5
(JcV and in column no. 3 also A's arc included. Parton level results arc shown in the three last lines,
using a global z and as(p\), in no. 8 for a conventional shower without three-jet matrix clement; in
no. 9 with matrix clement correction included and in the final line also with coherence.
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coherence included. As a sort of normalization we may regard no. 5 with second
order matrix elements, which adds at most one extra parton to the three major ones.
The solution of this apparent paradox is a natural consequence of string dynamics
and can be explained as follows. Both hard quarks and the hard gluon radiates soft
gluons; in the conventional case all three radiate approximately independently and
symmetrically (both sides in the event plane of the hard partons are equally
populated) but in the coherent case the soft radiation is predominantly in the region
between qg and qg. Now, the question is what happens to soft quanta in the wrong
angular region, that between the quarks. In a naive model where partons turn into
hadrons independently, final state particles would also appear in the wrong region.
But in the string fragmentation scheme the situation is modified by the string
motion; soft gluons with low momenta cannot stretch the string far away in the
"wrong" direction before it stops, and eventually a large part of the string is moving
in the "right" direction before it breaks up into hadrons [21]. The scenario in the
coherent case may be viewed as an attempt to form a string from soft partons.
Partons are predominantly emitted in the directions where the string already would
have been if only the three hard partons (qqg) were used for the string drawing.

In the last three lines in table 2 we show results using events which are not
hadronized. The modification from the matrix element correction is not significant
but adding coherence increases the ratios by approximately 10%, at least if one
disregards the second column where statistics are poorer. Our conclusions are the
following. Compared to matrix elements, parton showers gives a more complicated
string topology, which seems to make the string effect somewhat smaller. Coherence
adds a significant part to the phenomena at parton level, but on the hadron level
this part is washed out because of the dynamics of the string. The string effect
therefore is not a proof of the need for coherence in the pcrturbative treatment. This
is no way intended as an attack on the concept of coherence as such, just as a plea
for a more balanced view in the interpretation of data.

4. Investigations at larger energies

We start in subsect. 4.1 with multiplicity distributions, continue in subsect. 4.2
with the connection between parton and charge multiplicity. Subsect. 4.3 deals with
x and Y distributions, subsect. 4.4 with energy-energy correlations and 4.5 with
angular ordering and a possible experimental verification of coherence effects.

4.1. PARTON MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The number of produced partons is of great interest because, as we will see later
on, parton and hadron multiplicities are interrelated. For a first study, only gluon
jet evolution through branchings g -• gg is included, so as to exclude any depen-
dence on quark masses etc.; this will give the main features anyway. Average parton
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Fig. 5. The average gluon multiplicity as a function of energy. The local z, a^^m1) and conventional
case (a), with global z (b), with global z, ay(p\) and conventional evolution (c), and finally, the global
z, as( p\) and coherent evolution (d). Analytical predictions for the coherent case [22], normalized to the

comparable MC results at 10 GcV, are also shown (c).

multiplicities are plotted in fig. 5 for four different cases and energies from 10 GeV
to 10 TeV. The first case is with the local z definition, massive daughters, as{\m

2)
and without including coherence. A slow multiplicity development is obtained,
giving less than 35 gluons on the average at 10 TeV. Changing to the global z
definition, there are two effects which increase the multiplicity considerably. The fi
factor in eq. (10) increases, since it is now calculated in the total cm. frame, and the
vanishing of daughter masses results in a larger z range and phase space for
emission. A further change of the argument in a, from \m2 to p\ - z(\ - z)m2 has
two consequences. Firstly, since \n\2>z(\ - z)m2 the coupling is increased, sec-
ondly, there is a further constraint r(l - z)m2 > m\it which decreases the available
phase space. These two effects tend to cancel in the multiplicity. When coherence is
added, the constraint in eq. (20) reduces the available phase space further, and the
multiplicity growth becomes more moderate. As a last comparison, an analytic
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equation for the multiplicity growth in coherent showers [22] has been normalized to
our coherent case at 10 GeV. The analytic formula predicts a larger increase than
the comparable MC data; approximately a factor of 1.5 over four orders of
magnitude in jet energy. In summary, the parton multiplicity is very sensitive to the
treatment of kinematics, and may differ by almost a factor of 10 at 10 TeV for the
cases studied. The dramatic change in multiplicity growth between different r
choices for the conventional case is not at all that large for the coherent case (not
shown in the figure). Thus, adding coherence makes the interpretation of the z
variable less critical, at least in this respect. The global choice of z, and the way
kinematics is treated in this case, comes closest to the analytic formula derived from
QCD.

In theoretical papers, it is often remarked that the coherent multiplicity growth is
smaller than the conventional one. This is certainly true, if one thinks in terms of
starting out with a given conventional model, and then introduce angular ordering
as an extra constraint. The range of possible conventional models is very large,
however, and many of these have a multiplicity growth that is slower than given by
the standard analytical formula for the coherent case, let alone for the conventional
one. (Many of these differences may be of subasymptotic nature, i.e. the expected
behaviour is recovered at very high energies, when as(Q

z) is a truly small number.)
One example of a conventional model with slow growth is given here, another one is
the Kajantie-Pietarinen algorithm [5] as implemented in JETSET version 6.2 [13], a
third one the algorithm used in ISAJET [23]. The parton multiplicity growth is
therefore not a good criterion for the angular ordering properties of a model.

To give one example of the importance of subasymptotic effects, consider the
requirement mh + mc < mA in a branching a -» be, a constraint that is often reduced
to mb, mc < ma in analytical calculations. The starting point is given by a previous
calculation of the mean parton multiplicity [4,24], valid for the conventional case.
The standard evolution equation for the fragmentation function D(x, m1) can be
written as [4,24]

+S(x-y(l-z))D{y,m2)). (22)

with

( l - z ( l - z ) ) 2
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However, the daughters should not be allowed to have the full virtually of the
mother, i.e. they cannot be evolved independently. If. for simplicity, we adopt the
light-cone definition of z, then p2

r = z(\ — z)[m\- m\/z - m\/(\ - z)] and. in a
first approximation, nif; < zm\ and m\ < (1 - z)ml. The requirement p\ ^ 0 leads
to the more stringent conditions ml^azml and m^<(l - a){\ - z)ml. where a
= \ is preferred for symmetry reasons. Insert this in eq. (22), use as(m

2). integrate
over .v to get the total average multiplicity and keep only logarithmic terms in the z
integrals. The resulting differential equation is then

d
T

N(T

dr
I

mmin

A2 \ ' ' y ' dr dr
(24)

with T = \n(m2/A2), a = ln(l/or) > 0 and b = (UNt.)/(\2ir). Since we are interested
in a solution in the asymptotic domain where T is big, the term proportional to e T

is small and (24) reduces to

(25)

which is equivalent to the "standard" differential equation except for the argument
on the right-hand side. The derivatives on the left-hand side are proportional to
N(r— a) rather than to JV(T). Since JV(T - a) < /V(T) the multiplicity growth will be
reduced. Now expand the right-hand side for small a and keep only the two first
terms. Then the equation is possible to solve and, except for an absolute normaliza-
tion factor, the solution is

(26)
7Tb

with /? = (aCA)/(«•/>) and /^ the modified Be.Nael function of order /?. Asymptoti-
cally, eq. (26) reduces to

{ 2 7 )

which, except for the extra j8 in the first exponent is identical with the one
presented in [4,24], However, (i approximately equals 0.76, which significantly
changes the behaviour of the first term and of the whole expression. In fig. 6 the
average multiplicities are shown for (1 = 0 and /?= 11 • ,-'2-ln(2)*0.76, with a nor-
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Fig. 6. Analytical predictions for the mean gluon multiplicity, with conventional evolution and a
light-cone z. Here fi is a number, explained in the text, introduced to take care of the constraint
mh+ m^^m,,. Results are normalized to 5.0 at 10 GcV. Results with 0 = 1 1 ,'2ln(2) (a) and with

malization such that they both agree at 10 GeV. Here we find a difference of a
factor of l.S between the two cases. It is not impossible that the same kind of factor
is responsible for the discrepancy between model results and the analytical expres-
sion presented in [22]. This phenomenon is of course also present in the case of a
coherent evolution, but here the calculation is not so simple.

4.2. RELATION BETWEEN PARTON AND HADRON MULTIPLICITY

The relation between the charged particle multiplicity (wl.ich is proportional to
the total particle multiplicity) and the parton multiplicity is interesting to investi-
gate; in particular there exist predictions [25] that the mass spectrum of colour
singlet clusters is independent of cm. energy, which suggest that parton and hadron
multiplicities should be proportional to each other at asymptotic energies. In string
fragmentation the particle multiplicity is approximately given by (the logarithm of)
the string "length" in momentum space, which is not only sensitive to the number
of partons and their respective energies but also to the way the string is stretched
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Fig. 7. Ratio of mean charged multiplicity to parton multiplicity. Notation as in fig. 5.

between the partons. In fig. 7, the ratio of charged to parton multiplicity is shown
for energies from 10 GeV to 10 TeV and for four different cases; local z versus
global, z, as(\m

2) versus as(p\) and conventional versus coherent parton showers
in different combinations explained in the figure caption. For the lowest energy,
bremsstrahlung is not so important and all the four ratios are approximately equal.
At asymptotic energies the ratios approach constant values, although different for
the different cases. The charged multiplicity growth is sensitive to the choice of
evolution scheme; there is a difference by a factor of two at 10 TeV for the most
extreme cases. This is still less than the factor of 10 on the parton level. Thus there
is a tendency that a higher parton multiplicity growth gives a smaller asymptotic
ratio. The dependence on the argument in as is transparent, since a;.(\m

2) and
as(p\) give approximately the same number of partons; with as(p\) the cut
P\ ^ mcff w'" s c e t 0 '* t n a t string pieces have a minimum length, thus giving a
higher particle multiplicity. If a bigger mmin is used, e.g. 1.5 GeV instead of 1 GeV,
this effect is much more visible since the minimum string length is then increased.
Needless to say, the absolute number of partons obtained is very sensitive to the
cutoff wmin used, while the charged multiplicity is not (due to the infrared stability
properties of string fragmentation). With independent fragmentation, as imple-
mented in JETSET 6.3 [13,14], ratios increase continuously with energy, without
levelling off.
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One may understand the proportionality between particle and parton multiplicity
as follows. Imagine a parton cascade in momentum space, with the string spanned
between colour connected final state partons. When the energy is increased the tree
will grow, both in parton multiplicity and in string length. There is a universality in
the low- to medium-^2 part of the shower evolution, however, so that the crown of
the tree looks the same for a small tree (low energy) as for a bigger one (high
energy). In other words, the average number of partons connected per string length
is constant and independent of energy.

4.3. x AND Y DISTRIBUTIONS

The way the total energy in an event is shared between the produced gluons can
give information on the production mechanism. In fig. 8, the energy ratio A =
lE/sx/1 is plotted (in a log scale in JC) as (x/a)(da/dx) for .v' /2= 1 TeV. This
distribution is very dependent on the parton multiplicity, but differences show up
even in cases with identical average multiplicities. The first curve is for the local z
case with as(\m

2) and coherence excluded; this curve decreases smoothly towards
zero for x -» 1 and x -»0.001 with a broad peak at A * 0.04. Moving to the global r
case, the multiplicity is increased substantially, and the distribution acquires a bump
at very small x-values while the tail for x -+ 1 is reduced. The shift towards smaller
values of x is related to the increased multiplicity, but a further change from
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Fig. 8. The distribution in energy fraction x ~ 2E/sl/1. plottcJ as (x/6){da/dx). Notation as in fig. 5.
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Fig. 9. The same distribution as above for model results at I TcV with default values for A and mmin

(a), with wimjn = 0.84 GcV (b), and for the MW model [8] (c).

aj^m1) to an(p\) alters the distribution without changing the multiplicity. The
region close to x = 1 is less populated, the one at small x is depleted and the peak at
x « 0.02 is not so wide. These differences are caused by the condition p\= z(\ -
z)m2 ^ mc

2,,: the cut in z gives branchings with less difference between the daughter
energies. The fact that a$(p\) is peaked at small pr does not seem to fully
compensate for this effect. Adding the coherence condition on the evolution reduces
the multiplicity and shifts the x distribution towards bigger x values. The region at
small x has been further depleted, characteristic for the destructive interference
among soft gluons, and the peak is shifted to x = 0.03. In fig. 9 the same
distribution is shown for the MW model [8] together with two curves for our
coherent case; one with the default value of mmin (1 GeV) and the other with
mmin = 0.84 GeV. This clearly illustrates the infrared sensitivity of the x distribu-
tion. With mmin = 0.84 GeV and A =0.4 GeV our results come very close to the
MW ones where wmjn = 1.4 GeV and A = 0.2 GeV have been used (the difference
between these two setup of parameters is consistent with what is needed to describe
PETRA/PEP data with the two respective models).

As seen in subsect. 4.2, the large differences in parton multiplicities are signifi-
cantly reduced by fragmentation effects, but still partly survive. The same cannot be
said of the x spectra: at 1 TeV the differences are dominated by the differences in
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particle multiplicities, and the depletion at small x in the coherent case is washed
out by the fragmentation.

The study of rapidity distributions is standard both in hadron and in e + e~
physics. Reminiscences of coherence effects are expected to show up: the depletion
of the region of low x should be repeated in the rapidity spectrum. The pattern is
not so simple, however. Firstly, a physical axis of the final state partons has to be
specified. Here the linear sphericity axis will be used, rather than some axis intrinsic
to the branching process (cf. comments in ref. [8]). Secondly, one must remember
that the central rapidity region is populated not only by soft gluons but also by
wide-angle gluons at higher x values. For comparison, distributions are again shown
at 1 TeV energy, fig. 10. As before, start with the local case, with a^lm2) and
coherence excluded. In the central rapidity region up to \Y\ =1.5 the distribution is
essentially flat and ends in a tail at \Y\ =s 8. Events where the two original gluons
have not radiated and hence have an undefined rapidity are disregarded. The
average multiplicity is increased when the global z definition is used and, as a
consequence, the average x value is decreased. The peak at very small x is reflected
in a corresponding peak at Y = 0; the former plateau has disappeared and the tail to
large rapidities has also decreased somewhat. Using p\ instead of \m2 as argument
in a s decreases the amount of very soft and very hard gluons, see above. The peak at
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Y = O still remains, but a small bump at | Y\ « 2.5 shows up as a consequence of the
above-mentioned argument. The tail is also reduced further for the same reasons.
Finally, adding coherence depletes the region at small x and a dip at Y = 0 appears
in the rapidity distribution. The effect is not caused by the depletion at small x
solely, since a corresponding dip is absent in the local z case, which has a similar x
distribution. In the coherent case, because of angular ordering, the gluons have more
difficulty to emerge at large angles from the initial parton axis and then end up at
Y = 0 with a moderate x value. The dip thus appears to be a true coherence effect.
The phenomenon remains when quarks are included in the process.

When events are hadronized, but the old linear sphericity axis of the partons is
used, no dip appears, either in the conventional case or in the coherent one. Only
when the hadronic final state is used to define the linear sphericity axis a dip shows
up, but now in both cases. This shows that the question of a dip or not is extremely
sensitive to the axis used for the definition of rapidity. An even larger dip is
obtained with the thrust measure. Here a variation of the trial jet axis by an amount
80 gives a contribution to thrust proportional to 86 for particles around 8 = 90°
w.r.t. the axis, but proportional to (86)2 for 6 « 0°. In other words, while the gross
direction of the thrust axis is determined by high-momentum particles, the "fine
tuning" of this direction tends to deplete the region close to 90°, i.e. Y = 0. There is
also another aspect to the question of rapidity dips in the hadronic state: even for
three-parton configurations, the string effect contributes by boosting particles away
from the Y « 0 (and x « 0) region, while no corresponding depletion is obtained
with independent fragmentation. This explains why dips can be obtained also
without any need for coherence in the parton shower evolution. However, at 1 TeV
the dip is slightly more pronounced in the conventional case than in the coherent
one, fig. 11. Since the opposite situation is observed at the parton level this change
was not expected. The phenomenon is apparently an effect of string fragmentation
and may be understood as follows. One of the string pieces spanning the region at
Y = 0 is the one that connects the first gluon emitted on either side. These gluons
are normally emitted at larger angles, i.e the string may be significantly tilted with
respect to the jet axis, and therefore the particle production is more squeezed
together at central rapidities. One such string piece is to be found in each event but
in the coherent case, where the average number of string pieces (both in total and
those passing Y = 0) is smaller, that one piece obtains a higher relative weight.

4.4. ENERGY-ENERGY CORRELATION

It has been proposed that one place where coherence effects show up is in the
energy-energy correlation function (EEC) [26], in the region of angles 8 close to
180°. The EEC is proportional to the number of pärton pairs forming a relative
opening angle 6, weighted by the product of the respective parton energies. In a
previous paper [27] it was shown that a conventional algorithm differed by almost
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Fig. 11. Rapidity distribution as in fig. 10, but for hadronizcd events. Coherent evolution (a), conven-
tional (b).

an order of magnitude from the analytic QCD prediction at angles 6 « 180° and a
cm. energy of 6 TeV. The coherent scheme, on the other hand, came remarkably
close to the analytic prediction. Both algorithms were implemented in JETSET 6.2,
with A = 0.25 GeV. However, the implementations used not only differ as to
angular ordering, but also in the choice of z variables etc. Here we will test the
effect of coherence solely, without any extra differences. For convenience, the choice
of A = 0.25 GeV and cm. energy 6 TeV is retained.

In fig. 12, is compared analytical predictions [28], conventional evolution with
local and global z definition, and the coherent case with global z. As shown in [27]
and reconfirmed here, the dependence on the argument in as is small, both for
conventional and coherent evolution; all the results above are for a^pj). The
agreement between the coherent and the analytical curve is remarkably good,
considering that they are based on quite different approaches to QCD theory, and
that both are extrapolations over two orders of magnitude in cm. energy.

Compared to the results of ref. [27], the difference between conventional and
coherent evolution has shrunk significantly. Taking the value at 1 + cos0 « 10 6 as
a simple measure, this was roughly 10000 with the old conventional algorithm, is
4500 with the present conventional one with local z, 2300 with global z and 1800
with the present coherent one. This does not help much as far as practical
applications go, since initial state photon radiation is enough to mess up what
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should be meant by a back-to-back pair. On the other hand, the region of very small
angles is experimentally well defined, but the differences that actually may be found
there between conventional and coherent models are completely wiped out by
fragmentation effects.

4.5. ANGULAR ORDERING

The angular ordering condition, cq. (20), is motivated only in the asymptotic
domain, where daughter virtualities are much smaller than the mother one. There-
fore it is interesting to know how well the condition 03 < 0x is fulfilled in reality.
Ratios of consecutive opening angles in 100 GeV events are plotted in fig. 13; the
results at 1 TeV are similar. Here p\ is used consistently as argument in as. In the
local i case, without coherence, the percentage of non-ordered branchings (0^/6x > 1)
is 35%. Further, there is a narrow peak at 0.1 -0.2. When coherence is introduced in
the branching process one must remember that, for the local z definition, opening
angles are approximately ordered only in the rest frame of the grandmother. The
boost to the total cm. frame may therefore alter the angular ordering. The number
of nonordered branches is decreased to 20% and the peak remains. In the global z.
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Fig. 13. Ratios of consecutive opening angles at 100 GeV, plotted for local .• and without coherence
included (a), with coherence (b), with global z and conventional evolution (c) and finally, global : and

coherent case (d). Here <*5( p\) is consistently used.

noncoherent case, there is a large number of nonordered consecutive angles,
approximately 50%. The distribution is no longer peaked in the first bin, instead a
plateau for 0 < 0y/6x < 0.5 shows up. At 1 TeV, a sharp peak appears at very small
ratios, less than 0.1, in this case. This peak is built up by events where an energetic
parton with a small mass has radiated a soft gluon at a large opening angle,
thereafter the more energetic daughter, which has a very small mass, is split fairly
symmetrically, i.e. with a small pr. The reason for a symmetrical split is that, for
small masses, that is the only way the condition p\ = z(l - z)m2 > A2 can be
fulfilled.

Finally, consider the global z with coherence condition included. Here eq. (19) is
evaluated in the cm. frame, and the fraction of non-ordered angles drops to 12%. It
is thus only with the global z definition that the angular ordering condition works
as expected. Partons, which in principle have a large phase space for non-ordered
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branchings, will instead tend to end up in a broad peak at around Ö3/Ö, * 0.5. The
distribution is decreasing monotonically at small angles, without any narrow peaks
close to the origin.

One very direct test of coherence would be if angular ordering could be studied,
based on the properties of the hadronic finai state. Since partons cannot be
observed directly, it is first necessary to use some cluster algorithm, which groups
the particles into jets. (In order to remove some background from semileptonic
decays of charm and bottom, jets where leptons carry more than half the energy are
removed from further consideration. Top production is also not included in the
following, since the top mass is unknown. Contamination from top events may be
important, but probably cuts can be used to reduce it significantly.) These jets
should hopefully mirror the underlying partonic configuration. The likely event
history may now be reconstructed backwards, step by step as follows:

(i) Find the two jets wh ch have least invariant mass,
(ii) Add these jets to get their mother jet.
(iii) If more than two jets left, loop back.

From the reconstructed event history, the ratio of consecutive angles may then be
found. In principle, there is one non-trivial parameter in the problem (d)oin in
LUCLUS, see ref. [13]), which is related to the "jet resolution power" used. If this is
set at too low a value, the fragmentation products of one single parton (or, more
properly, of the string pieces close to a single parton) may be split up into several
jets. Then spurious opening angles will be reconstructed, that are not a part of the
cascade but related to fragmentation phenomena. If the jet resolution is put too
high, on the other hand, the number of reconstructed jets is too small, and the
region of small opening angles cannot be studied at all. As it turns out, results are
not that sensitive to the choice of jet resolution power; in the following d)oin = 3
GeV has been used. Further, only the global z case with os( p\) is discussed here.
For two consecutive branchings, 1 -* 2 + 3 with opening angle 0, and 3 -»4 + 5
with 0v the ratio r = 6i/6l is defined. In order to improve the discriminating power,
the dependence of this ratio on the mass m3 (= m*) will also be studied.

It is useful to define a measure gauging the shape of the r distribution. Perhaps
the most natural choice would have been to use the fraction of nonordered opening
angles, as in the partonic case. Unfortunately the tail of large ratios r is con-
taminated with irrelevant combinations. Instead we have chosen to define a ratio
n(1A<r<2.0)/n(0.0<r<0.6), i.e. the number of angular sets that are clearly
nonordered, excluding the suspect tail, divided by the number of sets that are clearly
ordered. The results are not sensitive to the exact limits used. Results at 200 GeV
are plotted in fig. 14a. For large masses (m*), above 26 GeV, the conventional and
coherent algorithm coincide. This may be used as a common normalization, from
which the "signal" may be seen. At small masses, below 16 GeV, the conventional
case gives an increased amount of nonordered opening angles, and the measure
increases more rapidly than for the coherent case. Where statistics is best, between
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12 and 16 GeV, also the difference i> largest, about a factor of two. At 94 GeV
(typical SLC/LEP I energy), the task is significantly more difficult. These results
are shown in fig. 14b. The basic features are the same, but the factor two separation
now has decreased to 1.5. It is then more difficult to say how much could be made
out of signal, considering possible model dependent variations. On the other hand,
it should be possible to find a set of improved cuts and a better tuned history
reconstruction, so that the significance of the separation is increased.

5. Onia physics - quark versus gluon jets

Quarkonium resonances, like J / ^ or T, have a significant probability to decay
into gluonic states. For 1"~ resonances these may be of the ggg or ggy kind.
Therefore a completely different event structure is expected on resonance, compared
to the underlying continuum qq events. In terms of global event measures like, say,
charged multiplicity or sphericity, these differences are indeed observed. However,
the energies involved at T are far too small to allow a separation into three jets. The
study of a toponium resonance could here provide interesting information. The data
from PETRA tell us the resonance mass must be larger than 47.2 GeV, while weak
decays of the individual top quarks will start to dominate if the the mass is much
above that. The scenario of a 50 GeV resonance will therefore be studied in some
detail.

When parton showers are attached to the basic three-body decay of the toponium
resonance, special problems are encountered: how should kinematics be recon-
structed from three original massless partons to three massive ones, without too
severe a violation of the original configuration? Furthermore, the maximum allowed
virtuality of each parton is somewhat arbitrary. We have here chosen a simple
scheme, which probably contains the main features, as follows. The energy of each
parton in the cm. frame is assumed conserved. Consequently the maximum allowed
virtuality of a parton is set equal to its energy. Usually the angles between the
partons, as well as the three-momenta, are changed when masses are introduced. If
the triplet of gluon masses is such that the kinematics reconstruction becomes
impossible, the parton with largest m/E (= ftipnsenl/mmax, see subsect. 2.2) is
evolved further. The overall orientation of the event contains three independent
degrees of freedom (Euler angles). Two of them are fixed by the conservation of the
event plane, while the third is somewhat arbitrary fixed by the conservation of the
direction of one three-momentum.

Contrary to the case for continuum production, we have not tried to match up
with the matrix elements of next order, O(a?). These are known [29], but are too
complex to be worth the effort here. Instead the first branching on each leg is
decoupled from the original gluon configuration, and coherence is only included in
the subsequent branchings.
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Toponium events are expected to be different from continuum events. In particu-
lar, they are expected to be more spherical, since the decay matrix element tt -* ggg
produces an essentially uniform distribution in the three-body phase space, and
since gluons radiate more than quarks. Further, in the string fragmentation scheme,
the string is stretched in a triangle between the three gluons and, since the
multiplicity is dependent on the string length, a larger multiplicity than in the
continuum is expected already for that reason.

The average charged multiplicity obtained for continuum events at 50 GeV is
16.5, for gluonium ones 26.1. Apart from experimental uncertainties, a cut at 21
would separate an equal mixture of the two event types with only 20% misidentifica-
tion (the actual mixture would depend on the beam energy spread of the machine
used). Thrust, sphericity, aplanarity and other distributions all show how little
two-jetlike gluonium events are. In fig. 15 the aplanarity (A) distribution is shown
for three cases; continuum events, gluonium without parton showers and gluonium
with parton showers. On the parton level, the continuum events have a contribution
to A from the parton shower evolution, while onia decays into three gluons have
not. Still A is bigger in the latter case because of fragmentation effects, essentially
the larger multiplicity. The introduction of bremsstrahlung in onia decays gives a
significant contribution to A, both on the parton and on the hadron level. If a cut
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Fig. 15. Aplanarity distribution at SO GeV for continuum events (a), gluonium events without parton
showers (b) and with parton showers included (c).
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TABLt 3
Average jet masses, calculated for a number of initial parton configurations,

both on the parton and the hadron level

no.

1
2
3
4

configuration

qq
&&

ggy
ggg

energy
(GeV)

29
29
50
50

parton jet mass
(GeV)

5.3
7.3
7.5
6.8

hadron jet mass
(GeV)

6.5
8.9
9.5
8.7

For ggg and ggy events the angles between the jets are restricted to lie between 90° and 150°.

A = 0.032 is introduced, it is possible to identify gluonium and continuum events
with approximately 18% misidentified events. Simultaneous cuts on several distribu-
tions may increase the significance, but the correlation between different measures
is a limiting factor.

If toponium is found, it is possible to investigate the special features of gluon jets
relative to quark jets with a much safer identification than possible before. One test
is jet masses, which are believed to be larger for gluon jets because of their larger
colour charge. In table 3, average jet masses are shown, at the parton and the
hadron level, for different initial configurations and energies. A cluster algorithm is
used to reconstruct exactly two jets in the continuum or ir ^gy events and three jets
in ggg ones. On gluonium (ggg) as well as radiative events (ggy), cuts on the angles
between jets are imposed (90° < 6tj < 150°) to ensure that the jet energies are
approximately equal. In the two first lines, qq events and gg ones (e.g. obtained
from " tagged" ggy events by a boost along the y) are compared at 29 GeV, free
from the special kinematics ambiguities in ggg. A difference is readily visible, but
the factor f in gluon to quark colour charge is not fully realized. The increase in jet
mass from fragmentation is somewhat larger for gluons, as expected from the larger
multiplicity. In the third line, results for ggy events at 50 GeV are presented;
because of the angular cuts above, the two-gluon system has the typical mass 29
GeV, so that almost the same figures are obtained as for gg above. In the
non-radiative onia decays (ggg), jet masses are decreased compared to the radiative
ones, for two reasons. Firstly, the extra kinematics constraints due to having three
partons somewhat reduce the amount of evolution. Secondly, with three jet axes to
be determined, there is an increased amount of large-angle emission that can be

[ assigned to another jet than the one it was emitted from. In reality, jet masses will
' therefore not give a good separation between quark and gluon jets.
i The string effect, see subsect. 3.2, is a consequence of the topology of the string.

In onia decays, the string is closed (neglecting quark pair production) and the
regions between the three jets are on an equal footing. Not so for three-jet
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Fig. 16. Particle flow at 50 GeV for continuum (a) and onia (b), requiring a thrcc-jcl geometry. The most
energetic jet is taken as reference angle (0°) with the least energetic jet centered at largest angle

continuum events, where there is no string between the quark and antiquark. In fig.
16 the particle flows for the two cases at 50 GeV are compared, using the same
event cuts as before. Indeed, the region between jet 1 and jet 2 is not that depleted
in the onia case. The increased jet width is also readily visible. Therefore, the
depletion observed between the quark and the antiquark jet in qqg events should
have no correspondence in ggg ones, apart from minor geometrical effects.

As in table 2, a ratio may be defined between the central region between jets 1
and 3 and between jets 1 and 2. For the particle multiplicity, the numbers are 1.31
for continuum events and 1.06 for onium ones, with similar differences for the other
measures. An experimental observation of this pattern would be an excellent
confirmation of the difference in colour structure between quarks and gluons.

6. Conclusions

Our aim has been to construct an algorithm, based on the AP evolution equa-
tions, where it is possible to switch on and off coherence without introducing any
extra differences in the algorithm. Furthermore, kinematical and dynamical vari-
ables are expressed in terms of Lorentz invariants, and the three-jet matrix element
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is used as a guideline for 'he first branchings. Several other options are also
included, allowing different treatments of the kinematics in branchings and the use
either of as(\m

2) or a^(p\). Thus we have at our disposal a laboratory for the
study of the importance of several features of perturbative QCD.

In a pnpci by Odorico [30], it is suggested that coherence phenomena are
phenomenologically irrelevant at present energies. We do not entirely agree with the
argumentation in that paper, but tend to arrive at similar conclusions. More
specifically, if a string fragmentation scheme is used, equally good descriptions of
data can be obtained either angular ordering is imposed or not. This applies also for
the well-known string effect: the differences present on the parton level are drowned
by the effects of fragmentation. Whether similar conclusions would be obtained
with other fragmentation schemes is not known. In some sense, the string fragmen-
tation scheme by itself includes several features of the colour coherence phenome-
nology [20] so that also non-coherent parton shower evolution will work, at least at
present energies. Surprisingly, the evidence for a running as, with argument p\
rather than m2, may be more convincing than that for angular ordering.

At higher energies, the most direct test for angular ordering is the slower increase
in multiplicity. On the parton level, the difference can be a factor of ten at 10 TeV.
which is reduced to a more modest factor of two when hadronization is included.
But the multiplicity growth is sensitive to a number of features of a model, which
makes it difficult to separate the influence of coherence solely on this effect. For
example, the exact interpretation of z splitting variable and related kinematics is
very important for non-coherent parton shower programs, however, so that the
range of possible algorithms stretches to those with a multiplicity growth as given by
the analytical formula for the coherent case. Equally discouraging conclusions are
reached for a number of other measures. The depletion of partons ai small A from
coherence effects is visible enough, and distinct from what is obtained with a wide
range of non-coherent algorithms, but the difference does not survive fragmenta-
tion. Neither does a related dip at rapidity Y = 0.

The list could be made longer, but the conclusion is clear enough: for any one
single observable at any given energy, it seems possible to find a conventional
algorithm that gives pretty much the same results as the coherent one, once
fragmentation effects have been included. It is not the same conventional algorithm
that gives agreement with the coherent one for all the distributions at the same time,
however, neither does agreement at any one energy necessarily guarantee agreement
over a wide range of energies for a fixed setup of parameters. As a first suggestion
towards different and more direct tests of coherence, we outline a method for
actually studying the extent to which subsequent angles of emission are ordered.
The situation is therefore not desperate - we are confident that continued experi-
mental analyses could gradually shrink the range of allowed models. This will
require a more sophisticated thinking and a more careful separation between
perturbative and non-perturbative physics.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Title of provrum: JKTSET 6.3

i dialogue number: AATJ

Program obtainable from: C HC Program Library. Queen's Uni-
versity of Belfast. N. Ireland (see application form in this
issue)

Computer for which the program is designed and others on which
it is operable: ND. VAX, IBM. CDC and others with a
FORTRAN 77 compiler

Computer: ND-570; Installation: University of I.und. I.und.
Sweden

Operating system. SINTRAN III - VSX/500

Programming language used: FORTRAN 77

High speed storage required: 50 Kwords

\o of bits in word. 32

Peripherals med: terminal for input, terminal or line printer for
output

Xo. "/ lines m mmbmed program and test detk. 6173

Keywords: jet fragmentation, hadronization. multiparticlc pro-
duction, quark jet. gluon jet. e ' e annihilation, parton showers,
leading log evolution, onium decays, event analysis, cluster
algorithm. Monte Carlo event simulation

\ature o/ physical problem
The theory of strong interactions, QCD, cannot be solveJ to

describe the process of hadronization, i.e. how the primary
partons are transformed into the observable hadrons in high
energy interactions The probability for a given parton config-
uration is often known (approximately) from pcrturbative
QCD. however

Method of solution
A phenomenological model, the Lund string model, is intro-
duced to describe the hadronization of an initial parton config-
uration Different independent fragmentation schemes arc
available as alternatives Subsequent particle decays are also
considered. For e*e annihilation, matrix elements and par-
ton showers are combined to give primary parton configura-
tions A number of general utility routines are also included
The program presented here is largely compatible with the
previous ver.ion. JETSET 6.2 [1].

Restrictions on complexity of problem
At very high energies, the program may break down for one of
two reasons, cither the number of particles may exceed the
memory space available, or the (mainly) single-precision
kinematics may give unacceptable roundoff errors.

Typical running time
Depends very much on the energy and nature of the system,
but is roughly proportional to the number of particles pro-
duced A 40 GeV e' e annihilation event, with an average of
32 particles (of which 15 are charged) takes approximately 0 15
s with parton showers and 0.05 s with matrix elements

L'nuAual features of the program
A random number generator is required

Reference
[1] T. Sjöstrand, Comput Phys Commun 39 (1986) 347

001()-4655/87/$03.50 ' Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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LONG WRITE-UP

1. Introduction

Jet physics is not a closed subject, but in a state of steady development. This comes from an interplay
between theory and experiment. The Lund Monte Carlo for jet fragmentation and e ' e physics occupies a
middle ground, in which impulses from both directions are incorporated into a detailed phenomenological
model for multiparticle production. Several versions have appeared in the past [1]; JKTSRT version 6.2 is
roughly a year old by now [2]. Since then, we have carried out a detailed study of timelike parton showers
in e ' e physics [3], which has lead to the development of a new LUSHOW routine.

There is accumulating evidence that second order matrix elements (plus jet fragmentation) is not
enough to provide a fully satisfactory description of present PETRA/PEP data [4]. and even larger
discrepancies can be expected at TRISTAN/SLC/LEP. It is therefore natural to put more emphasis on
parton showers and less on matrix elements. Indeed, this shift is the main reason for presenting a new
version already now.

Apart from the parton showers, there are only minor changes: particle data have been brought up to
date, a few new options introduced for event analysis (in LUCELL). some (noncritical) bugs found and
corrected, and a few lines of code added to cover new cases encountered in the development of the Lund
Monte Carlo for Hadronic Processes. PYTHIA version 4.7 [5]. Roughly 90^ of the code is unchanged, and
the JETSET version 6.2 manual is more than 90% relevant.

Under these circumstances, a supplement to the original manual [2] was deemed the most appropriate
format. The original numbering of sections has been kept, for greater ease of usage, although this leads to
some large gaps where no changes have been made. Further, terminology introduced in ref. [2] or
references given there are not repeated here.

3. Jet fragmentation

The borderline between the perturbative QCD treatment, in terms of matrix elements or parton
showers, and the realm of nonperturbative fragmentation effects is not well defined. Rather, the cutoff
scale Qo could be chosen over a wide range. It now seems that, with parton showers, a small value Q{> = 1
GeV is preferred [3], rather than the Qn * 5 GeV used with matrix elements. The amount of gluon
emission is therefore increased. This leads to a softening of the particle momentum spectrum, which has to
be compensated by a hardening of the "nonperturbative" fragmentation function. In the formula

f(z) = z-i(\-z)"tM-bm\/z) (1)

the default values have thus been changed from a = \. b = 0.7 GeV * to a = 0.5. h - 0.9 GeV : . This
may seem like a large change, but in terms of average charged multiplicity it corresponds to a shift of
about 10% (for one and the same perturbative treatment). The infrared safe properties of string
fragmentation contributes to keeping necessary changes modest, whereas much larger shifts are necessary
if independent fragmentation is used. A further consequence of the increased gluon emission is that the a
parameter, related to average transverse momentum of primary hadrons ((p\) = 2a2), may be decreased
from 0.40 to 0.35 GeV. Finally, the requirement of a flat rapidity plateau necessitates a rcfuning of WmiTi).
The old value was 1.1 GeV, the new one 0.8 GeV.

In the generation of heavy flavours (c and above), an error has been found in the calculation of the • ,
point where the next breakup is assumed to give the final two hadrons rather than a hadron and a
remainder-system. It only affects the nonstandard (Field- Feynman, Peterson et a)., etc.) fragmentation
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functions. A new procedure has therefore been implemented, as follows. Assume a remainder-system q,qy

of transverse mass Wri.m, with q, and/or q / a heavy flavour. In addition to the ordinary test (performed
for light flavours), the following exercise is then carried out. By the production of a qnqn pair a hadron
q,q,, is formed, leaving a remainder qnq ;. The range of allowed z values, i.e. the fraction of remaining
E + p, that may be taken by the q,qn hadron, is constrained away from 0 and 1 by the q,qn and qnq ;

masses. The limits of the physical z range is obtained when the qnq ; system only consists of one single
particle. From the ; value obtained with the infinite-energy fragmentation function formulae, a rescaled ; '
value between these limits is given by

' (2- " 1 )
; (2)

From the :' value, the actual transverse mass m\nj s? " i T n / of the qnq ; system may be calculated. For
more than one particle to be produced out of this system, the requirement

< , , = (\-z'){W,2cm-m\m/z') > (»>„+ W^f + Pi (3)

has to be fulfilled. If not, the qnqy system is assumed to collapse to one single particle.
The consequence of the procedure above is that, the more the infinite energy fragmentation function

f(z) is peaked close to z = 1, the more likely it is that only two particles are produced. In particular, for tt
systems, where very large (:) values are predicted, the expectation is that two particle final states will
dominate far above the threshold region. The procedure above has been constructed so that the two
particle fraction can be calculated directly from the shape of / (z) and the (approximate) mass spectrum,
but it is not unique. For the symmetric Lund fragmentation function (eq. (1)), a number of alternatives
tried all give essentially the same result, whereas other fragmentation functions may be more sensitive to
details.

Once an allowed setup of two final hadrons has been produced, two orderings are possible. The
probability for the reverse one, i.e. where the rapidity and the flavour orderings disagree, is parametrized
by

In the program, d has been assumed constant. Actually, for symmetric fragmentation, the ordering is
expected to be increasingly strict when the particles involved are more massive. A better approximation
(but still far from perfect), with d ->di)(m\i + «i2

n)2 is now used.

4. Particles and their decays

Particle masses and branching ratios have been updated in accordance with the Particle Data Group
1986 edition [6]. The major changes are in the D" and D* branching ratios. Still, a number of decay
modes remain to be found and measured, so the known ones are complemented with "educated guesses",
as before.

Particle names have not yet been modified to agree wiih the new conventions [6]. In particular, our B
meson is still the one that contains a b quark, rather than a b one, and similarly for mesons containing the
hypothetical fourth generation down quark 1. Further, the Ds' is still called F".

Three new particles have been introduced for usage within PYTHIA 4.7 [5], a horizontal gauge boson
R", R" [7], a charged Higgs H* and an additional "extended electroweak" gauge boson Z'". Default
masses are chosen as 5000, 300 and 900 GeV, respectively.
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5. Description of the jet fragmentation routines

5./. The event record

K(1.2): three new particle codes have been introduced

91 R" -91 R° (horizontal gauge boson)
92 H- - 9 2 H (charged Higgs)
93 Z'° (second neutral electroweak gauge boson)

These codes were previously at the disposal of the user, and can so still be used, except when the
production of one of these particles is studied in PYTHIA.

5.2. Definition of initial configuration

SUBROUTINE LU2JET(IP.IFL1.IFL2.ECM)
SUBROUTINE LU3JET(IP.IFL1.IFL3.ECM,X1.X3)
SUBROUTINE LU4JET(IP.IFL1.IFL2.IFL3.IFL4.ECM,X1.X2.X4.X12.X14)
IP: all three routines now accept the option IP < 0 to signify that jets should be stored in every second

line, starting with line - I P . A second line for each jet will then contain extra colour connection
information, so that a parton shower can be generated by a LUSHOW call (with up to three showering
partons), followed by a LUEXEC call, if so desired.

5.5. The general switches and parameters

COMMON/LUDAT1/MST(40).PAR(80)
Status codes and parameters with new options or changed default values are the following.
MST(7): (D = 2) particle decays.

= 0: all particle decays are inhibited.
= 1: particles declared unstable in the IDB vector are allowed to decay. A particle may decay

into jets, which then may fragment further as dictated by MST(5).
= 2: as = 1, except that a qq jet system produced in a decay (e.g. of a B meson) is always

allowed to fragment according to string fragmentation rather than according to the MST(5)
value (this means that energy, momentum and charge are always conserved in the decay).

PAR(12): (D = 0.35) corresponds to the width in the Gaussian px and pt transverse momentum
distributions for primary hadrons.

PAR(23), PAR(25): (D = 0.8 GeV, 0.8 GeV) are, together with quark masses, used to define the remaining
energy below which the fragmentation of a jet system is stopped and two final hadrons formed. The two
alternatives refer to MST(4) = 1 or 3.

PAR(28). PAR(30): (D = 2.5. 2.5) gives the J parameter (eq. (4)) for reverse rapidity ordering of the final
two hadrons, in the form d= PAR(. . .)(wj, + m\^):. The two alternatives refer to MST(4) = 1 or 3.

PAR(31), PAR(32): (£» = 0.5, 0.9 GeV 2) give the a and b parameters of the symmetric Lund
fragmentation function for MST(4) = 1 (and MST(4) = 3 for ordinary hadrons) f(:) = : '(1 -
z)" exp(-hm\/z), where /nT is the transverse mass of the hadron.

PAR(33), PAR(34): (D = 0.5, 0.9 GeV 2) give the a and b parameters as above for the special case of a
gluon jet generated with MST(5) = 4 or 6.

PAR(35), PAR(36): (D = 0.5, 0.9 GeV 2) give the a and b parameters as above for the special case of a
hadron or diquark jet before the J- and/or I-quarks have been used up.
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6. e + e physics

t).l. Annihilation events m the continuum

Recent data have tended to shift the value for the eleetroweak mixing angle upwards [8]; the value
sin:0w = 0.229 is now used rather than 0.217.

Whereas both a matrix element and a parton shower treatment are available, as before, the default has
heen shifted from the former to the latter choice. While an improvement in many respects, some features
are lost thereby. In particular, the full electroweak structure for the angular orientation of three-jet events
is available with the matrix element approach, whereas the orientation of parton shower events is only
based on the original outgoing quark antiquark pair.

6.2. Strong decays of oniu resonances

As with the continuum events, a parton shower approach is now obtained by default, starting from the
two (in ggy events) or three (in ggg ones) outgoing gluons. For chree radiating partons, the maximum
mass of each parton is taken to be its energy in the CM frame. Contrary to the case of continuum events,
there is no attempt to match on to the next higher order results, here four-jet production. If ever toponium
is found in a mass range where decays to ggg are dominant (rather than weak decays of top quarks), the
predicted 4-jet/3-jet ratio should therefore be taken with a grain of salt (but it is still more relevant than
what is obtained without the use of parton showers).

6..*. Parton showers

The new parton shower algorithm is described in ref. [3j; a summary is given in the following. From a
practical point of view, the main improvement is that one single algorithm now is used both for the
conventional and the coherent evolution, so that the effects of angular ordering (the main feature of
coherence) can be separated from other effects in a more consistent manner. Further, different definitions
of the : splitting variable and the Q1 scale may be used. In the coherent evolution scenario, these aspects
are fairly well constrained (in accordance with the default values) by theoretical studies [9], whereas there
is more freedom for conventional evolution.

Parton showers are based on an iterative use of the basic q -» qg. g -» gg and g -»qq branchings, as
given by the Altarelli Parisi equations

dl

for the probability that a branching a -» be will take place during a small change d c where / = \n(ml/A2).
Starting from the maximum allowed mass for parton a, / may be successively degraded until a branching
occurs, at a given mass and with a given :. The products b and c may be allowed to branch in their turn,
and so on. The parton branching is stopped when a parton mass is evolved below some minimum cutoff.
For this purpose, one may define effective parton masses melfl = mmm/2 and m\llA = m2

ma/4 + m\. Here
mu — m6 = 0.325 GeV, ws = 0.5 GeV, mt = 1.6 GeV and mh = 5.0 GeV. The minimum mass for a gluon
to branch (into two gluons) is then wm i n 4 = 2 m t t ( i = mmin and for a quark to branch (into a quark and
gluon) wmin,q = meffil) + meffjs;

In the Altarelli - Parisi splitting functions P^^^iz), the variable r gives the energy fraction (or, more
generally, fraction of some combination of energy and momentum) taken by b, with 1 - z taken by c. The
exact interpretation of z is not uniquely specified in the leading log approximation, so four somewhat
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different alternatives are available in the program. These may be obtained b\ combining a "local" or a
"global" : definition with a "constrained" or an "unconstrained" maximum daughter virtuality. as
follows.

Consider a system of two radiating partons, e.g. e*e -• Yo~* 1i4;- where the indices are used to
number the related four-momenta pt = (Er p,). The total four-momentum of the system is given by p(); in
general there need not be a specific particle with that momentum. Now. in the local : definition. ; is
interpreted as the energy fraction in (he rest frame of the respective "grandmother". For q( —• q ,g4 this is
zi =(/'o/73)/</'o/'i)- f o r ^3 -*4sgfc -j =( / ' iPs ) / (P iP 1 ) . forq5 —q7gK --, - ( p,p7)/{ p,p5). etc. In the
global definition, z is always the energy fraction in the rest frame of the rad:ating system (this need not be
the same as the overall CM frame, consider e.g. high-pT interactions, wher: the total system also contains
spectator quarks), i.e. z, =(/Wj)/(/><>/>i>- :y = ( PoP$)A P»Py)- : , = (A,/-7)/(/>(,/7,). etc. For the branch-
ings of the two original partons 1 and 2 the two alternatives coincide.

In a branching a -» be the kinematically allowed range of z values, ra < ; a < : a , , is given by

:it = z{^ + (<-ml)/ml±^\1/2(ml m2
b. m*)/m;}. (6)

Here X(A-, y, z) = x1 + y2 + z2 - 2.xv - 2xz - 2y: and /?a = | pJ/E.^ is the velocity of parton a. in ihe
rest frame of the grandmother for the local z definition and in the rest frame of the system for the global
one. With constrained evolution, the bounds above are respected. The cutoff masses mMh and m t l l [ are
used to define the maximum allowed z range, within which ra is chosen, together with the »ia value. In
the subsequent evolution, only pairs of mh and m^ values are allowed, for which the fixed ; a is within the
actual limits given by eq. (6). For unconstrained evolution, one may start off by assuming the daughters
massless, so that the allowed z range is

(9{x) = 1 for x >0 . = 0 for x < 0). The decay kinematics into two massless four-vectors p"t and p" is
then straightforward. Once mb and mc have been found from the subsequent evolution, subject only to
the constraints mb < z^E^ mK < (1 - z a )£ a and mh + mc < wa , the actual massive four-vectors may be
defined as

Pb,c = P*b,c ± (rcPc ~ rbPb)- rbx = [ma ~ ^ 2 ' W a - mb- Wc ) ± ( W t "" w b ) j / 2 ' n a . (X)

In other words, the meaning of za is somewhat reinterpreted post facto.
Since the /3a values generally are larger if evaluated in the rest frame of the radiating system rather than

in the rest frame of the grandmother, the allowed z range and hence the amount of evolution is larger with
the global z definition. Needless to say, unconstrained daughter masses also give more evolution than
constrained ones. The standard, coherent option is with global z and unconstrained daughter masses, i.e.
maximal evolution.

The kinematics of a branching a -+ be is almost uniquely specified by the four-momentum of a, the z
value and the masses of b and c. What remains is an azimuthal angle <?>, i.e. a rotation of the be system
around the a axis. This angle is chosen isotropically.

Theoretical studies have shown that coherence effects lead to an angular ordering, so that the angles of
successive branchings are steadily decreasing. The kinematics described so far leads to a conventional
shower, in which angular ordering is not always fulfilled. With the conventional shower as a starting point,
angular ordering may be introduced as follows, however. The opening angle 0a for a -»be is approximately

1 ] ] ^ . (9)
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so the requirement 0, < 0l is reduced to

--,(1 ̂ J/miMl-:,)/:,».-. (10)

where £, = ; , £ , has been used to eliminate the energy factors. If a branching of parton 3 does not fulfil
this ordering condition, the branching is rejected and the evolution in mass continued.

Angular ordering provides no constraints on 0x and 62. since the opening angle between the two
original partons is fl0 = 180° (since the event is considered in the rest frame of these partons). For the
special case of e * e annihilation, this freedom may be used to match on to the three-jet matrix element, as
follows. A three-jet event q( .v, )q(.T, )g(.x,). with v, = 2E/.sl : in the CM frame, can be obtained either by
Yo -» q,, q , followed by q,. -» q,g, or by Y() ~* MIM^* followed by q, . -• cjig,. In the first case one obtains

, , dm1 d.v,
nr = m\. = (1 - x2 )s =» d / = — : 1 - A , "

(11)
d.x,

PaP\' -*i + -V, 2 - . V ,

In the definitions of ,v, and x2. masses other than m,. are neglected. Combined with the second
possibility, with labels 1 and 2 exchanged, eq. (11) gives the same singularity structure as the first order
three-jet matrix element

1 d o _ 2 « , A(xt,x2)

) 'a d.v, dxz 3 IT (1 - .

\~*\ " -Xl)\2-x

In the limit x t - l ( x 2 - l ) /l,howcr = /JmaIm = 1 + .t;
2(= 1 + x,2). with ^maln5(.>t1. JC2) < 4sh,m.cr(x,. .t2)

everywhere. It is therefore possible to reproduce the matrix element by generating the branchings of
partons 1 and 2 according to the shower algorithm, but only accept these branchings with probability
,4raalrix(.v,. .*2)AIShower(xi- X2>- One should note that some implicit differences remain. In a parton shower
the probability of a first branching at a given m is reduced by the probability that no branching has taken
place at a larger virtuality. i.e. by the Sudakov form factor. Further, as may be allowed to run during the
evolution of the parton shower.

The derivation above is implicitly made under the assumption that the maximum parton virtuality is
given by the CM energy, i.e. that a m], - s is allowed. In high-pT interactions this need not apply: it is
then more natural to relate the maximum parton masses to the pT of the hard interaction.

The Q2 scale in as may be chosen to be either ml/4 or ; a ( l - z^)m\ ( xp\) for a branching a -» be,
with the latter in agreement with results from coherence studies. The factor 1/4 in the former has been
chosen to make A values determined by the two options more comparable (;(1 - ; ) «s 1/4). It should be
emphasized that these values cannot be directly compared with A^ values obtained with matrix elements.
The number of active flavours n, in the expression for as

a s «? 2 ) = 12ir/(33 - In,) ln(07-1 2) (15)

is always assumed to be at least 3 (u, d, s); heavier flavours are included if m\ > 4w^. Note that the
requirement of finite as values implies that Q~ > A1, a nontrivial requirement on the allowed phase space
for branchings when Q2 = za(l - / a )m a . Finally, for completeness, an option with fixed as values is also
available.
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Production of heavy flavours from g -• qq is allowed when />r > 4/>r. For constrained evolution, the
phase space factor \ l l/m\ gives an approximate (1 - 4» I^ / /M^) ' l suppression ( Pt . q - ( r ) is essentially
flat in ;). In the unconstrained case, an explicit suppression factor (1 + Im^/nr^l - 4ni^/»r)1 J is
included in the production probability.

In most applications, there are two radiating partons emerging from a hard interaction, as described
above. Sometimes, like in qg -> qy in high-/», interactions, only one of the outgoing particles is allowed to
radiate. If specified as a system, energy and momentum may be shuffled between [he sides, so that the
energy of the y is reduced if the recoiling q acquires a mass. Also the directions of the original particles are
affected in the process. The natural procedure is here to preserve these directions in the r^st frame of the
system, be that with one or both particles radiating. Some showers may be viewed as iritiated bv a single
radiating parton, like the scattered quark in leptoproduction or timelike partons emitted in initial state
radiation [10]. For these it is not possible to conserve the four-momentum. The choice has been made to
conserve energy and jet (momentum) direction, but allow the momentum vector to be scaled down if the
radiating parton acquires a mass. (If one rather desires momentum to be conserved, this can be obtained
afterwards by a boost along the jet direction.) The "rest frame of the system", used e.g. in the : definition,
is taken to be whatever frame the jet is given in.

Sometimes one may wish to consider systems starting out with three radiating partons, the most obvious
case being three-gluon decays of T or toponium. The definition of rest frame and hence : is then
straightforward, but one is left with the issue how the energy sharing variables A, and v, from the
massless matrix elements should be reinterpreted for a massive three-parton configuration. We have made
the arbitrary choice of preserving the energy of each parton, which means that relative angles between the
original partons are changed. Mass triplets outside the allowed phase space are rejected and the evolution
continued.

In string (as well as cluster) fragmentation scenarios, it is not only necessary to trace the evolution of
showers in momentum, but also to Veep track of the colour arrangement, i.e. the way the string is to be
drawn between the final partons. In the leading log approximation, with only simple q -• qg, g -» gg and
g -» qq branchings, this is straightforward. For q -• qg the gluon becomes a kink on the string ending at
the q. for g -» gg an additional string piece is stretched between the gluons and for g -• qq the gluon kink
is resolved into two quark string endpoints. A dependence on the azimuthal angle with respect to
surrounding partons is conceivable for the g -» gg case, where two different string drawings are possible,
but this has not been considered. In e*e annihilation the original qq (or ggg) pair is in a colour singlet,
but the shower formalism works equally well when this is not the case. e.g. in high-/>T interactions.

7. Description of the e *e physics routines

7.1. e ' e continuum event generation

SUBROUTINE LUEEVT(IFL.ECM)
The emphasis of LUEEVT has been somewhat shifted but. apart from the comments below, the old
description is still valid.
Purpose: to generate a complete event e ' e " -» y /Z" --> qq -• parton shower --> hadrons according to QFD

and QCD cross-sections. As an alternative to parton showers, second order matrix elements arc-
available for qq + qqg + qqgg + qqq'q' production.

Remark: Since Sudakov form factors are no longer pretabulated, reinitializations are only needed because
of changed electroweak parameters (see MSTE(9)) in connection with initial state photon radiation.
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7.2. A routine for omum decay

SUBROUTINE LUONIA(IFL.ECM)
This routine now includes a parton shower evolution, starting from the ggg or ggy configuration given by
the lowest order matrix element. The evolution may be switched off. see MSTE(l).

7.3. A routine for timelike shower evolution

SUBROUTINE LUSHOW(IP1.IP2.QMAX)
The routine LUSHOW is completely rewritten, but can be used exactly as the old one. Some new
alternatives have been introduced; the revised description follows.
Purpose: to generate timelike parton showers, conventional or coherent. The performance of the program

is regulated by the switches MSTE(11)-MSTE(15) and parameters PAREi21) and PARE(22).
IP1 = 0. IP2 = 0: no action is taken (previously used for initialization of Sudakov form factors, but this is

no longer needed).
IP1 > 0. IP2 = 0: generate a timelike parton shower for the parton in line IP1 in commonblock LUJETS,

with maximum allowed mass QMAX. With only one parton at hand, one cannot simultaneously
conserve both energy and momentum; here we choose to conserve energy and jet direction, while
longitudinal momentum (along the jet axis) is not conserved.

IP1 > 0. IP2>0: generate timelike parton showers for the two partons in lines IP1 and IP2 in the
commonblock LUJETS. with maximum allowed mass for each parton QMAX. For shower evolution,
the two partons are boosted to their CM frame. Energy and momentum is conserved for the pair of
partons, although not for each individually. One of the two partons may be replaced by a nonradiating
particle, such as a photon or a diquark; the energy and momentum of this particle will be modified to
conserve the total energy and momentum.

IP1 > 0. lP2<0 : generate timelike parton showers for the - IP2 (at most 3) partons in lines IP1.
IP1 +2 IP1 + 2 ( | I P 2 | - 1 ) in the commonblock LUJETS. with maximum allowed mass for each
parton QMAX. The actions for IP2 = - 1 or IP2 = - 2 correspond to the ones obtained with the two
alternatives above, but additionally 1P2 = — 3 may be used to generate the evolution starting from three
given partons (e.g. in toponium ~» ggg). Then the three partons are boosted to their CM frame, energy is
conserved for each parton individually and momentum for the system as a whole.

QMAX: the maximum allowed mass of a radiating parton, i.e. the starting value for the subsequent
evolution. (In addition, the mass of a single jet may not exceed its energy, the mass of a jet in a system
may not exceed the invariant mass of the system.)

7.4. Routines for event analysis

SUBROUTINE LUCELL(NJET)
Some new options have been introduced in LUCHL.L (but the old scheme is retained as default). The
complete revised description follows.
Purpose: to provide a simpler cluster routine more in line with what is currently used in the study of

high-/?r collider events. A detector is assumed to stretch in pseudorapidity between - PARE(35) and
f PARF(35) and be segmented in MSTE(24) equally large T) (pseudorapidity) bins and MSTE(25) <t>

(azimulhal) bins. Transverse energy £ T for undecayed entries are summed up in each cell. For
MSTE(27) nonzero, the energy is smeared by calorimetric resolution effects, cell by cell. This is done
according to a Gaussian distribution; if MSTE(27) = 1 the standard deviation for the £T is
PARE(39)£| / l , if MSTE (27) -2 the standard deviation for the £ is PARE<39)£'/2, £ r and £
expressed in GeV. The Gaussian is cut off at 0 and at a factor PARE(40) times the correct £ T or £. All
bins with £T > PARE(36) are taken to be possible initiators of jets, and are tried in falling £ r
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sequence, to check whether the total Er summed over cells no more distant than PARK(38) in
{( ATJ): 4- (A</>): }l : exceeds PARE(37). If so. these cells define one jet. and are removed from further
consideration. Contrary to LUCLUS. not all particles need be assigned to jets.

NJET: the number of jets reconstructed (may be 0).
= - 2 : remaining space in LUJETS (partly used as working area) not large enough to allow analysis.

Remark: The lines N + 1 through N + NJET in the commonblock LUJETS will, after a call, contain the
following information about the jets reconstructed:
K(N + /.I) = /', the jet number, with the jets arranged in falling order in E r:
K(N + i.2) = the number of particles assigned to jet /.
Further, for MSTE(26) = 1
P(N + ;.l), P(N + i,2): position in TJ and <J> of the center of the jet initiator cell. i.e. geometrical center

of jet;
P(N + /.3), P(N + (.4): position in rj and <J> of the £T-weighted center of the jet. i.e. the center of gravity

of the jet;
P(N + /,5): sum ET of the jet:
while for MSTE(26) = 2
P(N +/,1) - P(N + i,5): the jet momentum, constructed from the summed /•'-, and the T/ and <>

of the £T-weighted center of the jet as ( px, pt. p.. E. m) = £fT(cos <f>. sin $. sinh rj. cosh IJ. 0):
and for MSTE(26) = 3
P(N + i,l) - P(N + ;,5): the jet momentum, constructed by adding vectorially the momentum of

each cell assigned to the jet. assuming that all the £'T was deposited at the center of the cell. The
jet mass in P(N + /.5) is calculated from the summed E and p as m: = E2 - p; - / r - />:.

7.5. The LVD ATE commonhlock

COMMON/LUDATE/MSTE(40).PARF.(80)
Status codes and parameters with new options or changed default values are the following.
MSTE(l): (D = 3) gives the type of QCD corrections used for continuum events.

= 0: only qq events are generated.
= 1: qq + qqg events are generated according to first order QCD.
-1: qq + qqg + qqgg + qqq'q' events are generated according to second order QCD.
= 3: a parton shower is allowed to develop from an original qq pair, see MSTE( 11)- MSTH( 15) for

details.
= - 1: only qqg events are generated (within same matrix element cuts as for = 1). Since the change in

flavour composition from mass cuts or radiative corrections is not taken into account, this
option is not intended for quantitative studies.

= - 2: only qqgg + qqq'q' events are generated (as for = 2). The same warning as for = - 1 applies.
= - 3 ; only qqgg events are generated (as for = 2). The same warning as for = - 1 applies.
= - 4 : only qqq'q' events are generated (as for = 2). The same warning as for = - 1 applies.
Note: PAREO) is now also used for onium resonance events, with

< 2: ggg + ggy events are generated according to lowest order matrix elements.
> 3: a parton shower is allowed to develop from an original ggg or ggy configuration, see MSTEO 1).

MSTE(12), MSTE(14) and MSTE(15) for details.
MSTE(5): (D = 1) fragmentation and decay in LUEEVT and LUONIA calls.

= 0: no LUEXEC calls, i.e. only matrix element treatment.
= 1: LUEXEC calls are made to generate fragmentation and decay chains.
= - 1: no LUEXEC calls and no collapse of small jet systems into one or two particles (in LUPREP);

if this is followed by a LUEXEC call later, a harmless warnng may be generated that a jet
system is too small.
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MSTE(9): (D= 1) initialization of total cross-section and radiative photon spectrum (initialization of
LUSHOW no longer needed).
= 0: never; cannot be used together with radiative corrections.
= 1: calculated at first call and then whenever IFL or MSTE(2) is changed or ECM is changed by

more than PARE(17).
= 2: calculated at each call.
= 3: everything is reinitialized, but MSTE(9) is afterwards put = 1 for use in subsequent calls.

MSTE(ll): (D= 2) branching mode for limelike parton shower.
= 0: no branching at all.
- 1: conventional branching, i.e. without angular ordering.
= 2: coherent branching, i.e. with angular ordering.

MSTF. (12): (D = 4) choice of z definition in branching.
= 1: energy fraction in grandmother's rest frame ("local, constrained").
= 2: energy fraction in grandmother's rest frame assuming massless daughters, with energy and

momentum reshuffletl for massive ones ("local, unconstrained").
= 3: energy fraction in CM frame of the showering partons ("global, constrained").
= 4: energy fraction in CM frame of the showering partons assuming massless daughters, with

energy and momentum reshuffled for massive ones ("global, unconstrained").
MSTE(13): (D = 2) corrections for lowest order qqg three-jet matrix element at the first branching of

either initial parton in a shower.
= 0: no correction.
= 1: correction if LUSHOW is called from LUEEVT. else not.
= 2: always included if scattered partons are qq.

MSTE(14): (D = 2) choice of as scale for shower.
= 0: fixed at PARE(3) value.
= 1: running with Q2 = m:/4. m mass of decaying parton. .\ as stored in PARE(21).
= 2: running with Q2 = :(\ - z )nr, i.e. roughly p\ of branching. A as stored in PARE(21).

MSTE( 15): (D = 5) maximum flavour that can be produced in u shower by branchings g -»qq; also used
to determine the maximum number of active flavours in the as factor in parton showers (here with a
minimum of 3).

MSTE(16) MSTEK20): not used.
MSTE(26): (D= 1) form for presentation of information about reconstructed clusters in LUCELL, as

stored in /LUJF.TS/ in lines N + 1 through N + NJET.
= 1: the P vector in each line contains rj and </> for geometric origin of jet. TJ and <f> for weighted center

of jet, and £"T of jet. respectively.
= 2: the P vector in each line contains a massless four-vector giving direction of jet. obtained as

< /V Z7.• P;< £• m^ = £-[(<-'«s <J>. sin cf>. sinh r). cosh i}. 0) where TJ and <> given the weighted center
of the jet and £'T the transverse energy of it.

= 3: the P vector in each line contains a massive four-vector, obtained by adding the massless
four-vectors of all cells that form part of the jet. and calculating the jet mass from m2 - E2 - p2

p2 - p:. For each cell, the total £ T is summed up. and then translated into a massless
four-vector assuming that all the £T was deposited in the center of the cell.

MSTE (27): (D = 0) smearing of correct energy, imposed cell-by-cell in LUCELL, to simulate calorimeter
resolution effects.
= 0: no smearing.
= 1: the transverse energy in a cell. £T . is smeared according to a Gaussian distribution with standard

deviation PARE(39)/i'j'2, with £ r given in GeV. The Gaussian is cut off so that 0 < £Tsnicat(j <
PARE(40)£Tllu,.

= 2: as = 1. but it is the energy E rather lhan ET that is smeared.
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MSTEI32): not used.

PARE(5): (D = 0.229) sirr»w . weak mixing angle in QFD.
PARE(21): (D = 0.40 GeV) A value used in a, for parton showers.
PARE(22): (D= 1.0 GeV) invariant mass cutoff mlmn of parton showers, below which partons are not

assumed to radiate. For Ql = p\ (MSTE(14) = 2) PARF.(22)/2 additionally gives the minimum pT of a
branching. To avoid infinite aN values, one must have PARF.(22)> 2 x PARE(21) for MSTF<14) • 1
(this is automatically checked in the program, with 2.2 x PARE(21) used as lowest value attainable).

PARE(23) PARE(29): not used.
PARE(39): (D = 0.5) the calorimeter cell resolution assumed when smearing the transverse energy (or

energy) in LL'CELL (see MSTF.(27)) is taken to be PARF.(39)£'V : (or PARK<39)£"' : ) . for Hx (or H)
in GeV.

PARE(40): (D = 2.) maximum factor of upward fluctuation in energy or transverse energy in a given cell
when calorimeter resolution is included in LUCF.LL (see MSTE(27)).

PARE (66)-PARE(80): not used.
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TEST RUN OUTPUT

EVENT LISTING

ORI PART/JET PX PY PZ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

0
0
0
0
4
2
4
2
4
4
4
2
2
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
9
9
10
10
12
12
13
13
14
14
19
21
24
24
30
30
31
31

SUM:

GAM*
U JETF
G JETF
UA JETF
PIO
RHOO
K* B-
PI •
K * +•

K* B-
K +
DELT-
ETA
DELTB
GAMM
GAMM
PI +
PI B-
K B
PI B-
K 0
PI +
K B-
PIO
N 0
PI B-
GAMM
GAMM
N B
PIO
KOS
KOL
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM
PI +
PI B-

D
D
D

D
D

D
D
D

D

D

D

D
D

.000

-.206
14.510
-4.795
-9.508
-2.077
11.699
-5.467
1.374

-1.822
-.847
-1.479

.626
-.320
-1.481
-.459
-1.618
2.831
8.867
-3.395
-2.073
-.702
-1.120
-.371
-.476
.415
.211
.060

-.380
-1.022
-.459
-3.395
-.702
-.086
-.390
-.259
-.200

-1.356
-2.039

.000

-.111
11.821
-.310

-11.400
-2.881
9.561

-5.036
.740

-2.375
-.807
-.592
1.061
.344
.095

-.736
-2.145
1.940
7.621

-2.964
-2.072
-1.218
-1.157
-.607
-.200
.537
.524

-.064
.408
.255

-.159
-2.964
-1.218

.016
-.216
-.077
-.083
-1.454
-1.510

.000

-.112
-3.919
-1.056
5.088
1.021

-3.037
2.290
-.333
1.170
.147

-.225
-.356
-.653
.085
.249
.773

-.658
-2.380
1.123
1.172
.729
.440
.311

-.164
-.278
-.078
.029

-.682
-.037
.122

1.123
.729

-.019
-.146
-.001
.122
.476
.647
.000

.260
19.125
4.920

15.696
3.698

15.430
7.830
1.602
3.335
1.478
1.682
1.779
.974

1.931
.902

2.796
3.497

11.933
4.671
3.160
1.660
1.676
.920
.558

1.192
.587
.093
.881

1.412
.519

4.671
1.660
.089
.469
.270
.249

2.049
2.622
40.000

.000

.325

.000

.325

.135

.772

.892

.140

.892

.892

.494
1.233
.549

1.232
.000
.000
.140
.140
.198
.140
.498
.140
.494
.135
.940
.140
.000
.000
.940
.135
.498
.498
.000
.000
.000
.000
.140
.140

40.000
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Abstract;

We present a model that includes the production of arbitrarily many jets in

lepton-hadron events, using the leading log formalism for parton shower

evolution. The main problem encountered here, which has not previously been

illuminated by studies of e e annihilation or Drell-Yan/Z /W" production, is

the choice of kinematics in the spacelike shower evolution. In our preferred

solution, the standard definition of Björken x is preserved during the

construction of initial and final state showers - a nontrivial constraint. The

resulting model is described in detail, including some first investigations of

its properties.
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1. Introduction

As machines are designed for higher and higher energies, QCD bremsstrahlung

phenomena become more and more important. SPS has so Ear provided lepton-

hadron events at an invariant mass of 23 GeV - enough to observe sizable

bremsstrahlung corrections to the event shape [l] -, while TeV II gives

roughly 35 GeV. HERA will come into operation in a couple of years and will

then provide data at an invariant mass of 315 GeV. Machines at even higher

energies, like LEP + LHC, are under discussion.

The two alternatives that exist to calculate parton final states are matrix

elements and, using the Altarel1i-Paris i equations, parton showers. Matrix

element calculations are exact, order by order in a , but technical

complications limit the calculations to the first few orders. The advantage

with parton showers is that the whole series expansion in a is included,

admittedly in an approximate fashion, the leading log approximation.

Phenomenological models based on 0(a ) matrix elements have been shown to

describe SPS data fairly well [l,2j, while no comparisons with parton showers

have yet been made. In e e physics at 30 GeV it has been shown [3] that not

even second order matrix elements [4] are sufficient to describe the data

accurately. First order matrix elements are obviously faring even worse,

leaving us with a parton shower picture which is superior to O(a )

calculations even at these fairly low energies. A similar phenomenon could

therefore be expected in leptoproduction at high energies.

One aspect should always be kept in mind, however: the level of accuracy in

fragmentation studies is less in leptoproduction than in e e . On the

theoretical side, because of the nonperturbat ivr. initial state, the hadron,

which introduces a number of uncertainties: structure functions, initial state

showers (structure function evolution), hadron remnants, etc. On the

experimental side because particles are measured in a laboratory frame which

is generally boosted with respect to the hadronic CM frame, because

interactions occur in the t-channel so that small scatter ing angles dominate,

because hadron remnants usually disappear down the beam1 pipe, etc.
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With the advent of HERA and higher energies, it becomes important to explore

the parton shower alternative. We will here present a first attempt to

construct a model, with particular emphasis on uncertainties in the

theoretical assumptions. There are basically two ingredients that go into our

model for leptoproduction, final state showers and initial state showers.

Final state or timelike parton showers are by now well studied in e e physics

[3,5,6]. There are a number of investigations made from different sets of

data, which all show a very good agreement between models and data. Initial

state or spacelike showers in hadron-hadron collisions are revealed e.g. in

the p spectrum of W and 2 . This has also been studied l7,8J, but the

constraints on the model from data are here weak.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next section a detailed

description of the different components in the model is presented. Particular

emphasis is put on problems specific to leptoproduction. In section 3 follows

basic studies of the model, with emphasis on parton level results. A brief

summary is given in section 4. Comparisons with experimental data and with the

matrix element approach are postponed to a second paper, which also will

contain predictions for higher energies.

2. The Model

2.1. General Overview

The kinematical variables used in leptoproduction are assumed well known, but

are briefly reviewed for the sake of completeness. Consider an interaction in

the naive parton model, Fig. 1. The following relations then hold:

q = k - k' ,

Q2 = -q2 s -(k - k') 2 ,

I y =
 PT

2 2 l-x 2
W = (P+q) = — 0

It is also common to define v, the boson energy in the rest frame of the

hadron, and s, the total invariant energy squared.
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The basic structure of the cross-section, before any QCD radiation is taken

into account, may generically be written as

do = (boson propagator) x (parton distributions) x

x (lepton-boson-parton couplings) x (helicity factors).

One distinguishes between neutral current (NC) events, with y/Z exchange, and

charged currents (CC) ones, with W exchange. The full structure of the NC,

including interference terms between y an& z • is rather complicated. The

dominant contribution comes from the term with simple y exchange

. y • ji, {.;„«,„,',{
sx y i

where the index i enumerates the quark and antiquark flavours, e. is the
2 ;

corresponding electric charge, and f.(x,Q ) is the usual hadron structure

function. In our calculations the full propagator, including Z and

interference terms, is taken into account. No effects of initial state

polarizations or initial state photon radiation [9] are included, however.

Neglected is also the contribution from longitudinally polarized photons,

which is of the order of 10% at present energies, and is expected to decLease

with energy.

The first order corrections (0(a )) to the simple parton model picture were

calculated a couple of years ago [lO,ll], and have been implemented in Monte

Carlo programs [2,12]. A complete O(a ) calculation includes virtual

corrections to the parton model results above, but in particular it includes

two completely new final states, Fig. 2. In the first one, a gluon is emitted

from either initial or final quark leg, while the second one, the photon-gluon

fusion diagram, contains a quark-antiquark pair in the final state.

In a discussion of parton showers, it is necessary to distinguish between

initial state showers, where the branches occur before the photon vertex, and

final state showers, where they occur after the photon vertex, Fig. 3. The

separation of these two possible time orderings implies a neglect of the

interference terms in Fig. 2, and is of course not gauge invariant. In the

collinear regions, close to the incoming or outgoing parton directions, the

correct results should still be obtained, while wide angle emission could be

misrepresented. In e e physics this problem was possible to overcome, at

least partially, by matching on to the lowest order matrix elements. Hi'-e it

is considerably more difficult tc perform the corresponding analysis.
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If one may view a complete interaction at the hadronic side in a

"chronological" order, the initial state consists of a set of partons, close

to mass-shell (= 1 GeV), whereof one initiates a cascade. In each branch of

this cascade, one of the daughters continues towards the hard interaction

vertex with increasing spacelike virtuality, while the other one is on mass-

shell or acquires a timelike virtuality (in which case it will develop a

timelike shower of its own). The spacelike shower is therefore characterized

by increasing 0 , decreasing energies and increasing (average) opening angles.

Once the incoming spacelike quark has been struck by the boson, the outgoing

quark is now timelike, or at least on mass-shell. This timelike quark starts

to shower into daughters with decreasing masses. In the shower, the opening

angles between daughters are decreasing, as are the daughter energies. The

basic behaviour of initial and final state showers alike is regulated by the

Altarelli-Parisi equations [l3], but with important differences as to details,

as will be discussed later on.

In matrix element calculations all external legs are on mass-shell and,

because of the inclusion of interference terms, it is not meaningful to ask

what is the virtuality of intermediate partons. The situation is quite the

opposite in parton shower algorithms, where the generation of spaceiike or

timelike masses is a central ingredient. This leads to complications in the

definition of the Björken .< variable, as follows, Fig. 3. From the kinematics

of the lepton vertex, the Björken x is unambiguously defined as x = 0 /2Pq. It

is also possible to define an x' = p q/Pq, i.e. (in the Breit frame, i.e. in

the frame where the boson four-vector is q = (0; 0, 0, Q)) the longitudinal

momen jm of the struck quark as a fraction of the momentum of the original

proton. These two coincide for massless incoming and outgoing partons, since

then

2 2 2 2 2
0 = pj = (p + q) = p. + 2p q + q = x 2Pq - Q

(4)

, Q 2

+ x = ^=— = x.
2Pq

If the incoming parton has a spacelike virtuality p = -Q and/or the outgoing

parton a timelike virtuality p! = m1 , this relation is changed to

I 2 . ! 2 - 2 - 2 2 - 2 . , 7
 2

2 2 7 2 2 ^ J

Q t - Q + m ' Q + m'

Se r i o u s m r ; m a t c h t ^ m a / th1;.; or:,: br" ,/een x and •: ' ; .n e x t r e m e cases e v e n w i t h
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x' > 1. Although kinematically possible, such situations would cause other

problems in the model. A possible solution will be presented in the next

sect ion.

The usual interpretation of the structure function f.(x,Q ) is that it gives

the probability to find a parton with flavour i, taking a fraction x of the

hadron energy or momentum, if the hadron is probed at the "scale" Q' (i.e.

with a boson spacelike virtuality 0 ). The exact choice of energy and momentum

combination in the x definition is obviously irrelevant for massless partons

(and negligible transverse momenta), but matters if partons are off mass-

shell. Experimentally, structure functions are determined by measurements of

the scattered lepton. In order to reproduce the correct differential cr ;ss-

section, eq. (3), one is therefore obliged to use the Björken x definition,

i.e. let the lepton vertex be unaffected by the evolution of parton showers.

The alternative would have been to find a completely new set of structure

functions, e.g. in terms of the x' defined above, based on an explicit model

for the distribution of parton virtualities - a major task.

2.2. Space1 ike Showers

The partons inside a hadron may be viewed as undergoing a continuous process

of branchings and recombinations. Each branching a+bc involves some relative

transverse momentum between the partons b and c. In a language where four-

momentum is conserved at each vertex, this implies that at least one of the b

and c partons must have a spacelike virtuality. Since the partons are virtual,

a cascade only lives a finite time before reassembling, with the most off-

shell partons living the shortest time. In a hard scattering, the larger the

momentum transfer scale is (which for simplicity is taken equal to Q ), the

smaller are the distances probed in the hadron, and the softer is the parton

composition observed. This is expressed by the Altarelli-Paris i evolution

equations [l3]

df(x,t) a (t)

• V --VU *£'.<•••'>Wr'-
a

Here the f.(x,t) are the usual structure functions and t is shorthand for

ln(Q /A ). Thus the first order strong coupling constant is
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a s ( ° ) (33-2nf)t
 = a s ( t ) ( 7 )

where n is the number of flavours. Finally, the Altarel1i-Parisi splitting

kernels P (z) are given by

4 L + z

P (z) = - ,
q-»qg 3 1-z

P (z) - 6 {l-Z\\-Z\)2, ,8,
g->-gg z(L-z)

The presence of a hard interaction reduces a cascade to a single sequence of

branchings a-*bc, where a and b are on the main chain of increasing spacelike

virtuality, while m > 0. A "forwards" evolution scheme, where the evolution
C 2 2

of the shower is traced from some initial Q. up to the hard scale Q , is

awkward technically, since it is then difficult to matcn up the spacelike

shower with the hard interaction cross-section, and since the kinematics can

not be constructed until it is known which branch is the one struck by the

virtual photon. Instead a "backwards" evolution scheme has been developed L8J,
where the spacelike parton shower is reconstructed from the härd interaction

backwards, i.e. in falling (

following three paragraphs.

backwards, i.e. in falling Q sequence. This method is reviewed briefly in the

The Altarel1 i-Par is i equations express that, during a smail increase dt there

is a probability for a parton a with momentum fraction x' to become resolved

into a parton b at x = zx1 and a parton c at x'-x = (l-z)x'. Correspondingly,

during a decrease dt a parton b may be "unresolved" into a parton a. The

conditional probability dp, for this to happen is qiven by df./f, which, using
D D D

eq. (6), becomes

: df (x,t) Ct(t) f(x',t)

b t.(x,t) 2TT x t. ( x, t) a+bc x
b a b

Summing up the cumulative effect of many small changes dt, the probability for

no radiation exponentiates. Therefore one may define a "Sudakov" form factor

I max a(t') x'f (x' ,t' )

F S. (x,t ,t) = exp{- f dt' -4 T f dz " ' ' a 1

qivina the probability ^naf a parton b remains at x from t to t < t
* max max
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A knowledge of S is enough to trace the evolution backwards. The virtuality

(the t value) of parton b is essentially obtained directly from eq. (10); a

number of technical complications are described in [8J. For a given t of a

branching, the relative probabilities for different allowed branchings a+bc

are given by the z integrals in the sum in eq. (10). Finally, with t and a

known, the probability distribution in the splitting variable z = x/x' = x /:<
b a

is given by the z integrand in eq. (10). With parton b given, the process may

now be repeated for parton a to find its virtuality and origin, and so on

until a virtuality is chosen below some small cutoff scale Q_, which typically

is taken to be 1 GeV2.

In order to explicitly construct the four-momenta of the partons in the

showers, and in particular the transverse momenta at branchings, a precise z

definition is required. In the limit where virtual ities are small compared to

energies, and where transverse momenta are also small, all definitions of z

should only differ by terms of order Q /s. Differences occur in general,

however, and a given definition may be chosen for technical simplicity. In

hadron-hadron collisions the preferred choice is the "s approach", where • .ne

requires that s = x x s, both at the hard scattering and at any lower scale,

2 2 2 2 2

i.e. s(Q") = x (Q )x (0 )s, with x (0 ) and x (Q ) the x values at a given

stage in the shower. In leptoproduction physics, the only change would be to

replace one of the incoming partons by a nonradiating lepton at x = 1. A3 an

example, referring to Fig. 3, the z value of the branching 3 + 1 + 2 is given

by z = (p + k ) /(p +k) . With, this definition made, and a random azimutnal

angle chosen, the kinematics at the vertex is almost completely fixed. What

remains to be specified is the mass of the associated timelike leg c, to be

determined by the evolution of a timelike shower.

The s approach is very convenient e.g. when studying the production properties

of W/Z bosons at hadron colliders, since the W/Z mass is preserved during the

reconstruction of the initial state showers. The resulting model gives good

agreement with the experimental W/Z p spectrum and other properties [s].

Unfortunately, in leptoproduction in this scheme the Björken x of the event is

not preserved during the reconstruction of the initial state shower, since the

introduction of transverse momenta at the branchings will shift the value of

the product Pq. (This is most easily seen in the frame where the Lepton and

the hard scattering quark come in along the >z axis. The backwards

reconstruction of a shower is then completely symmetric with respect to an

overall azimuthal rotation, i.«. the > value of the shower initiating proton

may be chosen arbitrarily. The product !'cj, on the other hand, o:<p! ;•: 11 : y
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depends on the relative azimuthal angle between the proton and the virtual

photon.) The problem is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the finally reconstructed

x distribution is shown for events with fixed original x and y values. This

mismatch does not necessarily mean that the s scheme is wrong but only that

the original cross-section, eq. (3), is changed by this method of handling the

spacelike cascade. By a reweighting procedure it would be possible to overcome

this drawback but, as noted before, this is a major task.

It is therefore desirable to find a scheme in which the x and Q values of the

event are unaffected by the parton shower properties. This is possible if the

shower evolution does not refer to lepton momenta, except in the combination q

= k-k' . It is not possible, however, to use the § approach with k just

replaced by q: the s of the photon-quark hard scattering is s = (p +q) = p' ,

which might very well be vanishing. Instead a different approach is adopted.

For chis, consider the branching 3 + 1 + 2 , Fig. 3. Since the z to be defined

for this branching should be Lorentz invariant, the allowed combinations of q,

p and p may be parametrized as

2p q + aQ 2 + &Q2

Z l = — 2 2 ( U )

2p3q + acT + BQ3

where a and B give the subleading contributions. The most straightforward

choice would have been to put a = B = 0 in eq. (11). Unfortunately, this means

that z values are not bounded from above by unity. To see this, consider a

collinear branching 3 ->• 1 + 2 in the Breit frame, where z - p /p . If Q =

0 and Q > 0, then |p j > |p | is perfectly allowed, since it is possible to

have the recoiling parton 2 moving in the opposite direction; indeed this is

required kinematically for m = 0-

While the choice B = 0 has to be rejected, it is still desirable to put a = 0:

2 2 2
for a collinear branching with Q = Q = m = 0 and p.. = P, z then coincides

with the Björken x definition, i.e. the naive parton model is reproduced. A

study shows that the requirement of z values bounded by unity is most easily

fulfilled for B = - 2 , i.e.

P i q ~ °1 P ^ P ] ^ '
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The kinematics of branchings can now be constructed by analogy with the

formulae in [a], as follows. First assume that q and p are along the *z axis,

with q given by its hadronic CM frame form q = (W -Q ; 0, 0, W +Q )/2W - (q ;

0, 0, q ) . In terms of the combinations

s1 = (Px + q) + Q + Q ^

3 z 3
(13)

the maximum virtuality of the timelike parton 2 in the branching 3 * 1 + 2 is

given by

2 S1 S3 " Ci r3 2 2
( m2»ma X

 = ^ 2 Ql - °3- ( U )

With the maximum virtuality given, a timelike parton shower algorithm may be

used to give the development of the subsequent cascade, including the actual

mass m . with 0 < m. * (m_)
2 2 2 max

Using the further relation m - p = (p -p ) , the momentum off parton 3 ( in

this frame) may now be found as

( Q + Q 4 )
1

3 " ~2

1 PlzS3

2 2 2 2 , 2 , ( V 3
t r l r 3 » '

PT3 = E3 " P3z + Q3 = ^ " ' }
2 2

This completes the construction of the 3 * L + 2 vertex. The q + p^ subsystem

may now be boosted and rotated to bring p along the -z axis, while leaving q

unchanged. When the next vertex is considered, 5 •* 3 + 4 in Fig. 3, the q + p

system fills the function the q + p did above. Once the shower initiator has

been constructed and oriented, this fixes the frame in which also the incoming

proton is along the -z direction.
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For each branching a+bc, x and x must be used in the evaluation of structure

functions. Up to this point, it has been assumed implicitly that the Björken x

should be used for the parton closest to the hard interaction, x = x, with

preceding ones obtained from the z values constructed in the shower: x =

x /z , x = x./z , etc. These x. values should, in some sense, represent the

ratio of four-momenta between partons p. and the initial hadron. While this

ratio is ambiguous for virtual partons, it is straightforward to define for

the on-shell cascade initiator. In Fig. 5 is plotted the ratio

p . . /(x. . P ), which clearly shows a severe mismatch between x. . P andrz,init mxt z ' mit z

p . . . This mismatch is built up from a number of "subleading"

contributions, and ought to disappear when all virtualities become small. The

following expression is easily calculable

Pq Hz. * 2 ' x* 2
J Q Q

2 7
m - 0

Thus there are evidently two sources for the mismatch. The first factor comes

from the difference between (p q)/(Pq) and the Björken x, as discussed

earlier, eq. (5). The other factor originates from the subleading parts

(nonzero a and/or f$) in the definition of z. As it turns out, the first factor

dominates over the last, and one may experience a situation where x. . < 1

but p . .. > P . This is clearly a pathological situation which must be
*z, mit z if ~>

cured.

The most straightforward solution, which is also the one adopted, is to

redefine the first x used in the evolution according to

,2 O2
mi ~ Ql

x' = x (1 + — - ) . (17)
Q

This gives exact agreement between p . and x. . P , Fig. 5. It should be
' ^zinit mit z *

emphasized that the x redefinition is only used for the internal dynamics of

the cascade, and can be thought of as a natural consequence of the choice of

kinematics. The place where it does matter is in the ratio of structure

functions in the "Sudakov form factor", eq. (10). The proper solution there

would be a new tailormade set of structure functions, i.e. the problem we

tried tn avoid comes back ' ••> haunt IJS. Hore it does not affect the

d i f f e r e n H a l cro-;s-sect i -n >)*:. J/dy, h o w e v e r , but only the amount of p a r t o n

shower e v o l u t i o n . Since effect.-; ar.yli'. w .should turid to cancel, partly in the
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ratio of structure functions, the problem will be neglected.

A final note. In che section above, Q has been used to denote a particle

virtuality or an argument in a and in structure functions. It is in the

nature of perturbative QCD that the definition of 0" in a is not unique. In

particular, loop calculations tend to indicate that the proper argument for a

is not Q but p = (l-z)Q L14j. Such corrections can be taken into account if

desired.

2.3. Timelike Showers

The timelike or final state showers appear for the quark scattered off the

current q and, less importantly, for the side branches of the initial state

cascade. The following discussion will be concentrated on the former case,

with the latter obtained by a fairly straightforward generalization, given eq.

(14). In order to describe the timelike shower evolution, the model presented

in L6J will be used. This model is developed for e e annihilation events,

where there are two cascading partons, which may balance energy and momentum

internally when the partons are given masses. In leptoproduction, with only

one final state parton to be evolved, special problems will ari^e, similar to

those experienced with the spacelike cascade.

One possibility is to follow the route used in the case of r.adron physics,

i.e. let the two hard scattered particles radiate as a syst.em. For

leptoproduction this means the scattered lepton, k', and the scattered quark,

p'. Here the scattered lepton does not radiate but, if the scattered parton

acquires a mass, the momentum k' of the lepton has to be changed in the

process, i.e. neither Q nor Björken x is preserved. The shift in x is

illustrated in Fig. 6, for events generated with initial values x = y = 0.2.

As in the spacelike case, this scheme is not wrong per se, but merely

inconvenient.

Instead we will follow another route, which is to evolve the scattered parton

in the hadronic CM frame, without any reference to incoming or outgoing lepton

momenta. More specifically, for the first branching 1' > 2' + 1', a splitting

variable z' is defined by
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P0 P2
z.1 = -Z-4. (18)
1 P0 Pl

where p = P + q. In the hadronic rest frame p = (W; 0, 0, 0 ) , and ;' reduces

to z' = E'/E', i.e. energy fractions. The p is kept as "reference vector" in

subsequent branchings, i.e., for 2' > 4' + 5', z' = (pop' )/(p p' ) = E',/E',

etc. Some other alternatives exist as options L6J, but are not discussed here.

Because of the choice of frame, the maximum kinematically alLowed mass of the

shower is (m') = E' = W/2. In section 3.1, the question of dynamically
1 max 1

allowed masses will be discussed further.

If x = 0.5, the energy in the hadronic CM frame of the incoming quark (p,) and
L

of the scattered one (p1) coincide. In the limit where the respective virtual

masses are small, the phase space for emitting a soft or collinear gluon (z

close to unity) is equal for the spacelike and timelike showers, given the z

definitions we have adopted, eq. (12) and eq. (18). In this sense the two

cascade schemes are consistent.

With the choice of z variable made, the evolution of a parton in the cascade

is once again given by a Sudakov form factor, which expresses the probability

that a parton a does not branch between some initial maximum mass-square m

and a minimum value m

m2 2 V
m > )

 o (Q2)

Sa(m
2, = exp{- J ^ I d, J L - _ Pa+bc(Z)}. (19)

The Altarelli-Parisi kernels, P (z), are identical with those given in eq.

(8). The Sudakov form factor can be used to find the mass of the decaying

parton, the z value in its branching and the flavours of the daughters. These

daughters may be evolved in their turn, and so on. The shower is traced down

2 2
to some minimum cutoff virtuality m (here taken to be 1 GeV ).

A number of special features of timelike showers are known and included. One

is coherence among soft gluons, which leads to angular ordering: the opening

angles of branches are constrained to decrease monotonically as the masses are

evolved downwards 115J . Another aspect is the freedom to use different scales

as argument in a , as in the .^pacelike case. Studies of coherence effects

s u g g e s t t h a t t h e p ~ z ( i - " . : ) m ' 'A '.he d a u g h t e r s i s p r e f e r r a b L o *•> u p p ,3.-; ,jn

a r g u m e n t . I n o r d e r n o t t o ; e t ir.a ••:< <_>p?. i b I y h i r g e v a l u e s ~>( C< , a r> T,.-; t. r,=i i r:t c.,

« 7,(\-z)m' > m /-I m u s t b e i m p o - ' e i .
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The evolution of spaceli.ke and of timelike parton showers have been considered

separately above. In order to complete the description of this scheme, the two

components have to be put together, as follows. With x and Q chosen from the

cross-section, eq. (3), it is straightforward to construct q, p and p', put

along the z axis in the hadronic CM frame, with p and p" on mass-shell. The

timelike quark leg p' is evolved and acquires a mass mj . While the energy is

preserved in the process, the longitudinal momentum is not. Before considering

momentum conservation, the spacelike leg is evolved, to give p = -Q , and the

four-momentum p is constructed such that m' is taken into account in the

equations in section 2.2. At the end of the spacelike cascade evolution, an

on-mass-shell initiator parton is constructed, wiht momentum p. . . By virtue

of the rotations and boosts performed in connection with each branching, p. .

is along the z axis, as is the unchanged q vector, while p now has a

transverse momentum. The four-momenturn p' = p t q of the timelike shower

initiator is now known, and the timelike shower already constructed can be

boosted and rotated to give agreement. After the hadron remnant has been

added, the system can be boosted from the hadronic CM frame to any desired

frame.

2.4. Other Issues

A number of other issues remain to be discussed before the description of the

model may be considered complete. String fragmentation [l7j has proven to be a

very successful scheme, is thoroughly tested together with parton showers in

e e physics [3,6], and will be used here throughout. A string is stretched

from a colour triplet (quark, antidiquark), via a number of octets (gluons) to

end at an antitriplet (antiquark, diquark). Several strings in one single

event is perfectly allowed. In each branching of a parton shower, q-«5g» g+gg

and g-*qq, the colour flow is well defined, so that the way to connect the

partons of an event with strings is unambiguous. This is not true for a

general matrix element calculation, where non-planar Feynman diagrams

sometimes give an undefined colour topology in the final state.

When dealing with the hadron remnant, three separate cases may be

distinguished, depending on whether the spacelike shower initiator is a

valence quark, a gluon or a sea quark. If the initator is a valence quark, the

remnant i:i a diquark, wnich is just considered as an endpoint of a string. IE

the initiator is a gluon, '.hon the three remaining valence quarks are in a
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colour octet, with two strings attached. This state is conveniently subdivided

into one diquark and one quark, and it must be specified how these should

share the energy and momentum of the hadron remnant. With x representing the E

+ Pr (Pr = *P ' t n e longitudinal momentum) fraction taken by the quark, a form
L Ij Z

(1 ~ X ) <*« (20)
2 1/2

(X + C )

is used [l8] . Here, c = 2m /s = 0.6 GeV/s1' gives a cut-off of the

singularity at x = 0.

Similar energy sharing distributions are needed when a sea (anti)quark is

emitted from the incoming hadron, producing a qqqq or qqqq colour triplet

remnant. In these cases the remnant is split into a hadron plus a remainder

jet: either a baryon plus a quark jet, or a meson plus a diquark jet. Flavours

are combined taking into account that a sea qq pair comes from the splitting

of a colour octet gluon so that, if one of the pair is kicked out, the other

should end up in the hadron split off. Simple counting rules are here used for

the energy sharing, based on the number of valence quarks in an object. Thus

the x fraction of the quark jet or the meson in the first or second case

above, respectively, is given by

P(X)dx = 2(1 - X)dX • (21)

The initiator parton may be assumed to have some primordial k , generated

according to a Gaussian, typically with <k_> = (0.44 G<?V) . The recoil is then

taken up by the hadron remnant. If the remnant is decomposed into two objects,

these may be given a relative transverse momentum as well. The picture of a

(massless) incoming hadron split into a parton shower initiator and a beam

remnant, both massless and parallel to each other, is therefore slightly

upset. The kinematical solution adopted is to consider the process as a

longitudinal decay of the total invariant hadronic energy W into two

subsystems w:

respectively.

2 2 2 2
subsystems with transverse mass-squares (p. _ + q) + k_ and p + k ,

^ rmit T 'remnant T

The machinery for target remnant treatment is, with minor modifications, taken

over from PYTHIA version 4.8 [is], as is structure function parametrizations.

For the results in this paper, we have used EHLQ set 1 [l9j , with A = 0.2 GeV.

Fragmentation and timelike cascades are performed by JETSET version 6.3 [20] .
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3. Studies with the Model

With the whole machinery for generating parton and hadron configurations

available in the form of a Monte Carlo program, there are a large number of

interesting issues to be investigated. A first comparison cf model and EMC

data has been made, with good results, but the presentation of these

investigations is postponed to a subsequent paper [21], where also

extrapolations to HERA energies will be presented. The studies in this section

are more intended to illuminate the properties of the model as such.

3.1. Studies on the Parton Level

In the probabilistic leading log picture, the spacelike and timelike showers

factorize. In a complete quantum mechanical description, this separation is

not gauge invariant, hut for practical purposes one may accept it as a first

approximation. That way it becomes possible to study the relative

characteristics of the spacelike and the timelike cascades. In Fig. 7a is

plotted the parton rapidity distributions in the hadronic CM frame, separately

for the timelike and the spacelike showers. The two cascades are fairly well

separated, i.e. to be found in the forward and in the backward hemisphere,

respectively. The number of partons is obviously not an infrared safe

quantity; a better representation is provided by the p -weighted rapidity

distribution, Fig. 7b. The spacelike shower is here shown to be concentrated

more towards the central rapidity region than the timelike one. This is simply

because a large part of the hadron, the remnant, does not take part in the

interaction, and ends up far out in the backwards hemisphere with negligible

transverse momentum.

From Fig. 7b it is also obvious that the timelike shower generates more

transverse momentum than does the spacelike one. Another measure of this

difference is the average virtuality of outgoing and incoming parton at the

: boson vertex. Over essentially the whole region of x and y values, the average

• timelike mass <m'> is greater than the average spacelike mass < Q 1
> by ? factor

I of two or three. As an example, Fig. 8a shows the timelike and spacelike mass

distributions for HERA events with x = y = 0.2. Also if the hadron physics

schemes are used for initial and final stat; showers (with limitations as

discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively), the same difference appears,

see Fig. 8b, although the masses are slightly larger overall because of the

larger phase space available when energy and momentum can be reshuffled. The
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spacelike and timelike masses are neither gauge independent quantities nor

experimentally observable ones. However, the consequence of the difference in

masses is a larger jet activity in the forward than in the backward

hemisphere, and this is indeed in agreement with matrix element results, both

analytical [lo] and Monte Carlo [2] ones, and with experimental observations

at SPS energies [l]. This point will be returned to later.

In the language of parton showers, the asymmetry between spacelike and

timelike masses may be understood as follows. The Sudakov form factors, eq.

(10) and eq. (19), respectively, contains all the information for the choice

of virtualities. Let us make a distinction between dynamics, which is

essentially governed by the Altarelli-Parisi kernels and the structure

functions, and kinematics, which is related to the amount of available phase

space. The latter is conveniently gauged by -ln(l-z ) where z is the upper

integration limit in the z integrals. For x reasonable large (x > 0.3) or

large Q , the ratio of structure functions in eq. (10) is steeply falling with

increasing x', i.e. decreasing z. This ratio, which is absent in the timelike

case, is enough to give a large dynamical suppression. For smaller x, the

ratio of structure functions is of the order of unity, and the dynamics in the

two cases are fairly similar, but here the available phase space for emission

is different. In the spacelike case z = 1 - Q./Q , while in the timelike

case z' = 1 - xm| /((l-x)Q ), with the latter giving a larger phase space for

small x.

One specific problem encountered in the parton shower approach is the question

of maximum allowed virtuality, i.e. the question of scale. The scale could

either be set by Q or by W or, more generally, by a combination of the two.

Our experience from e e physics is no guide here, since Q = W in e e

annihilation. A similar situation holds for initial state radiation in W/Z

production, where the boson mass (or some multiple thereof) sets the only

sensible scale. In leptoproduction, the standard statement is that Q sets the

scale for the resolution of partons, and therefore should govern the parton

shower evolution. This is certainly not the full story, however. In the limit
2

of Q + 0 , i.e. photoproduction, such an argument would suggest the complete

absence of perturbative QCD corrections, while in fact the process Y + g •*• q +

q is still allowed, here with a scale customarily related to the transverse

mass of the produced quarks. It has also been noted that, with Q as main

scale for matrix element calculations in leptoproduction, the >. dependent

factors conspire to give a transverse energy flow mainly determined by W for

not too small x values [lO,ll].
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In order to compare predictions of parton cascades, with different scales, and

of matrix elements, it is convenient to choose a measure on the parton level

which is infrared stable. A simple measure is the p sum of all partons in the

hadronic CM frame. In Fig. 9 this spectrum is compared for the alternatives

above. As expected, the spectrum is broader and reaches higher values of Ep

in the W case than in the Q one. The W shower alternative also has larger

<£p > than the matrix elements; this is partly due to a difference in the

hardest emission and partly due to the presence of extra soft partons in a

shower approach. This plot was done for a certain set of cutoffs in x and y (

x > 0.01, y > 0.01) and details do change somewhat if other values are chosen.

Although no simple answer can be given, it is thus not unreasonable to use W
2

rather than Q as a first approximatioi

indicated, that is the choice in this paper.

2
rather than Q as a first approximation to the scale. Unless otherwise

As discussed above, there is a fairly strong asymmetry between parton

emission in the forward and in the backward hemisphere. Another way to study

this is to plot dz/dcos9 in the hadronic rest frame, where z is some scaled

energy variable. In the following, the symmetric definition z. = 2E./W has

been used. This energy flow, weighted with the total cross-section, is plotted

in Fig. 10 for a neutrino beam (CC) with x = y = 0.2, and HERA energy.

Comparing matrix elements with parton showers, it is clear that the showers

contribute with a large amount of extra radiation over the whole angular

region, approximately a factor of two. The difference tends to be somewhat

larger in the very backwards direction, where showers show more of a peaking

than matrix elements.

3.2. Studies including Fragmentation

The addition of parton showers has several implications besides the previously

J discussed ones. The perhaps most direct test is in the charged multiplicity

I distribution, which should exhibit a stronger W dependence with showers than

\ without, as follows. In the naive parton model, i.e. without showers, the

multiplicity is expected to increase proportionally to lnW. When showers are

included, essentially nothing is changed at low w, since the phas-- space here

is too small for significant extra parton production anyway. Wi h increasing

energy more partons are being emitted in the showers, which leads to more

complicated string configurations spanning the emitted partons (the string

becomes "longer" than a straight one with the same W) and hence an extra
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increase in multiplicity. Now, the string fragmentation scheme is infrared

stable in the sense that, if a parton branches into two partons with a small

invariant mass (either a soft or a collinear branching), the change on the

particle level is minimal. Thus the increase in parton multiplicity is only

partly mirrored in the particle multiplicity, i.e. the two are not

proportional to each other. This is shown in Fig. 11 a and b, where the

average parton multiplicity and the charged multiplicity are plotted as a

function of lnW for SPS and HERA energies (23 GeV and 315 GeV invariant

energy, respectively). Also shown is the scaling behaviour of the single

string in the simple parton model, which is significantly below the shower

model at typical HERA energies.

A further warning is in place. More partons in the final state does not

necessarily mean more separately observable jets, since most partons are close

to one another and are not resolvable in the particle final state. At HERA

energies a number of well separated jets is predicted in some fraction of the

events, and here parton showers offer a more detailed picture than is provided

by the naive parton model or first order matrix elements. This will be

discussed further in [2l].

While the rvimber of observable jets is not large, the current jet does become

visibly broader by the sum total of emitted partons. The energy flow dE/d0 in

HERA events is shown in Fig. 12, in the lepton scattering plane of the lab

frame, for fix x and y values (0.2 and 0.5, respectively). While the beam jet

receives only minor contributions from the cascade, the current jet becomes

considerably wider, by approximately a factor of five. This significantly

increases a slight difference in width between current and beam jet present

already without showers. Energy flow in the regions between the jets is also

increased by a factor of five in the case considered here.

' As a final example, consider the average transverse momentum of charged

particles, defined in the hadronic CM frame as a function of the Feynman x,

Fig. 13. The strong asymmetry between forward and backward hemispheres already

[• noted in section 3.2 is again visible. Notable is also that the characteristic

seagull effect, i.e. a dip at x = 0, remains when the energy is increased

from SPS to HERA (this dip has a kinematical origin and disappears if x is

replaced by Y). The backward region is seen to receive rather small

contributions from showers, while the forward region receives the major

increase.
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4. Summary

In this paper we have presented a detailed model for initial and final state

parton showers in leptoproduction events. In view of our previous studies of

final state radiation in e e annihilation [ö] and initial state one in W/Z

production [ö], this might seem a straightforward task. Unfortunately, a

subsidiary constraint is imposed by the desire to have the parton showers

leave the x (and Q ) value(s) of an event unchanged. This is trivial when

partons are assumed massless and collinear, as in structure function

evolution, but becomes more complicated when each parton branching is assumed

to involve some transverse momentum and, as a consequence, the produced

partons are not on mass-shell. It must be emphasized that the strive to

preserve x is not required by theoretical consistency, but by experimental

convenience: a standard task will be to predict event properties given that

leptons are observed with momenta corresponding to some specific window of x

and Q values. The preservation of x also allows us to use already existing

structure function parametrizations, which have been constructed to reproduce

the differential cross-sections do/dxdy, rather than having to find ones of

our own.

The problems noted above leads to a very specific choice for handling initial

and final state cascades. When all is said and done, however, the resulting

properties are very close to those obtained in a quite different scheme

without explicit x preservation. There is one problem that does not receive an

entirely satisfactory solution: that of the maximally allowed virtuality for

parton shower evolution. Herp one would like to match on to the known first

order matrix elements. This was the approach in e e annihilation [6], but is

much harder in leptoproduction, both because of the more complicated structure

that needs to be described (including e.g. structure functions) and because an

asymmetrical separation into maximum initial and final state virtualities is

required. It seems that a reasonable overall agreement can be obtained with Q

as maximum allowed virtuality in the cascades; even in this case, however, a W

dependence enters via the allowed phase space, if W is significantly larger

than Q , a parton shower evolution with maximum allowed virtuality Q does not

populate the full phase space accessed in the matrix element approach.

Instead, with W as scale, hard gluon emission may be overestimated, but this

could then be corrected by ordinary Monte Carlo rejection techniques.

Therefore the W scale approach is the more promising one for an eventual

matching on to first order matrix elements.
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Another issue not covered here is coherence phenomena in initial state

cascades (coherence in the final state showers is, however), which has

recently been studied by Ciafaloni [22]. A Monte Carlo program incorporating

coherence is in preparation by Marchesini and Webber [23], and should offer

possibilities for interesting comparisons with our approach.

One nontrivial finding is that, with a sensible (but not gauge invariant)

separation of initial and final state showers, the final state radiation

dominates in magnitude by roughly a factor of three over essentially the whole
2

range of x and Q values. In hadron physics this difference is generally less,

and in the small x region spacelike showers may there dominate over timelike

ones.

In the short run, the model presented here can, and will [21] , be used to

compare with data at present energies. This will serve as a calibration point

for the main application: to predict event shapes at HERA and other future

high energy lepton-hadron colliders.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Kinematics nca' on for the simple case without any QCD corrections.

Particles -.•• appear "after" the boson vertex are always written

with a • '• :•*. The proton four-momentum is denoted by capital P.

Fig. 2. The owest order QCD corrections to the basic process in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Notations of a QCD process with initial and final state radiation

included.

Fig. 4. Björken x divided by the input x used for generating events (x =

0.2, y = 0.2) in the s appro- oh. Only initial state showers are

switched on.

Fig. 5. The ratio p . . /(x. . P ) plotted for x = x . in the initial

state shower (dotted line), and for x = x' from eq. (17) (delta

function at 1). Both x and y were fixed at 0.2.

Fig. 6. Björken x divided by the input x used foi generating events (x =

0.2, y = 0.2) in the s approach. Only final state showers are

switched on.

Fig. 7a. dn/dY on parton level in the hadronic CM frame, plotted separately

for final state partons (dotted line), initial state partons (dash-

dotted line) as well as the sum of the two (full line). The energy

was fixed to 315 GeV and events were generated with cuts x > 0.1 and

y > 0.1.

Fig. 7b. dp /dY with notation as in Fig. 7a.

Fig. 8a. Distribution of timelike mass m1 (dotted line) and spacelike one Q

(full line), for x = y = 0.2 at HERA energy with standard

kinematics.

Fig. 8b. As in Fig. 8a but now for the s approach.
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Fig. 9. The distribution dP/aEp at parton level in the hadronic CM frame,

plotted for events at HERA energy with cuts x > 0.01, y > 0.01, Q >
2 2 2 2

4 GeV and W ) 2 GeV . Dash-dotted curve model results with Q as

scale, full with W as scale and dashed for matrix elements [l2].

The no-emission peaks at the origin are omitted; therefore the areas

of the curves are slightly below unity.

Fig. 10. Energy flow for partons in the hadronic CM frame, a dz/dcos8 as a

function of cos8 for z = 2E/W. Results are for a neutrino beam (CC)

with x = y = 0.2, and where 0 is the total cross-section from the

expression corresponding to eq. (3). The full line is for parton

showers and the dash-dotted for matrix elements as implemented in

the MC of [l2] .

Fig. 11. Multiplicity increase with W, a) for SPS energy, b) for HERA energy.

The dotted line is the average charged multiplicity without any QCD

corrections. The dash-dotted line is the average number of partons

produced (the remnant is also counted in this case) and the full

line is the average multiplicity for the parton shower model. Cuts

as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 12. The energy flow in the event plane, dE/d9 plotted for configurations

generated with fixed x (= 0.2) and y (= 0.5) at HERA energy. The

full line is for the model, while the dashed one is without any QCD

corrections. Direction of the scattered electron, scattered parton

("q") and target remnant ("qq") as given by the naive parton model.

Fig. 13. Predicted average p for charged particles plotted as a function of

Feynman x (x = 2p /W) in the hadronic CM frame. Full line is for

SPS energy and the dotted one for HERA energy. The cuts are

identical with the ones in Fig. 9.
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Abstract

Perturbative QCD corrections to leptoproduction events can be introduced either
in the form of matrix elements or of parton showers. Each of these approaches
has its advantages and disadvantages, making a comparison of the tw<> interest-
ing. At present energies, both methods can be made to agree reasonably well
with data, whereas differences appear at higher energies. The influence of these
QCD effects on the expected event structure at ep colliders. HERA in particular.
is investigated in detail. This includes multiplicity and momentum distributions,
transverse momentum flow and correlations, as well as jet properties.
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1 Introduction

Lept..production is one of the main fields oi experimental high energy physics, with a program
complementary to the ones offered by t t annihilation and hadron collisions. At present,
new re>ults are mainly provided by the fixed target programs at C'ERN and Fermilab. In
a few years HERA is planned to offer ep collisions at 30 GeV on £20 GeV: a combination
of LEP and LHC might give 95 GeV on 8.5 TeY. Studies at higher energies have two main
objectives, to improve c .rrent understanding of tlu- standard mo<lel and to look for signals
for new physics. These studies will be based both on the overall kinematical variables and
on the detailed event structure.

The two mam kmeinatieal variables, r and Q". can be calculated from a knowledge of
incoming and scattered lepton momenta. For an incoming electron or nmon beam, this
procedure is straightforward in neutral current (-, Z° exchange) events, but less so in charged
current [}\~ ~ exchange) ones, where the outgoing neutrino is not detected. If the hadronic
sy?>teiu in the event can be measured, energy-momentum conservation gives the neutrino
momentum, however. It then becomes a matter of understanding the detailed response of a
detector, in particular degradations due to an imperfect angular coverage, which presupposes
a knowledge of the structure of the hadronic system. Some of this knowledge, but not all.
may come from a "calibration" in neutral current events, where both the scattered lepton and
flie hadronic system may be observed. Also a more elaborate study of the event shape, e.g. a
search for new particles decaying into several jets, or combinations of leptons and jets, must
be based on some notion of what to expect from standard model backgrounds. Hence, it is
important to have as well-founded expectations as possible for the event structure in very
high energy lept(»production.

The required understanding of hadron production is today not provided directly by QCD.
Rather, a composite picture is used, wherein a perturbative treatment of parton production
is combined with a nonperturbative model for the fragmentation of a partonic state into
hadrons. In the latter capacity, the Lund string model 1 will be used throughout. For the
perturbative part, two main alternatives are possible: matrix elements and parton showers.
In principle, the former approach is superior, in that matrix elements involve no kinematical
approximations and in that the complete structure in ? and Q2 is included. For fixed target
energies, the matrix element route has already been proven phcnomenologically viable 2,3,
4 . However, experience with experiments at PETRA and PEP have taught us that not even
second order matrix elements provide a satisfactory description of data at or above \Y ~ 30
GeV 5 . In particular, the amount of multijet events is underestimated, indicating a need
for higher order corrections. It is therefore not to be expected that the matrix elements at
our disposal in leptoproduction. which are of first rather than second order, should fare any
better at the larger H'-values probed with HERA. Parton showers are based on an iterative
picture of successive branchings. Multiparton configurations are therefore generated in a
natural fashion, resulting in an improved agreement with the multijet phenomenology in
i ' r annihilation 5 . The parton shower approach should therefore also give a more realistic
picture of the complexity of high energy leptoproduction events than that offered by first order
matrix elements. Unfortunately, the parton shower algorithms include various kinematical
simplifications, making the results particularly uncertain for the amount of hard emission.
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The objective of the present paper is to compare the matrix element I ME) and parton
>ho\ver | PS I approaches, in the context of currently available data as well as expectations for
higher energies. These comparisons will be exclusively for standard model events the not
insignificant differences obtained between the two approaches is as good a motivation as any
why the study of OCD phenomena should not be considered a finished chapter. The plan of
the paper is as follows. A brief introduction to the simple quark parton model IQPM). without
any QCD corrections, and its two extensions (ME and PS) is given in section 2. In section 3
it is shown that parton showers can be made to agree with data at present energies, as has
already been shown for the ME approach by EMC 4.6 . while the quark parton model fails.
At higher energies differences will become even larger, in particular if phenomena sensitive
to multijet emission are studied, section 4. The specific problem of kinematics reconstruction
from the hadronic system (in charged current events) is briefly discussed in section 5. Finally,
a summary and outlook is given in section 6.

2 The Models

The kinematics of leptoproduction. Fig. 1. is given in terms of the four-momenta k and
k' of the incoming and outgoing lej.'ton and the nncleon target momentum vector P. The
momentum of the exchanged electroweak current, q - k k', is a spacelike vector, i.e.
q2 — - Q2. Q2 . 0 . A commonly used variable is v. defined by the relation n>pi' Pq. i.e.
the energy of the current in the target rest frame. The scaling variables are given by

Q2 Q2

' ~= 2Pq 2 n V ' { )

V - Pq 2Pq V- (2)
,7 ni \ " }

Pk S \'mai

where .< — (P - k )2 is the total invariant mass-squared. We note that the identification of J-
as the momentum fraction of the incoming quark, i.e. p ~ TP. is only correct for a scattering
of massless partons a condition which will normally not be fulfilled in QCD processes.
where off-shell partons may occur. The invariant mass of the hadronic final state, which is
an important variable both for perturbative QCD and hadronization. is given by

H - ' - l P . , ) 2 - ^ 1 ' - * - ^ (3)

The deep inelastic scattering cross-section can be well illustrated by that of the purely
electromagnetic interaction, i.e. photon exchange,

where /, is the structure function for a quark of flavour i with electric charge r,. The same
basic structure holds also for the weak processes, but with other (^-dependent propagators,
(/-dependent helicity factors and flavour couplings. QCD corrections are included through the
Q2 dependence of the structure functions. QED radiative corrections, in particular photon
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brrm>>tiahlung off the incoming lepton. introduce turtln-r complication;.. These are not
considered in the present paper. >ince they are normally corrected for in the experimental
data.

The lowest order | OPM I partonic process "•*-</ • q i> in first order QCD supplemented
by gluon radiation and hoson-gliion fusion. " * • </ * q - «/ and "•"-</ * q - q. as shown in Fig.
2. (The virtual photon may here also >yml)oliz«- a general electroweak exchange of W and
-• Z bosons.) The matrix elements 7 are. for each given r and Q2. complicated functions
of three (Lorentz invariant) variables. These variable?- correspond to the new degrees of
freedom in terms of. e.g.. the relative sharing of energy between the two scattered partons,
the opening angle between them, and an azinmthal angle with respect to the scattered lepton
direction. Although the azinnithal dependence can often be neglected to first approximation,
it is included for completeness in our treatment. The matrix elements are divergent in the
limit when the gluon energy or the opening angle vanishes I soft or eolliiiear singularities).
These divergences are partly cancelled by virtual corrections to the lowest order graph, and
partly absorbed in the (^"-dependent structure functions.

For convenient Monte Carlo simulation of events, it is necessary to impose a cutoff on
the singular regions of the first order matrix elements. This can be done e.g. by requiring
a minimum invariant mass nicut between any pair of partons in the hadronic final state
(with the target remnant system counted as one parton). From a physical point of view.
it would be natural to assume ni,.,å, independent of \\~. However, with increasing \\~ the
first order proce>ses would then ultimately obtain a probability larger than unity. It is
therefore necessary to allow for some variation in ni,.ul as a function of IV (and T). The
complete electroweak scattering cross-section, exact first order QCD matrix elements and
target remnant treatment are implemented in a Monte Carlo event generator 8 which has
been used for the results in this paper. The EHLO set 1 structure functions 9 have been
used throughout, but we note that our results are not sensitively dependent on the specific
structure function parametrization used.

An alternative to matrix elements is provided by parton showers, schematically illustrated
in Fig. 3. In the parton shower approach a number of interference effects are neglected. In
particular, there is an arbitrary separation of radiation into an initial state cascade and a
final state one. Both of these showers can be described as a successive application of the three
basic branchings q > qg. g •> gg and g » qq. as described by the Altarelli-Parisi equations
10 . The details are different, however. The initial state shower is a spacelike one: there is

a main branch of the cascade, stretching from the shower initiator up to the parton at the
hard ii.ieraction. along which parton virtualities are increasingly spacelike (Ql - Q\ • Q\
in Fig. 3. where Q't -- n?,: 0). Only the side branches (partons 2 and 4 in Fig. 3) may
be on mass-shell or tiinelike. The final state shower, on the other hand, is a timelike one.
i.e. all partons have m2 0. and virtualities decrease at each branching. A cutoff, typically
'"o ^o 1 GeV2. is tised to limit the emission of soft and collinear partons. Contrary to
the matrix element alternative, there is no need lor motivation) for introducing an energy
dependence in this cut. The models for initial and final state showers in leptoproduction are
presented in 11 together with some general results.

The final state shower approach has been extensively studied in (*e~ annihilation at
PETRA PEP energies. It is well developed, with soft gluon interference effects taken into
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account 12 . leading to a good agn-ement with the data. We use the algorithm in 13.14. Tin-
initial state shower algorithms are- less mature, but have nevertheless proven ph'iiomenologi-
cally relevant in high-p. />/» collider events. The backwards evolution scheme of 15.16 is heie
employed. The initial state radiation contribution to gluou emission is less extensive than that
from final state one. as ? combined effect of phase space differences and a structure function
related suppression of initial state radiation. Some new problem-, arise when shower models
are to be used for deep inelastic scattering. In order that the shower algorithm leave the
kinematical variables unchanged, as defined by the scattered lepton. additional constraints
must be taken into account 11 .

It is furthermore amhigous what sets the scale for the maximum virtuality in the shower.
The natural alternatives here are Q2 ami It'" (or more generally a function of these two
variables). A good scheme for matching on to the exact first order matrix elements for deep
inelastic scattering, which could resolve this, is >till lacking. We note that, although Q2 is
the fundamental parameter in the matrix elements, the ^--dependent factors make the basic
transverse momentum properties depend mainly on It*2 (for not too small J-) 7 . One way to
study the effects of the different possibilities is shown in Fig. 4. where average summed £" of
partons is plotted as a function of It" for different fixed Q2 values. For reasonably large Q2.
PS with either Q2 or It" (properly speaking It"2 4 11] I as maximum virtnality then agree
with the ME result (considering that the ME approach does not include the soft gluon region
covered by the PS one), whereas for Q2 •• It"2 (x small) the use of Q' as scale would seem
preferrable. if the ME results are used as guideline. This is only half of the story, however:
even with Q2 ••' It"2 the ME approach does contain a tail of high-p_ jets, which is entirely
absent with an abrupt PS cutoff at virtuality Q*. In a Monte Carlo approach, it would
therefore be preferable to use It"" as scale, but then apply rejection techniques to match on
to the hard emission matrix element results. Based on these considerations we choose to use
It" for the maximum virtuality. but note that our results are not very sensitive to this choice
since we impose cuts that avoid the problematic low-r region. In the spirit of the leading log
approximation, one would then expect soft and collinear gluon emission to be well described
by parton showers, whereas the amount of hard radiation is somewhat uncertain.

Once the parton configuration of a leptoproduction event has been specified, by matrix
elements or parton showers, the fragmentation of these partons can be described, e.g.. by
the Lund string fragmentation model 1.14 . In the simplest case, valence quark scattering
without gliion emission, a string is stretched between the scattered quark and the remnant
diquark. For more complicated event.- there may be one or more strings, each corresponding
to a colour singlet subsystem. Each string is stretched between a quark end and an antiquark
or diquark one, with ghions appearing as energy and momentum carrying kinks on these
strings. In first order matrix elements and leading log shower evolution alike, the way the
strings should be stretched between the scattered partons (i.e. their colour ordering) is
unambiguous; problems would arise with exact second order matrix elements, however.

The treatment of the hadron remnant system is not unique, except possibly when a valence
quark is 'kicked out' of the incoming hadron. leaving behind a diquark system. For processes
which give a more complex remnant, phenomenolo^l' <d recipies must be employed :17j. In
the boson-gluon fusion process (or a parton shower initiated by a gluon). the colour octet
qqq-remnant is subdivided into a colour triplet quark and an anfitriplet diquark. sharing the
available energy according to an assumed distribution, and connected by two independent
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s to the produced antiquark and <jnark. respectively. Correspondingly, if a sea antiquark
(quark) is kicked out of a nucleon. the remaining t/</«i</ I</</</</) system, which contains the
partner quark (antiquark) to the struck one. is divided into a bar yon plus a quark (a meson
plus a diquark); the latter is connected with a string to the struck quark. Sensible recipes
are here included in the Monte Carlo descriptions.

3 Comparisons with Present Data

The natural testing ground for a model is. of course, comparisons with experimental data.
In this section we focus on recent results from the European Muon Collaboration [18], which
provide an update of previous studies [6 . In these papers, results for different variations of
the basic Lund model for deep inelastic scattering 19 are also presented. It is concluded
that good agreement with the data can be obtained if both hard first order QCD processes
(matrix elements) and soft gluon radiation (in an approximate resumniation treatment [31)
are included, but not if either of these components is absent. In this section, we therefore
emphasize the comparisons with the new parton shower alternative, which is an attempt to
describe both hard and soft perturbative QCD radiation within the same framework. As
will be seen, a qualitatively good agreement is obtained, but with some visible quantitative
differences. These are most likely real but. while the EMC data are corrected for detec-
tor imperfections, residual differences could be present compared to our Monte Carlo event
simulation, which only take »he overall kinematical cuts into account, i.e.

Q2 AGtY2. 4 \Y 20G(V. 20 v 260 G7V. £> 20 G( V. y 0.9. 0,, 0.75°
(5)

In Fig. 5 is shown the average p1 w.r.t. the current direction as a function of if = 2p:/W
(in the hadronic CM frame). This is a measure of the activity separately for the forward
and backward regions. In the parton shower language, the increased forward activity is a
result of final state radiation being more extensive than initial state one, enhanced by a
tendency of initial state radiation to be more central. In the backward region, the main p^
contribution therefore comes from fragmentation px and primordial transverse momentum.
k . The fragmentation p used here is given by a Gaussian in pz and py separately, with
<T - 0.40 GeV, to be compared with the standard (* <" values 0.35 GeV for parton showers and
0.40 GeV for matrix elements. The primordial k\ . which is treated by a similar Gaussian, has
T 0.44 GeY. corresponding to a reasonable Fermi motion. For large positive xf. however,
QCD contributions are important. With a 4 GeV parton shower cutoff mass, the model is here
far below the data, as is the matrix element alternative without soft gluon radiation [6,18j.
If instead the standard cutoff mass. 1 GeV. is used, the extra emission of soft gluons in the
shower leads to a significant increase of p2 at large T p. although not enough to explain
the data. It i> very difficult to increase the model results in this region, by changing available *
parameters within reasonable limits, without destroying the good agreement in other regions '
and variables. An increase of A to 0.8 GeV can give agreement out to xF 2; 0.55, but would *
eventually have a • p\ decreasing with .rf. as a fairly straightforward consequence of the ••
limited phase space for gluon emission in this region. An increase of primordial A-j. could
give the desired effect in the forward region, but would then give too large an effect in the ^
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backwards direction (cf. [18 ). We note, however, that the systematic errors on the data
(not shown) are not insignificant in this region, but presumably of a magnitude similar to the
statistical ones. Such errors would, furthermore, normally lead to an overestimate compared
to the true values.

In contrast to f' e ' physics, leptoproduction events contain a well-defined event axis given
by the virtual boson direction. Therefore, a detailed insight into the effects of primordial k\
and soft gluons ma • be found by studying the details of transverse momentum compensation,
as suggested in [3. In the EMC analysis 18;, a leading forward trigger particle is defined by
the requirement if 0.5. and a leading backward one by -0.5 ?F 0.2 (i.e. excluding
the extreme backward region where acceptance is worse). The p. -weighted rapidity spectrum
of the trigger particle in the hadromc CM frame is then defined by

dP'Tiq 1 t d2N<r's

~i ,Jp, ( C )

where N'r'9 is the number of trigger particles, and a balancing transverse momentum flow by

dP? 1 r , d2NM

dy" : N^J^dp'Jy* P~ ' "

Here p'x -- pLco$<t>, where O is the azimuthal angle around the virtual photon direction with
0 - 0 being defined by the tiiggtr particle. The trigger particle spectra, Fig. 6a, are very
much constrained by the average p\ in these ,Tf bins, earlier shown in Fig. 5, and consequently
a good agreement exist. The rapidity spectra for the balancing particles, shown in Fig. 6b
and c. are nontrivial. For example, a large primordial A'x would lead to a strong maximum
around y' - 2 for the />_ compensation of a forward particle ;3.18 . Also, the effects oi
fairly soft gluon emission are crucial for a reasonable agreement, as is shown by the difference
between the results for 1 and 4 GeV cutoff masses in the showers.

In Fig. 7 is shown the sum of all final state hadron p2 in and out of an event plane, which
contains the current direction q and is rotated (around the current axis) so as to minimize
Sp2

jra(, i.e. a kind of sphericity orientation. The long tail in the Y.p\ltl distribution again
emphasizes the importance of gluon emission effects, but this time predominantly of fairly
hard gluons, which (in this aspect) are here seen to be well modelled by the parton shower.

The charged particle multiplicity is a simple event measure (although not trivially mea-
sured) with a surprisingly rich structure. In a recent EMC study 20;. multiplicity distri-
butions are shown to agree well either with a positive binomial, a Poissonian or a negative
binomial, depending on the total energy W and the rapidity window used. At all energies,
however, the deviations from a simple Poissonian are small. In Table 1 a comparison is pre-
sented with the data for average multiplicity and the 1/k value in the full rapidity range. It
should be noted that the model calculations involve no explicit fitting to a given shape, but
only derive the 1/k value from the relation (tr/ii )2 — \/h 4- 1/k, with 1/k - 0 for a Poissonian.
• 0 for a positive binomial and 0 for a negative one.

At EMC energies, the evolution of nch with W provides no discrimination between
the QPM and the PS alternatives: either gives a reasonable, but not good, description of
data, Table 1. In these figures. Å'°,A,A and Dalitz TT° decays are excluded. If this is not
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done, multiplicities are almost 10 ('i higher. Since the iiinltijilicity is affected by most aspects
of the perturbative QCD and fragmentation process, several parameters of the model could
l>e used to shift the results by small amounts. Had not the preferred fragmentation p^
value been changed from 0.ÖÖ to 0.4 GeV (without a corresponding retiming of longitudinal
fragmentation parameters). • nrh would have been up to 0.3 units higher (for the larger
IV values). A change of the A parameter in the parton shower, from 0.4 to 0.3 GeY. would
have given almost as large a reduction. By comparison, the dependence on the details of the
target remnant treatment is smaller: rather drastic variations give less than ±0.1 units of
change.

The results for 1/k follow the IV evolution of the data very well. The model curves
are systematically more narrow, however, by about 0.025 units in 1/k. This is true both
without and with showers: in the energy range considered here the increased width caused
by glnoii emission is balanced by the increased average multiplicity. It may be somewhat
surprising that also the QPM gives distributions almost as broad as Poissonian ones. The
reason here is thai the presence of a hadronic beam remnant gives a reduction of the average
multiplicity, compared to the case of an antiquark remnant (e+(~ events or pion target),
without a corresponding reduction in width. At small energies this effect is overshadowed by
a general narrowing simply from energy conservation effects.

The EMC analysis also contains information on multiplicities separately in the forward
and backward hemisphere, and in rapidity windows. Here particle identification is important,
since masses enter explicitly in the boost from the lat) frame to the hadronic CM frame. As
an example, the bin 18 IV * 20 GeV would give a backward hemisphere multiplicity of
3.14 if correct masses are used, 2.80 if all particles are assumed massless, and 3.45 if twice the
pion mass (i.e. an 'average charged mass') is used. The EMC Collaboration can only identify
approximately 5O'/( of the tracks, and then make various assumptions for the rest [20 . In
comparison with the data, the PS results are consistently 0.3 units too low in the backward
hemisphere, with the QPM results even lower, Table 2. As a consequence, the models are
above the data in the forward hemisphere. In summary, multiplicities are not good probes of
QC'D properties at EMC energies, since so much of the results obtained depend on details of
the model and the analysis, present already with the QPM.

4 Event Properties at Higher Energies

While the QPM fails to describe event properties already at present energies, either the ME
or the PS option give a reasonable description of the data. Some />. quantities do, however.
require the inclusion of soft gluou effects in the ME approach, i.e. a step towards the PS one.
At higher energies the difference between the approaches is expected to increase, but in going
from the SPS to the FNAL union beam the increase in v'.s from 23 to around 37 GeV is not
big enough to show them clearly. At HERA, with y\« 31 i GeV, or a possible combination t

of LEP and LHC, with Vs 1-8 TeV, the ME and PS results will differ substantially in some ".
aspects. However, since the main difference between ME and PS is the lack of extra soft jets *
in the former description, the overall event shapes should still show a large similarity.

The most easily observed consequence of soft gluon emission is a faster increase of mul- ,
tiplicity with IV, Fig. 8. This statement is. however, strongly coupled to the choice of \
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fragmentation parameters; :t i> always possible to make up for some of the effects of soft
gluons by an explicit softening of the fragmentation spectrum (but not to change the basic
//?H' increase of • »,./, ). The fragmentation parameters used for the ME approach have
been determined by comparison with t't annihilation data, for an effective cutoff mass of
roughly 4 GeY applied to the order o; matrix elements. If larger cutoff masses are used in lep-
toproduction. as becomes necessary when W is large, it would be allowed (but inconvenient)
to retune the parameters accordingly. No corresponding excuse exists for the PS alternative:
parameters determined in < ' t annihilation with the cutoff mass 1 GeY should also be valid
for leptoproduction at all energies, as long as the same cutoff and A are used. The strong
increase in multiplicity with the inclusion of multiple gluon emission is evident in Fig. 8.
but we note that the multiplicity in leptoproduction is still significantly lower that in e + t~
annihilation events at the same energy. The reason for this is partly related to the reduced
initial state radiation as compared to final state radiation (see section 2) and partly to the
different fragmentation properties of the target remnant (diquark) as compared to normal
quark hadronization.

The increase of the QCD effects from SPS to Fermilab fixed target energies is illustrated
by the inclusive p2 distribution in Fig. 9. As noted before, the largest effect is concentrated
in the forward region, although a significant increase in the backward target fragmentation
region is also obtained. The ME results (not shown) are still similar to the PS ones; yet
higher energies are required to clearlv ^how the higher order effects in the PS approach in
such inclusive variables.

For the following studies of tp collider physics, we normally use neutral current event
samples (with full");Z° structure) defined by lower cuts in Q1 and W2. in order to concentrate
on the new and interesting region. For HERA the cuts are Q1. \Y2 103 GeY" and for
LEPfLHC Qz. \Y2 3 • 104 GeY2. This amounts to having these variables larger than
^ lV( of the maximum possible, and the resulting cross-section in the standard model is
215 and 12 pb, respectively, leading to useful event samples with realistic luminosities. For
some observables the influence of varying kinematics is not desirable, since thai -ashes out
the interesting effects. In such cases we fix the kinematics at .r - 0.1. y -- 0.3. which are
approximately the mean values in the regions defined above. At HERA this corresponds to
Q2 = 29G0 GeVJ and W 163 GeY, at LEP LHC to Q2 96900 GeY2 and W ~ 934 GeY.
Since our objective is to study the hadronic final state, the scattered lepton is never included
in the following studies.

The charged multiplicity distributions are shown in Fig. 10 for events with fixed kine-
matics. Note that not only the mean values <. n,h • are increased when going from QPM
to ME to PS events, but even more so the width, i.e. the distributions become increasingly
uon-Poissonian. At these energies, already the QPM distribution is wider than a Poissonian.
as a consequence of the hadron remnant (cf. section 3). f * (' events, simulated with the same
nnal state parton shower algorithm and at the same energies, show even larger multiplicities
and fluctuations.

The importance of the baryon produced in the target region has already been noted ;3]:
see also [21] for the basically good agreement of the model and EMC data on baryon T/T
spectra. This importance is not an effect that disappears with increasing energy, see Fig.
11 for the .--weighted .r^-spectrum of charged particles (; 2E/W. x? — 2pJ\Y in the
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hadronir CM frame). The rapidity distributions in the hadronir CM frame. Fig. 12. not only
show the unequal fragmentation regions- but also that OC'D radiation predominantly occurs
in the forward region (also the • p values are significantly larger there).

In order to characterize event shapes. Table 3 gives the mean values of Si,,, •. • .4/,,,
(linear sphericity and aplanarity measure») and • nltt fusing LUSPHE and L U ' U ' S in
14 ) for charged particles. Here • 5,,,, gauges the general level of non-twojetne^. while

A/,,, measures the activity out of the event plane, and thus only receives parton level
contributions from four-jets and onwards. While the ME and PS show a similar behaviour
in the former quantity. PS are bound to give a much larger -4j,,, at large energies. The
number of reconstructed jets tells a similar story as .4;ln does. Again note the strong
forward-backward asymmetry in jet activity.

The angular energy flow is defined as the energy-weighted cross-section, as a function of
the parton hadron polar angle w.r.t. the current axis in the hadronir CM frame. It has been
suggested as an interesting observable, which reveals properties of the perturbative QCD
matrix elements, see [3 and references therein. In QCD. radiated gluons tend to be along
the scattered quark direction, thus producing a forward-backward asymmetry in the energy
flow. We have, however, previously shown 3: that, at fixed target energies, this effect is
almost completely washed out by the transverse energy flow produced by the dominating
2-jetlike events (quark - diquark jets) because of fragmentation p^ and resonance decays.
On the other hand, the unequal fragmentation properties of the forward quark and backward
diquark lead to a larger asymmetry in the energy flow at fixed target energies. At HERA,
these non-perturbative effects are expected to be less important, so that the measurable
hadron energy flow should reveal the underlying parton level result from perturbative QCD.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 13. Although the 2-jet events (QPM. which essentially give
^•functions at cosfl ±1 at the parton level) still give a sizable hadron energy flow at large
angles, it is smaller than that from QCD effects. It can also be seen that the PS result is
less asymmetric than the ME one. as a consequence of washout effects from the inultigluon
emission. Although the PS method involves approximations, this indicates that higher order
effects tend to reduce the asymmetry calculated from first order QCD. This is more clearly
seen in Fig. 11. which shows the asymmetry defined by

where E(H) is the energy at polar angle 0. Also at HERA energies, the parton level asymmetry
is significantly reduced by hadronization effects, as is clear from the comparison of the parton
and hadron level result, but it remains large enough for experimental investigation of the basic
QCD effect.

While the hadronir CM frame is convenient for theoretical event studies, the boost from
the lab frame to the hadroiiic CM frame does presuppose a knowledge of the event kinematics
as well as hadron masses. Therefore studies in the lab frame have a certain interest. In
terms of rapidity distributions, the beam jet looks the same, apart from an overall shift by
lit 2( 1 ,r )\P JXV••. The current jet is now fairly well compressed around the naive direction of
the scattered quark, again with QPM giving the narrowest and PS the broadest distribution.
Fig. IS. (It should be noted, that even in the QPM model the energy and angle of the current
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jets are not exactly those expected from naive kinematics, due to the primordial k . I When
different kinematical configurations are averaged over, the sharp dn dy peak is smeared out.
and what remains is a general increase in the 'forward' region, where the current jets are
to be found. In the QPM the resulting "forward-backward* asymmetry is almost entirely
kinematical in origin, whereas the ME and PS contain a further enhancement of the forward
multiplicity from extra jet activity.

A broadening of jet width in azimuthal angle (around the beam axis), i.e. dn dty. is also
visible in a comparison between QPM. ME and PS. However, this broadening does not lead to
significant changes 180" away from th1" scattered quark direction (-- factor 2). In particular,
the isolation of the scattered electron is usually not worse because of the additional gluon
radiation in PS compared to the ME case. A tiny class of events does appear, however, where
the electron overlaps with a jet. which may make the electron energy measurement more
difficult.

In (~( annihilation, studies of the energy-energy correlation i22j have been useful as
probes of the internal structure of jets 23,. In the hadronic CM frame, exactly the same
analysis is easy to define. It is also possible to use a similar technique in the lab frame,
as follows. For each event, denote by */,, <?,, Elt the pseudorapidity. azimuthal angle and
transverse energy of particle i (or calorimeter cell i). Define a distance u.-̂  - (q, - r/j)2 +
(<&, - Oj)2 in the 77 -- <p space. With the k'2 — Q2(l - y) of the scattered lepton as suitable
normalization, the transverse energy-energy correlation at distance u: is then given by

(where the b function is smeared by the bin width used in histogramming). Note that the
autocorrelation i = j at the origin is not included here. The function il{uj) is shown in Fig.
16 for u! <' 1.

The three alternatives considered differ drastically in the predictions of fl(uj) on the parton
level. In the QPM. only one jet is scattered, and fi(u;) is therefore vanishing. In the ME
approach. il(w) is rather abruptly cut off for values smaller than u> = 0.4. The presence of
this central hole is a consequence of the invariant mass cuts imposed to stay away from the
collinear singularity in the matrix elements. An approximate energy independence of the
value u.- 5: 0.4 comes from the need to increase the mass cutoff as the energy is increased, in
order to keep the probability for first order processes below unity. By contrast, parton showers
are based on an energy-independent mass cutoff, and therefore the central hole shrinks with
increasing energy.

Fragmentation effects tend to smear this picture; in particular the central hole is filled
up by particle pairs coming from the same jet. Therefore no strong dip is present in the ME
model for u> ^ 0.1 - 0.4, as might have been expected. Only at LEP + LHC energies do the
first signs of this appear (at u.1 s: 0.3). Already at HERA, however, there is a clear difference
between the very narrow QPM distribution, the somewhat broader ME one and the rather
broad PS one. Note that the difference between ME and PS indeed is a question of the
'internal structure' of jets; for the wide angle region (*• - 1, not shown) the two approach
each other.
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For an explicit jet reconstruction m the lab frame, it is again convenient to use the
(i).O.E^ ) set of variables, here in a jet finding algorithm of the generic UA1 type (LUCELL
in 14;). In the algorithm, the transverse energy in all cells within a distance <jj •• <jnulx around
an "initiator" cell are summed up. and if the S £ , £,„„„ for some threshold transverse jet
energy £",„,„. these cells together define one jet. In the following, typically £"_„,,„ - 5 GeV
and u7,nui. - 0.5 will be used. It should be pointed out that this kind of procedure is very
convenient and natural in events where the current jet is reasonably central, but it may need
to be modified for a search of very forward current jets. A separate study of this is in progress
24;. (There is also no built-in symmetry between finding jets resulting from initial and from

final state radiation: for that, analyses in the hadronic CM frame are prefcrrable.) For the
following jet studies we have therefore chosen the fixed kinematics configuration which for
HERA means a naive current jet at 44" from the proton beam direction, and for LEP-LHC
at 25".

Resulting jet multiplicity distributions are shown in Fig. 17. The probability that more
than one jet is found in the QPM case is exceedingly small, while several jets are found
frequently with ME and PS. One jet is here usually fairly hard, and is to be found close
to the naive current jet direction, whereas the softer jets are predominantly found shifted
towards the beam jet direction, but still at fairly central rapidities. This is shown by the
pseudorapidity distribution dnjet/dq for the reconstructed jet directions in Fig. 18. Note
that, while a very few jets are to be found closer to the target jet region with ME or PS
than with QPM. most of the increased jet activity from higher order QCD is to be found
in the same region as the current jets. This observation, also true in an event sample with
varying kinematics, is not entirely trivial, since the kinematically allowed q range of emission
is larger for the 'extra' lower-energy jets. The number of jets found is obviously a function of
the algorithm parameters. In Fig. 19 is shown the effects of varying u:max from 0.1 to 2, while
keeping E^m,,, 5 GeV fixed. Again, parton shower events are seen to have a richer subjet
structure than matrix element ones. For very small M;,naj.. the algorithm becomes sensitive to
the "calorimeter' granularity and is therefore less reliable.

5 Reconstruction of event kinematics

For most studies at future ip colliders a precise knowledge of the event kinematics is of
major importance: the structure function analyses, e.g.. require differential cross sections as
functions of .r and Q2. As noted in the introduction, the kinematics is in principle straight-
forwardly obtained from the scattered lepton in neutral current events, whereas it has to be
measured from the hadronic system in charged current interactions. In the naive QPM, the
scattered quark gives the necessary information, but in reality a number of smearing effects
enter, like fragmentation, mass effects and jet reconstruction algorithms. When QCD effects
are included, the kinematics of the hard scattering is more complicated, since initial state
radiation may give the struck quark a large virtuality and transverse momentum. In addi-
tion, final state radiation gives a set of partly separated jets, with total energy, direction and
invariant mass difficult to determine.

Thus, it is important that the kinematics reconstruction does not rely on finding individual
jets in the final state, which should instead be regarded as a single system whose internal
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structure is not of importance. This is the essence of the "Jacquet Blonde]'method 20 which
is based on energy-momentum conservation between the invisible neutrino and the hadronic
system. Letting pn be the four vector of the romphir hadronic system, i.e. the vector sum of
all hadrons. the experimentally useful relations are simply derived from the basic kinematics
as follows

Pq P{PH - P) EP{EH-P;H) EH P.H ^h[Eh - Pzh)
y ^ Pk Pk 2ÉtEP

 = ' " 2 £ T ~ ^ 2E,~ " ( 1 0 )

1 »2 2 : v - 12

Q2 = -'•'-- = ? " - ^ p ^ - ( i i )
l - y l - i / i - i /

The lepton and proton masses are here neglected and the incoming proton moving in the
^c direction. Clearly, this method makes no assumption on the internal structure of the
incoming proton nor of the final hadron system.

This method is particularly suitable since particles along the proton direction, which are
likely to be lost in the beam pipe, have a minimal influence because of their small Eh •- pzh
and pxh- Nevertheless, the ultimate accuracy is determined by these particle losses (as well
as the lost neutrinos from heavy flavour decays). The resulting uncertainty in y and Q2 is
illustrated in Fig. 20 for HERA and LEP + LHC. It is important to realise that the errors arise
dominantly from kinematical configurations where the current jet is close to the beam pipe.
The larger energy at LEP- LHC tend to give more collimated jets, which is an advantage in
this respect. On the other hand, the larger energy ratio between the beams gives a larger
boost that moves the current jet closer to the beam hole. Thus, the resulting reconstruction
accuracy depends strongly on the kinematic region studied. In our example, the relative
errors are similar as at HERA. Comparing the different models, the ME and PS results agree
well, i.e. the extra soft gluon emission in parton shower? do not contribute significantly to any
extra smearing of the kinematics reconstruction. A use of the QPM. which totally neglects
gluon radiation, would however paint too rosy a picture of the kinematics reconstruction
problem.

Although the shifts arising in the kinematical variables through these effects can to a
large extent be corrected for. it will influence the useful region where migration between
different x. Q2 bins are of a tolerable magnitude. Furthermore, it should be noted that the
examples above are based on ideal detectors; only the limited coverage is taken into account.
In the real world, extra sources of error arise through calorimeter imperfections and radiative
corrections.

6 Summary

It has been known for a long time that the quark parton model description fails to account '
for a number of observed properties of leptoproduction events. A generally good description '
has been obtained with an approach based on first order matrix elements. There have been
a few distributions, notably those for transverse momentum compensation, where agreement <t
has not been entirely satisfactory. In order to understand these, soft gluon effects have been
invoked and, with a simple soft gluon simulation scheme, good agreement with the data has •*
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indeed lieen obtained. In tins paper we have shown that a parton shower approa< h is equally
successful (except for a too low p: at large Jf . Fig- äl- and this without the need for
an artificial separation into hard and soft radiation. (This may. of course, be considered as
a post iarto justification for our .simple s«»ft gluon summation scheme.) Good agreement is
only obtained if the parton shower cutoffs are chosen fairly small, e.g. tu0 Qo 1 GeV, in
agreement with experience from t '« annihilation.

At HERA energies, results obtained with the quark parton model are entirely misleading,
since OCD effects are very important for the structure of the hadronir system. For overall
event properties, the approach based on first order QCD matrix elements and that of parton
cascades show more agreement than might have been expected. Nonetheless, the higher
order OCD effects included in parton showers give noticeble effects by making the events
more 'smeared': they have larger charged multiplicity, broader current and target jets, more
signs of multijet structure, etc. A limitation of the matrix element approach here is that a
fairly large cutoff is required to avoid 'he divergences, and thus keep the total probability for
first order OCD processes below unity. Despite the uncertainties present in the formulation
of the parton shower alternative, it is therefore likely that the picture obtained here is also
the more realistic one.
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Table 1
Average charged multiplicity and the I k parameter for different H" bins, k is
defined by (ai < nch >)2 - 1 • nch ->-l/k. where a is the dispersion. Quark-
parton model and parton shower model compared with EMC data 20 .

w
(GeV)
4 -
6

8 -
10
12
14
16 -
18

data

< » < • > . • >

- 6 j 4.08
- 8
10
12
14
16

- 18
20

4.89
5.55
6.09
6.51
6.85
7.20
7.48

-0 .05ÉT]

-0.034
-0.018
-0.013
-0.002
0.003
0.007
0.017 [

QPM
• ihh

3.81
4.44
5.06
5.67
6.05
6.52
6.86
7.14

I k
-0.087
-0.062
-0.042
-0.032
-0.027
-0.019
-0 ''20
-0.010

PS

3.78
4.44
5.14
5.72
6.31
6.74
7.21
7.57

1/k
-0.Ö88
-0.067
0.053

-0.038
-0.030
-0.024
-0.017
-0.010

Table 2
Average charged multiplicity in the forward (current) and backward hemispheres
for the QPM and PS models compared to EMC data [20].

w
(GeV)
4 - 6
6 - 8
8 10
10 - 12
12 - 14
14 - 16
16 - 18
18 - 20

data
2.10
2.60
3.01
3.26
3.55
3.65
3.88
3.96

nch forward
QPM
2.22
2.59
3.00
3.36
3.58
3.83
4.00
4.15

PS
2.25
2.63
3.03
3.39
3.73
3.98
4.24
4.42

data
1.85
2.14
2.46
2.71
2.83
3.03
3.28
3.49

nch backward
QPM
1.59
1.84
2.06
2.31
2.47
2.69
2.86
2.99

PS
1.52
1.81
2.11
2.34
2.58
2.77
2.97
3,14
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Table 3
Event shape properties of charged particles in the hadronic CM frame for HERA
with Q-. H- 10" GeV- and LEP-LHC with Q\ W2 3 - 104 GeV2. Mean
values of linear sphericity and aplanarity. number of reconstruced jets and the dif-
ference between number of jets in the forward (current) and backward hemisphere.

HERA:
QPM
ME
PS
(' t

LEP-LHC:
QPM
ME
PS
f * t ~

0.033
0.075
0.104
0.150

0.006
0.034
0.062 I
0.104 !

_ • .•»;,„ "

0.010
0.016
0.026
0.035

0.002
0.003
0.011
0.016

iij,t

1.98
2.40
2.79
3.18

2.01
2.66
4.58
5.52

asymmetry

0.02
0.26
0.47

-

0.00
0.28
1.13

_
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Kint'inatirs notation for tin- naive parton model, i.e. without any QC'D corrections.
Particles that appear "after" the 1>>»on exchange are always written with a prime.
The proton four-moment inn is denoted by capital P.

Figure 2 The first order QC'D processes, gluon radiation and hoson-«luon fusion, giving the
lowest order corrections to the basic process in Fig. 1.

Figure 3 Schematic drawing of the QCD branching processes in initial and final state radi-
ation. (The lines with momenta p symbolize partons in general, i.e. quarks and
gluons.)

Figure 4 Average summed transverse energy of partons. • YL&- ' • a s a function of 11* ys
at HERA energy for a) Q2 104 GeV2 (Q2/s 0.1) and b) Q2 100 GeV2

(Q2/.« -- 0.001). Parton shower (PS) with maximum virtuality H'2 (full line), with
Q2 (dotted line) and for first order matrix elements (ME) (dashed line).

Figure 5 Average p2 as a function of XF ~ 1p-!\Y in the hadronic CM frame. PS with
cutoff mass 1 GeV (full line) and 4 GeV (dashed line): data from EMC IS .

Figure 6 Rapidity distribution. dP^'y dy' |eq. 6). for trigger particles with IF 0.5 and
0.5 Xf • 0.2. a). Rapidity distribution. dP*™' dy' (eq. 7|. of the tran>verse

momentum balancing the b) forward and c) backward trigger particle. PS with
cutoff mass 1 GeV (full line) and 4 GeV (dashed line): data from EMC G.18 .

Figure 7 Distribution of summed transverse momentum-squared in the event a) out of and
b) within an event plane chosen so as to minimize *^/>2,,u(. PS with cutoff mass 1
GeV (full line) and 4 GeV (dashed line): data from EMC 18 .

Figure S Average charged multiplicity as a function of W for QPM (dotted). ME (dashed)
and PS (full), ^li curves are for neutral current events and exclude the scattered
lepton: leftmost SPS. thereafter FNAL. HERA and LEPfLHC. For comparison,
the same curve is shown for r* <~ events using parton showers (dash-dotted).

Figure 9 Inclusive /»* distribution in forward and backward hemisphere for SPS. 280 GeV
ftp. and FNAL. 750 GeV fip, interactions using the kinematical cuts denned for
EMC (eq. 5). Full line SPS forward, dashed SPS backward, dash-dotted FNAL
forward and dotted FNAL backward.

Figure 10 Charged multiplicity distributions for neutral current events a) for HERA events
with W 163 GeV and b) for LEP- LHC ones with \Y 934 GeV (x 0.1, y
0.3). QPM dotted. ME dashed. PS full, < ' t events of same energy dash-dotted.

Figure 11 Energy-weighted distribution of scaled longitudinal momenta. : • (inrf,, dx/r. for
charged particles in the hadronic CM frame of HERA events with (^2. IV2 10* ^
GeV2 (TF 0 for the current jet and 0 for the beam one). QPM dotted. ME ;
dashed, PS full, f * < events of same energy dash-dotted. i
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Figure 12 Charged particle rapidity distribution. 1 X,,. •</»/,./, dy'. in the hadronic CM frame.
a) HERA events with Q'. II"2 10( GeV* and b) LEP-r-LHC ones with Q2. If2

3 • 104 G e \ : . 0PM dotted. ME dashed. PS fall.

Figure 13 Angular energy flow. l'X(t. • d:'dvos0. whore ; Eh'XV is the fractional hadrou
energy at angle 9. measured with respect to the current direction in the hadronic
CM frame. HERA events with Q2, U"2 10ri GeV2 a) at parton level and b) after
hadronization. QPM dotted, ME dashed, PS full.

Figure 14 Energy flow asymmetry, .4(0) ^ \E(0) E(n 0)},r{E(0) -t- E(ir - 0)}. as obtained
from Fig. 13. (Note the different horizontal scale compared to Fig. 13.)

Figure 15 Charged particle rapidity distribution, 1/-Y,,, </nc/,/</i/. in the lab frame for HERA
events with x - 0.1, y - 0.3. QPM dotted, ME dashed, PS full.

Figure 16 Transverse energy correlation function fl(u;), eq. (9), for events with x = 0.1, y =
0.3. a) Parton level results for HERA, ME (dashed line) and PS (full), and
LEP-LHC, ME (dotted) and PS (dash-dotted), b) After hadronization at HERA,
QPM (dotted), ME (dashed), PS (full), c) After hadronization at LEP+LHC, no-
tation as in (b).

Figure 17 Multiplicity distribution of reconstructed jets. a)for HERA events, b)forLEP+LHC
ones, both with x - 0.1. y ^ 0.3. QPM dotted, ME dashed, PS full.

Figure 18 Pseudorapidity distribution I/A*,,. • d7iJtt/di] of reconstructed jets, a) for HERA
events and b) for LEP-LHC ones, both with x - 0.1. y ~- 0.3. QPM dotted, ME
dashed. PS full.

Figure 19 Average number of reconstructed jets (subtracting one to account for the trivial
current jet) as a function of jet cone opening angle u:muz in the jet finding algorithm,
applied to HERA events with x - 0.1, y 0.3. QPM dotted, ME dashed, PS full.

Figure 20 Relative error on y and Q7 reconstruction due to particle losses at HERA with
Q\ IV2 103 GeV2, a) and b), and at LEP+LHC with Q\ W7 > 3 1 0 4 GeV2, c)
and d). QPM with full angular coverage dash-dotted (tail due to neutrinos from
charm etc. decays). With 70 mrad beam hole: QPM dotted. ME dashed, PS full.
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Abstract. A model for initial state parton showers,
previously presented briefly, is here discussed in more
detail. Experimentally, the transverse momentum spec-
trum of W and Z, and the associated jet activity, are the
most obvious signals for initial state radiation. We
show that these effects are well described by our model,
compare with analytic calculations, and discuss the
uncertainty due to various open issues in the descrip-
tion of initial state radiation. Other subjects studied
include radiation effects on jet cross sections and the
transverse energy flow. Results are presented for a wide
range of CM energies.

1. Introduction

Bremssuahlung phenomena appear inevitably in a
Field theory description of high energy interactions. In
QED, scatterings between charged particles are ac-
companied by the emission of photons. In QCD, the
candidate theory of strong interactions, scatterings
between coloured partons result in the production of
additional partons. Because oMhe large strong cou-
pling constant at, (as compared~with acra), and because
gluons carry colour charge (whereas photons are
electrically neutral), radiation effects are normally
more important in QCD than in QED.

In general, it is not possible to subdivide bremsstrah-
lung effects into initial state and final state radiation,
because of the presence of interference terms. In this
respect, W and Z production at hadron colliders take
on a special role: in processes like u3-* W* -*e+ v, or
uu-*Z°-*e* e' the final state does not contain any
colour charges. All (QCD) bremsstrahlung effects are
therefore attributable to initial state radiation. Observ-
ations by the UA1 [I ] and UA2 [2] collaborations
show that these bosons are produced, not with the
typical "intrinsic kT"o( a few hundred MeV, but rather
with several GeV of transverse momentum. In ad-
dition, the transverse momentum balance is carried
mostly by jets at fairly central rapidities, rather than

e.g. by the beam remnants. Both observations are in
agreement with QCD expectations.

Whereas the effects of initial state radiation are
particularly transparent to observe in the case of W
and Z production, they are not expected to be any less
important for ordinary high-pr events. In this paper we
will discuss one specific approach to the problem of
understanding these effects, that of Monte Carlo
simulation of initial state parton showers. This techni-
que is more powerful, but also more limited, than
conventional analytic approaches. More powerful,
since it allows a more detailed description of the
complete event structure, with direct reference to
experimental consequences. More limited, since the
universal characteristics of initial state radiation are
emphasized at the expense of the process-specific
details. Therefore Monte Carlo and analytic studies
should be considered as complementary rather than
competing.

Within the framework of perturbation theory, radi-
ation effects appear as higher order corrections to the
basic process. The first order corrections contain terms
corresponding to the emission of one additional par-
ton, as well as virtual corrections to the lowest-order
graph. Calculations to higher orders are increasingly
difficult, and only in the case of e*e~ annihilation
have, so far, full second (nonlrivial) order matrix
elements been presented [3]. This severely limits the
possibility to study effects characterized by the emis-
sion of many partons. For the WpT spectrum, ex-
ponentiation of lower order results have been used to
sum up multiple emission effects, but such methods
could not be used e.g. to describe detailed properties of
the emitted partons.

In the approach adopted in this paper, two major
approximations are necessary. The first involves a
separation of initial state and final state radiation. As
we noted above, a process like uu~*Z°-*e*e~ can
only contain initial state radiation, because the final
state does not contain any colour charges. In e* e~ -»
Z0-* dä the reverse applies: only final state radiation
is possible. For a process with colour charges in both



the initial and the final state, like UM-»Z°-»</<7, our
standard approximation will be to consider initial state
radiation as if the final state did not contain any colour
charges, and vice versa for Final state radiation.

Bremsstrahlung close to the directions of the two
incoming partons, u and u above, is obviously domi-
nated by the collinear divergences from initial state
radiation graphs, and correspondingly final state radi-
ation dominates close to the directions of the two
outgoing partons, d and J above. The interference
terms are most important for the rate of lower-energy
partons emitted at large, or at least comparable, angles
with respect to both the initial and the final partons.
We therefore expect that the dropping of the inter-
ference terms should be less important for the overall
picture.

With the recipe above for separating initial and final
state radiation, it would still have been possible to
calculate matrix elements to higher and higher orders.
Our second approximation is to adopt a parton shower
approach to initial state radiation and final state
radiation separately. In parton showers, the leading
order formulae for the basic parton branchings q-*qg,
g-*gg and g->qq are applied repeatedly, to give a
multiparton configuration. This description is process-
independent, in the sense that only the common
singularity structure is included in the branching rules,
rather than the full structure of the process-dependent
matrix elements. Because of these collinear approxim-
ations, parton showers are less reliable for hard parton
emission at large angles than for the small-angle
behaviour.

Despite the appearance of the same basic branch-
ings, the structure of an initial and a final state shower
is rather different. The latter shower is timelike: all
partons have m2 g 0. The parton that emerges from the
hard interaction has the largest mass, and then succes-
sively branches into partons with smaller and smaller
masses and energies, until eventually all partons end up
on mass shell (modulo confinement effects). The initial
state shower, on the other hand, is spacelike: at least
one of the partons in the cascade has a virtuality Q2 =
-m1 > 0. As the shower evolves, the energy is again
split between more and more partons, but the virtuality
Q2 is increasing.

For the timelike parton showers of final state
radiation, a number of algorithms have been developed
and studied over the years [4-6]. Two of these have
been implemented by us [7] and are used below, the
"conventional" scheme of Kajantie and Pietarinen [5]
and the "coherent" one of Marchesini and Webber [6],
The latter correctly takes into account a number of
interference effects [8,9], while the former does not, but
for our applications differences are small.

The field of initial state parton showers has been
considerably less well studied. Two "forward" evo-
lution schemes have been developed, one by Odorico
[10] and one by Field et al. [11]. In this approach, the
shower evolution is followed from initial partons,
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chosen according to the structure functions at some
small virtually Q2,, up towards the momentum transfer
scale Q2 of the hard interaction, i.e. naively forward in
time. In [12] we presented a "backward" evolution
scheme. Here the hard interaction is selected first, using
Q2-evolved structure functions, and then the preceding
branchings are reconstructed step by step in falling Q2

sequence, back towards the shower initiators at the low
Qn scale. This approach contains a number of distinct
advantages, that will be discussed below. Another such
scheme has been presented by Gottschalk [13], in a
formulation which allows the study of some aspects
that are not easily accessible with our approach,
unfortunately at the price of a greatK increased
complexity (both papers [13] contain a number of
significant errors, which have since been found and
corrected).

In Sect. 2 our scheme is presented in more detail. The
Collider W production data are used as a first check in
Sect. 3, and comparisons are also presented with
analytic calculations, where available. A number of
suggestions are made for further experimental studies
that could be of interest. The significantly more
complex field of high-pr jet production is considered in
Sect. 4. Some general conclusions are presented in
Sect. 5.

2. The Model

The basics of our model were described in [ 12]. We will
here repeat the relevant formulae, present additional
details and discuss open issues. In Sect. 2.1 we intro-
duce some terminology and, at the same time, try to
provide an intuitive picture of spacelike shower evo-
lution. The details of longitudinal and transverse
evolution are presented in 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
Some final comments on various aspects are collected
in 2.4.

2.1. Preliminaries

A fast hadron may be viewed as a cloud of quasireal
partons. At each instant, an individual parton can
initiate a virtual cascade, branching into a number of
partons. This cascade can be described in terms of a
tree-like structure, as composed of many branchings
a-»be, i.e. q-»qg, g-*gg or g->qq. Each branching
a-»be involves some relative transverse momentum
between the partons h and c. In a language where four-
momentum is conserved at each vertex, this implies
that at least one of the b and c partons must have a
spacelike virtuality, m2 < 0. Since the partons are not
on mass shell, the cascade only lives a finite time before
reassembling, with those parts of the cascade that are
most off mass-shell living the shortest time.

A hard scattering, e.g. in deep inelastic leptoproduc-
tion, will probe the hadron at a given instant. The
probe, the virtual photon in the leptoproduction case,
is able to resolve fluctuations in the hadron up to the
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Q2 scale of the hard scattering. Thus probes at different
Q2 values will seem to see different parton compo-
sitions in the hadron. This is expressed by the Altarelli-
Parisi (AP) evolution equations [14]

dfb(x,t) _a,(r)y j dx'
dt ~ 2Z a X

(1)

Here the /,(.<:, t) are the parton structure functions,
expressing the probability of Finding a parton / carrying
the fraction x of the total hadron momentum if the
hadron is probed at a virtuality Q1. The variable t is
here and in the following used as shorthand for
\n{Q2/A2), with A the QCD scale parameter. Thus the
First order strong coupling constant is

•(33-2n /)ln(Q2//\2)

12/r
(2)

Fig. I. The development of a spacelike shower, a A single initial
parton is seen to branch into more and more partons as the Q1

resolution scale b increased {moving rightward). A hard scattering,
marked by a cross, selects a main chain of branchings, .stronger lines.
b Spacelike fluctuations on side branches must recombine, leaving a
single sequence of branchings Some partons may have a limelike
virtuality. however, and give rise to associated (imelike showers,
shown dashed (with decreasing m2 moving rightwardl

where nf is the number of flavours that can be probed
at that scale, usually 4 or 5. Finally, the AP splitting
kernels Pa-.lK(z) are given by

_ 4 1 + z2

(3)

The absolute form of structure functions can not be
predicted in perturbative QCD. Rather, experimental
data are used to find parametrized structure function
sets, with the Q2 dependence in accordance with the A P
equations. In this paper we will use Eichten
Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg sets 1 and 2 (EHLQ1,
EHLQ2) [15], Duke Owens sets 1 and 2 (DO1, DO2)
[16] and Gliick Hoffmann Reya (GHR) [17]. In
these different parametrizations somewhat different
assumptions are made, e.g. about the shape of the
gluon structure function at small Q2 and. more import-
antly, about the A values to use; in the parametriz-
ations above A =0.2, 0.29, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.4 GeV,
respectively.

If a hard interaction scatters a parton out of the
incoming hadron, the "coherence" [8] of the cascade it
belongs to is broken: the partons can no longer
reassemble completely back to the cascade-initiating
parton. In this semiclassical picture, the "main chain"
(see Fig. I) of consecutive branchings that lead directly
from the initiating parton to the scattered parton can
no longer disappear, whereas fluctuations on "side
branches" to this chain may still reassemble. A conve-
nient description is obtained by assigning a spacelike
virtuality to the partons on the main chain, in such a

way that the partons on the side branches may be on
mass shell. Since the momentum transfer of the hard
scattering can put the scattered parton on mass shell
|or even give it a timelike virtuality, so it can start a
final state shower), one is then guaranteed that no
partons have a spacelike virtuality in the Final state
(again neglecting confinement effects). If no hard
scattering had taken place, the virtuality of the space-
like parton line would still force the complete cascade
to reassemble. Since the virtuality of the cascade
probed is carried by one single parton, it is possible to
equate this spacelike virtuality with the Q2 of the
cascade, that is to be used e.g. in the AP equations.
Further, coherence effects [8,9] guarantee that the Q1

values of the partons along the main chain are strictly
ordered, with the largest Q1 values closest to the hard
scattering.

Instead of having a treelike structure, treating all legs
democratically, the cascade is reduced to a single
sequence of branchings a -> be, where the a and h are on
the main chain of spacelike virtuality and the c are on
mass shell and do not branch. (Later we will include
the possibility that the c may have positive virtualities
m2 > 0, which leads to the appearance of timelike
parton showei s.) This truncation of the cascade is only
possible when it is known which parton actually
partakes in the hard scattering: of all the possible
cascades that exist virtually in the incoming hadron,
the hard scattering will select one. To obtain the
correct Q1 evolution of structure functions, e.g., it is
essential that all branches of the cascade be treated
democratically. In Monte Carlo simulation of space-
like parton showers this is a major problem. If indeed
the evolution of the complete cascade is to be followed
from some small Ql up to the Q2 of the hard scattering,
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it is not possible to handle kinematics exactly, since the
virtuality of the various partons can not be found until
after the hard scattering has been selected. An alterna-
tive is to make a random choice at each branching
a-fbc which of b and c is spacelike. and carry along as
compensating weight a factor of 2 for each branching.
In this way kinematics can be handled better, bur it
leads to large fluctuations in the overall weight of
events and consequently to efficiency problems in the
Monte Carlo approach. We refer to models of the kinds
above as "forward" evolution schemes, since they
follow a cascade from the initiator at low Q2 towards
the scattering parton at high Q1, naively in the forward
time sense (closer and closer to the hard scattering).

In forward evolution the amount of parton shower
evolution affects the cross section for a hard scattering
but, until the hard scattering has been selected accord-
ing to the proper differential cross section, the upper Q2

limit of the shower evolution is not known—a "vicious
circle" [10]. Our proposed way out of this problem is
"backward" evolution, i.e. to start with the hard
scattering and successively reconstruct the parton
showers that preceded it.

A hard scattering subprocess of the basic 2 -» 2 type
in hadronic interactions is characterized by three
kincmatical variables, conventionally x,, x2 and i. For
the production of a single WOT Z the last variable is
superfluous, but may be used to characterize the angle
of the subsequent two-body decay. These variables are
distributed according to the generic cross section

(4)

I
ijk

at

Here då^Jdt is the parton parton hard interaction
cross section for the fc:th subprocess for incoming
partons / and;. The Q2 dependence enters då/dt only
through the appearance of an y<2iQ2) factor for a
normal parton parton scattering, which is reduced to
*j(C2) e.g. for qy -* qy and absent e.g. for qq -»Z°. The
appearance of Q2-evolved structure functions, on the
other hand, exactly corresponds to an inclusive sum-
mation over all initial state parton showers. With Q2-
dependent structure functions available, the hard
scattering can thus be selected once and for all. It
then remains to reconstruct the initial parton
showers that resulted in the two incoming partons /
and; at x, and x2. This will be done one step at a time,
starting at the hard scattering and retracing the
evolution back to the shower initiators. Since the Q2 of
the hard scattering is known from the start in this case,
the problems of the "vicious circle" above cease to exist.
Further, the separation of spacelike and timelike
partons is obvious in every step of the kinematical
reconstruction, so neither approximate kinematics nor
compensating weights are necessary.
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2.2. Longitudinal Evolution

The AP equations express that, during a small increase
dt there is a probability for a parton a with momentum
fraction x' to become resolved into a parton b at x =
zx' and a parton c at x' — x = (1 - z)x'. Correspond-
ingly, during a decrease dt a parton b may be
"unresolved" into a parton a. The relative probability
dPb for this to happen is given by dfh,'fh which, using
(1), becomes

Jx'fa(x\l)
J xT/b(x,f) '"

(5)

Summing up the cumulative effect of many small
changes dt, the probability for no radiation exponenti-
ates. Therefore one may define a form factor

{dx'L(x\t')
J x fb(x,t') '

= e x p ^ I dt' - I

(6)

giving the probability that a parton h remains at x from
'm.. tO(<fm,,.

It may be useful to compare this with the corre-
sponding expression for forward evolution, either in a
spacelike or a timelike shower. In the latter case t —
ln(C2//l2) has to be replaced by t = \n{m2/A 2) or, for
coherent showers, t = ln(£f(l - cos 0^)/A 2) [6]. For
timelike evolution, the form factor

'V

(7)

expi esses the probability that a parton a does not
branch between tm,, and t < tm,t. For forward space-
like evolution, i.e. t increasing, Sa{t, tmia) gives the
probability that a does not branch between tmjn and
' > 'min-1" the notation above, the ordinary Sudakov
form factor isSa(r) = SJt, t0) with t0 a fixed lower cutoff.

The most obvious difference between Sb and Sa is the
explicit appearance of structure functions in the for-
mer. This expresses the fact that the probability for a
parton b to come from the branching of a parton a is
proportional to the number of partons a present in the
hadron, whereas the probability fora given parton a to
branch, once present, is independent of this number.
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Thus the numerator JJx'.l) in Sb ensures that the
parton composition of the hadron is properly reflected.
As an example, when a gluon is chosen at the hard
scattering and evolved backwards, this gluon is more
likely to have been emitted by a u than by a d if the
incoming hadron is a proton. Similarly, if a heavy
flavour is chosen at the hard scattering, the denomi-
nator /,,(.x,t) will vanish at the Q2 threshold of the
heavy flavour production, which means that the z
integral diverges and Sfc itself vanishes, so that no heavy
flavours remain below threshold.

In the compact notation above, an implicit dif-
ference of a factor two in some places is not readily
visible. This factor comes since a branching removes
one parton a but creates two partons b and c. More
explicitly, when integrating P, -„(") appearing in Sa, a
factor 1/2 is to be included, since the two final gluons
are identical, so that a branching with splitting variable
rand one with 1 —z are equivalent. This is not so for Sh,
where parton a in one case would be at x = x,'z and in
the other at .\' = v/(l - z). Correspondingly, whereas
the q^>qg (g->qq) kernel only appears in the quark
(gluon) evolution for Sa, it appears both in the quark
and gluon (antiquark) evolution for Sh.

A knowledge of Sb is enough to reconstruct the
parton shower backwards. At each branching, three
quantities have to be found: the i value of the branching
(which also defines the virtuality Q2 of parton b), the
parton flavour a and the splitting variable z. This
information may be extracted as follows.

(i) If parton b partook in the hard scattering at a
scale tmMX or branched into b'c' at this scale, the
probability that b is still resolved at the lower cutoff
scale /„ is given by Sh(x,tmA,,t0) with x = xb. If a
branching a-»be does take place between /ma, and
f0, the probability distribution in / is given by
dSb(x, tm,t, t)/dt. In Monte Carlo language, the / value
may be found by solving the equation Sb{x, tmml, t) - R,
with R a random number evenly distributed between 0
and 1; the no branching case then corresponds to
K<S,(x,fm.,,/o).

(ii) For a given t of a branching, the relative

probabilities for the different allowed branches a-»be
are given by the z integrals

xfbix,t) (8)

(iii) Finally, with t and a known, the probability
distribution in the splitting variable z = xlx = xb/xa is
given by the integrand above.

In practice, a numerical integration over x' and ('
would be too time-consuming. A convenient Monte
Carlo procedure is based on finding an analytically
integrable function that is everywhere larger than the
integrand in (6). For the gluon and sea quark structure
functions one may assume that x'fjx'j') is a falling
function of x' so that, since x' > x, x'fjx', t')/{xfh\x, t'))
^Hx,t')/fb(x,t'). This does not hold for valence

quarks, where one instead e.g. can use that x'' 2fa(x', t)
normally is falling with x'. so that x'fjx'. t'),'{xfb\x, f'))
g z"l 2fjxj')/fb{x,t'). In performing the z integral, it
is also convenient to replace the numerators in Pa ̂ (,c(z)
by their maximum values. If the t' dependence of the a
and b structure functions is neglected, i.e. the ratio
/„(.*, t')i'fh(x. t') is evaluated at t' = rmal (and then multi-
plied by some constant factor § I to provide a safety
margin), the integration over t' only involves j,(r') and
may be performed analytically. This gives an approxi-
mate Sh, for which the equation Sh(x, tmiI,t) = R may
be solved analytically to yield a /. The approximate z
integrals can be used to select channel a-*be and the
approximate form of PJ_hc(z) and the structure func-
tion ratio to select z; because of the approximations
made the z integral is analytically invertible. The
probability that this set of (, a and z values should be
kept is given by the ratio of the correct to the
approximate integrand in (8). If the set is rejected, the
upper limit fmi, is to be put equal to the r value rejected,
and the procedure iterated until a set is accepted or the
f0 cutoff scale is reached. For a heavy flavour b, the t'
evolution can not be neglected in finding an upper limit
to the ratio of structure functions close to threshold r,hP.
One possible method is to evaluate the structure
function ratio at rma, and at (rma, + rthr)/2 and use
whichever is the larger to provide an upper bound on
the integrand. If a t value above ((ma, + r,hI) 2 is
selected, the probability for acceptance is evaluated as
usual, but if the t value is smaller then (rmai + rlhr) 2 is
chosen as the new rma, value and the procedure is
repeated. With a fictitious /lhr < r0 this algorithm could
also be used to control the (' evolution of nonheavy
flavours, if need be.

A comment on soft gluon emission. Nominally the
range of the z integral in Sb is x S : $ I. The lower limit
corresponds to x' = xjz = I, and does not cause any
problems. At the upper cutoff z= 1 the AP kernels
P,-,w(z) and Pt^tt(z) diverge. This is the soft gluon
singularity: the energy fraction carried by the emitted
gluons vanish, x9 = x' - x = (l — z)x' = (l - z)x/z-»0
for z -»1. In order to calculate the integral over z in Sh,
an upper cutoff zmiI = x/(x + r.) is introduced, i.e. only
branchings with z 5 zmlI are included in Sb. Here e is a
small number, typically chosen so that the gluon
energy x,stl2/2 Z csV2/2 = 2GeV. The effects of par-
tons with z > zmlI can be estimated as follows. In the
limit z-»l the q->qg and g-*gg kernels may be
written as Pa .11,(z) = Ka ^,/(l - z ) with /C, , , , = 8/3
and K,^n = 6. The average relative parton energy
removed by such soft gluon emission during a small
change dt can be expressed as an effective <z,ofl>,

2n xnx + D

x'Jt(x',t)x' -x
xfaix, t) x



Between two hard branchings ta and tb, the average z
value due to soft gluon emission is then

(10)

with fto = (33-2n /)/6, i.e. 2,(1) = \/{bot). When a
branching a -* be is found, with a given rhard defined by
the oregularized Sk, the average effects of soft gluon
emission can be included by defining ; =
rhard <-«.,fit'a.'i>)> as the effective splitting variable.
By varying the e value, we have verified that the soft
gluon effects indeed are small for reasonable c values.

The procedure described in this section may be
iterated to yieid a sequence of branchings, stretching
backwards from the hard scattering to the shower
initiators at the low cutoff scale Ql, which typically is
taken to be 4GeV2 in structure function parametiiz-
ations. The parton virtualities Q2 are arranged in
falling order, with the actual virtually t of one parten
giving the upper limit tm,, for the next in the chain, and
with parton energy fractions x increasing at each step.

2.3. Transverse Erolution

We have above seen that two parton lines may be
defined, stretching back from the hard scattering to the
initial incoming hadron wavefunctions at small Q2.
Specifically, all parton flavours i, virtualities Q2 and
energy fractions x may be found. The exact kinematical
interpretation of the x variable is not unique, however.
For partons with small virtualities and transverse
momenta, all definitions are essentially equivalent, but
differences of order Q2/s and p\/s will appear for the
partons close to the hard scattering.

One possibility is to use lightcone variables, i.e.
interpret .x as £ + p. fraction for the parton shower
developing along the + z direction and £ — p. for the
other one (with the two incoming hadrons aligned
along the ± z axis). With such a choice the å of the hard
scattering becomes

QIQ!

~(P*1 +Pi2)2 ~(P»I +P»2)2- (I')

The implications of the last two terms is that two
partons which have built up large transverse momenta
in essentially the same direction may combine to give a
small ii, even when x, x2s is large. This is unfortunate
for two reasons. First, since the Q2 scale of the hard
scattering is bounded by s (up to some factor of order
unity), it may well happen that Q] and/or Q\ are larger
than this scale, thus breaking our desire to have the Q2

values strictly ordered (see also Sect. 2.4). Second, from
a practical point of view, the hard scattering cross
section, which depends on .<, could not be calculated
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Kig. 2. Schematic picture of a hard interaction between two partons
I and 2. with preceding shower development. Partons 4.6 and 8 may
initiate timclike showers

until the two incoming parton showers are completely
known.

An alternative is the "s approach": to require that
•i = v,\,.s, both at the hard scattering and at any lower
scale, i.e. UQ2) = xl{Q

z)x,{Q2)s. where x^Q2) and
x,(Q2) are the v values of the two resolved partons at
the given Q2 scale. In practice this means that, at a
branching with the splitting variable :. the total x has to
be increased by a factor 1/r in the backward evolution.
As an example, referring to Fig. 2, the z value of the
branching 3-» I + 4 is given by r = (p, + p2)

2 (p3 +
p2)

2. Further, branchings on the two spacelike main
chains are to be interleaved into one single sequence in
falling Q2 order.

For 'he case of initial state photon radiation in e * e '
annihilation, it has been shown [ 18] that the first order
cross section factories into the correct AP splitting
kernel /*,_,,(:: = s;s) times the lowest-order cross sec-
tion at the reduced energy x = zs. independently of the
detailed nature of the hard interaction. Also for the
QCD case some simple toy models have been studied
with similar results [13], Because of these indications,
and because of the problems with lightcone variables
noted above, we have adopted the x approach.

For a reconstruction of the complete kinematics in
this approach, one should start with the hard scatter-
ing, for which .< has been chosen according to the hard
scattering matrix element. By backward evolution, the
virtualities Q] and Q\ of the two interacting partons
are reconstructed. Initially the two partons are consi-
dered in their CM frame, coming in along the ±z
directions, Fig. 2. Then the four-momentum vectors p,
and p2 have the nonzero components

,. _.<±<e§-e?)
h

(12)

with(p,

If, say, Q] > Q\, then the branching 3 —»I + 4 is the
one that took place "closest" to the hard scattering, and
the one to be reconstructed first. With the four-
momentum pj known, p* = P}-Pi is automatically
given, so there are four degrees of freedom. One
corresponds to a trivial azimuthal angle around the z
axis. The z splitting variable for the 3 -»I + 4 vertex is
found at the same time as Q\, and provides the
constraint (p3 + p2)

2 = ijz. The virtuality Q\ is again
given by backward evolution.
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One degree of freedom remains to be specified, and
this is related to the possibility that parton 4 initiates a
timelike parton shower, i.e. may have a nonzero mass.
The maximum allowed mass-squared (m;)mjl is found
for a collinear branching 3 -»I + 4. In terms of the
combinations

(13)

one obtains

( m 2 . _ s l s

(14)

which, for the special case of Q\ = 0, reduces to

With the maximum virtuality given, standard timelike
parton shower algorithms may be used to give the
development of the subsequent cascade, including the
actual mass m\, with 0 5 mj g {ml)mm,-

Using the farther relation ml = pl = (p} — p,)2, the
momentum of parton 3 (in the CM frame of partons 1
and 2) may now be found as

F-> = .
1

= — { s , - 2 £ 2 E , }
2P=I

(16)

(For p \ the expression E\ - p2
3 often involves the

subtraction of two almost equally large numbers, so
the last expression is essential for numeric stability in
Monte Carlo applications.)

The requirement that m\ ä 0 (or ä m2 for heavy
flavours) imposes a constraint on allowed z values.
This constraint can not be included in the choice of of,
where it logically belongs, since it also depends on Q\
and Q], which are unknown at that point. It is fairly
rare (in the order of 10% of all events) that an
unallowed z value is generated, and when it happens it
is almost always for the two branchings closest to the
hard interaction: for Q\ = 0 (15) may be solved to yield
z g S/(i + Gi ~ Q3). which is a more severe cut for i
small and Q\ large. Therefore an essentially bias-free
way of coping is to redo completely any initial state
cascade for which this problem appears.

This completes the reconstruction of the 3 -»1 + 4
vertex. The 3 — 2 subsystem may now be boosted to its
rest f.ame and rotated to bring 3 and 2 along the + z
direction. When the next vertex is considered, 5 -»2 + 6
or 7-»3 + 8 in Fig.2, the 3 - 2 system will fill the
function the 1 — 2 system did above, and the 3 -»1 + 4
branching does not enter. After a number of steps, the
two outermost partons have virtualities Q2 < Q2,, and
one may e.g. put these Q1 - 0. Up to small corrections
from primordial fcr, a final boost will bring the partons
from their CM frame to the overall CM frame, where
the x values of the outermost partons agree also with
the lightcone definition.

2.4. Further Aspects

In the sections above, Q2 has been used to denote a
parton virtuality or an argument in 2, and structure
functions, in spacelike showers, the hard scattering and
timelike showers (with Q2 -»m2 for the virtuality in the
latter case). It is in the nature of the perturbative
description of QCD that the definition of Q2, e.g. in at,,
is not unique. Rather, any choice is allowed in lowest
order, and will be compensated by higher order
corrections; a successful choice of Q2 scale is one for
which these corrections are small. Within the frame-
work of our approach, where the intial and final state
radiation is considered separately from the hard inter-
action, a fully consistent choice may not be possible.
We have therefore allowed for a number of slightly
different interpretations of the kinematical variables.

In particular, loop calculations tend to indicate that
the proper argument for at, is not Q2 bulk2- = {\ — z)Q2

[9]. For a branching a-*be with a and c massless and
Q2 = -m2 , fc r has the interpretation of the transverse
momentum of the branching if z is chosen as lightcone
fraction. (In timelike showers, the suggested choice as
a, argument is k\ — z(\ - z)Q2, where again kT has an
interpretation as transverse momentum, now for mb

= mc = 0.) The most straightforward way to take into
account this uncertainty in the Q2 scale is to evaluate at,
(and structure functions) at a fixed fraction of Q2:
indeed, our default procedure has been to use Qz/4,
remembering that z values close to 1 are more likely.
For comparison, at, may be evaluated at k2-, in which
case the lower cutoff of the shower also has to be
implemented on k\ to avoid unphysical a, values.

Indeed, the complete parton shower evolution may
be interpreted in terms of k2-, i.e. one may have t =
Inffc^/l^in (1) (10), and only convert to Q2= k\l(\ ~
z) for the kinematics reconstruction. In particular,
this implies that branchings are ordered in k\ rather
than Q2. Studies in some specific regions of phase space
indicates that this might be a better choice [19];
although the situation is far from clear. It should also
be remembered that the choice of the various k2

T values
do not decouple completely: again using the lighcone z
choice with mc = 0, a constrain*. Ql g Ql/z is obtained.
In the terminology of Sect. 2.3, the exact form of this

1
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constraint becomes

0{ < -I - + 1 )O2 -t
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K:-)
(17)

which has to be checked in the generation of fcfj. This
requirement is uninteresting when Q1 is assumed to be
the evolution variable, since the strict ordering of Q2

values required by coherence effects [8,9] is a stronger
constraint by itself.

For W and Z production, customarily m2 is taken to
set the scale of the hard interaction, while for hard
QCD interactions alternatives like - t", 2sfu/(s2 •+• i2 +
f/2) or ft2- = fu,s have been suggested. The latter three
all coincide for small scattering angles, and we will
mostly use p\. There is then a discrepancy of a factor 4
for production at 90 between the W and the QCD
cases: m2 = s = 4/jj-. This would certainly be allowed,
since W production is entirely in the s channel, whereas
QCD interactions also receive t and u channel contri-
butions. In order to obtain a smooth joining to the
parton shower conventions, the actual choice here has
been to use m2/4 and p\, respectively, as a, and
structure function scale for the hard interaction, but let
m2 and 4/5f set the scale for maximum virtualities
allowed in the timelike and spacelike parton showers.

In our algorithms, the initial and final state showers
are constructed to have smaller virtualities than the
hard scattering. The reasoning behind this is as follows
(Fig. 3). Consider a hard scattering 1 + 2-* V + I via
the interchange of a parton 0, e.g. in the r channel. Here
parton 1 may be off mass-shell, due to an initial state
branching 3 -• 1 + 4. Alternatively one could call the
subprocess 3 + 0-»4 + I' the hard scattering, with I as
propagator and 2 -• 2' 4- 0 as an initial state branching.
In principle, either description is allowed, but the
probability for a given final state must not be double-
counted. The requirement that the hard scattering is
the subprocess with the largest Q2 value defines an
ordering so that this problem may be avoided.

This comment applies not only to QCD processes,
but also to W or Z production, as follows. The most
reliable description of W production at large transverse
momenta is provided by the matrix elments for the
2-»2 processes q + g—q' + W and q + q'->y + W [20].
The process q + g -»q' + W may be time ordered either
as an initial state radiation g->q' + q' followed by a
hard interaction q + q' -*W or as an initial state
radiation q -»q' + W followed by q' + g -* q' or as an s-
channei graph q + y->q-*q' + W, and correspond-
ingly for q + q' ~»g + W. Additionally, interference
terms between different time orderings are present. For
small transverse momenta, initial state radiation of an
on-mass-shell W is suppressed by propagator effects
and our simple picture is recovered, with the W always
produced at the hard interaction. This is no longer true
for pTW comparable to mw, where our neglect of the

Fig. 3. The definition of * hal is the hard scattering rather than the
initial state radiation may be ambiguous, see text

initial state radiation of W bosons should lead to an
underestimation of the correct cross section.

The argument above is not the only reason why one
might expect our approach to work less well for large
plw. Further assumptions include the use of process-
independent Altarelli Parisi splitting kernels and a
specific choice for the interpretation of the r splitting
variable. Any errors in these assumptions must vanish
in the collinear limit, but might be large for pTW ä
mwj2.

Whereas coherence effects along the main chain of
spacelikc partons are well understood, the same can
not be said on the subject of "associated timelike
showers", i.e. those side branchings to the main chain
that initiate timelike showers (the word "associated" is
used to distinguish them from the ordinary timclikc
showers initiated by the two partons emerging from the
hard scattering). Above we derived formulae for
(m4)roax- which give the kinematical upper limit for such
showers. It is not known to what extent this full phase
space is available for shower development. Does e.g.
angular ordering requirements enter not only in the
development of each timelike shower separately, but
also in the correlation between the different showers,
thus decreasing the total amount of shower develop-
ment? In the following we will often compare dif-
ferences, which never will be that large, between having
no timclikc showers at all or having showers as allowed
by the full phase space, thus covering the two extremes.

Because of confinement effects, the parton produc-
tion we have been describing so far is not directly
observable. Rather, the hadrons observed come from
the fragmentation of partons produced in initial and
final state showers, as well as "spectator" beam jets.
Our scheme for the fragmentation of these is the Lund
string model [21 ], which is well established in the fields
of e* e~ annihilation and leptoproduction. However,
the uncertainties are far larger in the field of hadronic
collisions. One question that has to be answered is
that of colour flow: how are the partons that emerge
from a hard scattering connected with strings? This
subject has been extensively studied in [22], and we do
not repeat the discussion here. In the leading log
description of parton showers, where only simple
branchings a -» he are included, the rules for the colour
flow are well defined, but corrections could come from
higher orders. Another major uncertainty is the struc-
ture of the low-pr background to the hard interactions
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In [23] we argued that there is a sizeable probability
for several parton parton interactions in one single
hadron hadron collision, and that the probability for
additional interactions is particularly large for events
which contain a very hard interaction. We will, at some
points, use this model to show how large uncertainties
are caused by extra "soft" particle production.

Finally, a note on the Monte Carlo. The program
used to simulate the hadron physics aspects, including
hard interactions and spacelike showers is found in
PYTHIA version 4.3 [22,24], whereas timelike
showers and fragmentation are handled with JETSET
version 6.2 [7], Both programs are available to interes-
ted parties.

3. W and Z Production

As mentioned in the introduction. Wand Z production
provides a convenient testing ground for initial state
radiation calculations. In Sect. 3.1 we present com-
parisons between our model and existing UAI and
UA2 data, and in 3.2 we compare with other theoretical
calculations. Finally, 3.3 contains some further studies
within the framework of our model, with suggestions
for other distributions that could be studied.

i.\. Comparisons with Dala

Results on W and Z production have been presented
by the UAI [ I ] and the UA2 [2] collaborations. These
data have been collected, roughly 1/3 at a CM energy
sl'2 = 546GeV and 2/3 at 630GeV, so we have chosen
to compare with events generated at an energy of
600 GeV. A major advantage of the backwards evo-
lution scheme is that the W mass may be chosen
according to the basic Breit Wigner shape, somewhat
modified by structure function effects. The nominal W
mass 83 GeV and total width 2.8 GeV have been used
throughout.

In Fig. 4 a comparison is presented between UAI
data, UA2 data and model calculations for the norma-
lized pT spectrum of W-*ev,evenis, (\/S)dS/dpTw. It
would seem that the model curve (dashed) is too
narrow, i.e. the probability for low pTW is overesti-
mated. The experimental distribution is significantly
smeared, however: the neutrino is not directly obser-
vable, so the W transverse momentum is reconstruc-
ted from the hadrons by momentum conservation,
pTW- -(£Pr)h.dron.. with associated calorimetric
fluctuations and with some particles being missed
altogether. In order to estimate these effects, an
attempt has been made to reproduce some of the UA1
conditions, to provide a smeared version of our curves.
No similar study has been performed for UA2, but we
expect smearing effects to be of comparable magnitude
for the two detectors.

The following detector corrections and event re-
construction criteria have been applied.

(i) Particles within 0.2' of the beam axis are re-

N dp,

0 10 i ••

'•• i .

20 30
B, (GeV;c!

50

Kig. 4. II' transverse momentum spectra. Histograms give experi-
mental data. UAI [I] full and UA2 [2] dashed. Curves give model
calculation results, the correct distribution dashed and after detector
smearing etc. full

moved. The transverse momentum of remaining part-
icles, except the electron, is summed up to give -pTH.

(ii) Sr 'ings AEX and A Ev are chosen according to
independent Gaussian distributions, each with width
0.4(r£ T ) ' 2 , where IEr is the sum of transverse
momenta for all detectable particles, again except the
electron.

(iii) An event is retained only if the following event
selection criteria, intended to remove fake electron
candidates or electrons from bottom and charm decays
in QCD jets, are fulfilled:

(a) both the electron and the missing transverse
energy must exceed 15 GeV;

(b) the electron must be at least 5 away from the
beam axis;

(c) the summed transverse momentum of all part-
icles within åR={(At])2 + {A4>)2)12 <0.4 of the
electron must be less than 10°o of the electron trans-
verse energy ("loose isolation");

(d) the summed transverse momentum within
AR <0.7 of the electron must not exceed 3.2GeV
("tight isolation").

The result after these corrections is shown as the full
curve in Fig. 4. The region of small pTW is depleted by
smearing effects, so that agreement with data is impro-
ved significantly. The region of large pTW, and hence
above-average jet activity, is somewhat suppressed by
the electron identification cuts, (iii) above, so that the
overall shift of (pTW) is not large.

A compilation of <priy> values is presented in
Table I, to show how (in) sensitive results are to the
various assumptions made. The mean pTW in the model
("raw") is complemented with the smeared result (after
(i) and (ii) above) and the result after event selection
criteria ((iii) above) have also been applied.

The standard results, corresponding to Fig. 4, are



shown in line 1. These are based on using the EHLQI
structure functions with A =0.2GeV, whereas lines 2
and 3 are for EHLQ2 with A =0.29GeV and DO2
with A =0.4GeV, respectively. As expected, {pTw}
increases with increasing A value.

Whereas the standard results are based on allowing
conventional timelike showers to develop on the
timelike side branches of the spacclike main chain, in
line 4 a coherent branching scheme is used instead, with
no timelike showers at all in line 5. As is readily visible
from (16), a smaller m2 leads to a larger p, , so the
increase in (pTW} is to be expected when no timelike
showers are allowed. The maximum virtuality that
should be used in a coherent branching scheme is not
as unambiguously defined as for the conventional case:
it is possible that part of the discrepancy between the
two shower schemes is due to such problems rather
than any large inherent difference. The effects due to
our resummation of soft gluon emission (10) are minor,
as seen by the results in line 6, where such effects are not
included.

Fn lines 7 and 8 the as argument is changed from the
standard choice Q2/4 to Q2 and k\ = (I - z)Q2, respec-
tively. The trend towards somewhat larger < pTW > for
smaller x, argument is clear. It seems that the argument
Q2/4 on the average is somewhat smaller than fc2- • On
the one hand, the 1/(1 — z) singularity in the splitting
functions favours z close to I and hence k\ « Q2, on the
other the main contribution to pTW comes from
branchings with large kr, i.e. z note too close to 1, i.e.
kj * Q2, with kj x Q2/4 a reasonable compromise. The
possibility of performing the evolution entirely in terms
of k2-, rather than in Q2, is explored in lines 9 and 10.
The difference is that in the latter case the Q2 values at
the branchings closest to the hard interaction are
required to be smaller than m^ (as is standard for
evolution ing2), whereas in the former case only the k f
are thus constrained; a small difference, as it turns out.
The results are particularly close to those obtained
using y.,(k\), showing that the main effect is in the
choice of a, argument rather than in replacing dQ2lQ2

by dk2
T/k2

T.

Surprisingly, the strict ordering of Q1 virtualities in
the spacelike cascade, which is due to coherence effects
rather than kinematical constraints, is fairly unimport-
ant for <PrH->. This is shown by line II, where
virtualities are not required to be ordered, but rather
fma, in (6) is given by the largest kinematically allowed
value, cf. (17); the maximum virtuality of the two
partons at the hard interaction is still assumed to be
given by the hard interaction Q2 value, however. The
reason for the small difference is that the nonordered
Q2 evolution leads to more branchings, but the pT in
each branching is less, While the (pTW) is essentially
unchanged, the low end part of the pTW spectrum is
depleted for nonordered evolution, since the proba-
bility of not having any branching at all is decreased.

The sensitivity of (pTW) to the choice of starting
virtuality Q2

mai and shower cutoff virtuality Qiin is
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demonstrated in lines 12 IS; the standard values are
Qmax = mvr a nd ömin = 4GeV2. The standard inclusion
of primordial fcr for the shower-initiating partons,
using a Gaussian distribution in x and v separately so
that </4> = 2(0.44GeV)2, does not affect <pr»->, line
16, but in adN/dpTW plot it leads to an unappealing 6
peak at pTW = 0 from those events where no radiation
at all took place above Ql,in.

Finally, the question of multiple interactions, i.e.
parton parton interactions in addition to the one that
produced the W, does not directly affect the W produc-
tion properties, but only how dirty the "beam jet"
background is, and hence how much experimental
smearing may be expected. Since the e> pectal ion is that
^production events arc more central (i.e. have smaller
impact parameters) than average minimum bias
events, we have used the model of [23] with a factor
two higher multiple interaction probability as default.
Lines 17 and 18 shows the consequences of varying this
between nothing at all and a factor four enhancement.

We conclude that the results shown in Fig. 4 are not
crucially dependent on any of the assumptions made in
the model. Although not shown, this turns out to be
true for the pTW distributions themselves as well, and
not just the mean values. Considering the large statist-
ical and systematic errors in the experimental data, it
would therefore be difficult to distinguish between the
different variations.

In order to find the jets associated with W produc-
tion, again an algorithm closely modelled on that of
UAI was used:

(i) A detector, assumed to stretch between pseudo-
rapidities — 3 <r\ < 3 is divided into a number of cells,
50 in pseudorapidity and 24 in azimuth.

(ii) The energy deposited in each cell is summed up.
A detector cell resolution behaving like 0.8-EJ-'2 is
assumed; therefore a smearing A ET is chosen accord-
ing to a Gaussian with width as above. The tails are cut
off so that the energy is never negative or larger than
twice the true energy.

Mn,,,tH
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! 0-
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Fig. 5. The Fraction of events that contain at least one jet as
function of pTW Notation as in Fig. 4
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TaUt 1. Results for W production at 600 GeV with model variations, described in more detail in the main text

No

t

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
17
18

Model variations with
respect to standard

UAI
UA2 (note same smearing)
standard values
.. without smearing
EHLQ2. A =0.29
DO2. A = 04
coherent limelikc showers
no timelilte showers
no soft gluon summation

Ql!i-Q2 in i , etc

C2/4-»(l -z)Q* in J,
evolution in k\ = (1 - z)Q2

ev. in k2
T + upper cut

nonordered Q1 allowed

QL. = 9mi,4
QL, = ">*!*
QLn = 1 GeVJ

Ci,,= !6GeV2

no primordial kT

no multiple interactions
multiple interactions * 4

iPrw

raw
GeV

6.7

7.1
7.4
7.;
7.8
6.3

58

6.4

6 5

6.3
6.4

7.2

5.3

6.6

6.5

6.8
6.7
68

> for

smear
GeV

7.4

7.7
8.0
8.1
8.3
6.9

6.5

7.1

7.2

70

7.0

7.8

6.0

7.3

7.2

7.4
7.2
7.6

.sel
GeV

7.3
8.5
7.0

7.3
7.6
7.7
79
6.5

6.2

6.8

68
6.7

6.7

7.5

5.9

69

6.8
7.1
6.9
7.3

associated jet

Ijet
"»

29

25

26
27
28
29
24

22
25

24

25

25
27

23

24

25

26
22
29

2jet

46

51
3.0
63
6.4
6.4
6.0
49

39

5.7

5.2

4.5

54

5.8

.10

53
5.3
5.8
42
6.7

properties

3jet

2.9

07
0.3
09
I.I
0 7
0 6
0.7

06

0 8

0.5
07

0.7

0.9

0.5
0.5

0.7

0.6
0.4
1.0

4jet

12

0.1
0
0.1
0 1
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

01

01

0.1

0.1

0.2

0 1
0.1
01

0.52
0.29
0.38
0.28
042
0.44
043
043
0.37

0 32

0.39

0.37

0.36

0 38

041

0.31
0.37

0.38

0.40
0.32
0.46

Ge\

12 4
17.8
139
15.9
13.8
13.8
141
14.7
13 3

13 6

13.6

13.6

13.1

13.5

14.6

11.4
137

13 6

14 0
143
13 8

(iii) The cell with the largest ET is found. AH cells
within A R < 1 and with ET > 2.5 GeV are combined,
to find the £r-weighted center, which defines the
cluster axis.

(iv) The £ r of all further cells within AR<\ of the
cluster axis are added to define a cluster energy, if the
£T exceeds 5GeV and the axis has \n\ < 2.5, a jet is
defined.

(v) Cells assigned to a jet are removed from further
consideration. The steps (iii) and (iv) are repeated for
the unassigned cell with largest ET, until all cells with
ET > 2.5 GeV have been tried as jet initiators.

The fraction of events that contain jets is shown as a
function of pTW in Fig. 5. Again our detector-smeared
curve should primarily be compared with the UAI
results. Smearing effect-, '.end to raise the number of jets
reconstructed: since the spectrum do/dpTi,t is falling
with p7jcl, a symmetric smearing will lead to more
clusters migrating up past 5 GeV than down past it.

In Table 1 the fraction of events with 1,2,3 and 4 jets,
as well as the mean transverse momentum of these jets,
is compared for UAI data and the different model
variations. The conclusion is that the results are not
overly sensitive to the details of the model, but fairly
sensitive to the effects of detector smearing (and how
this smearing is implemented in detail, e.g. with respect
to the high-end tail of energy fluctuations), especially
for the rate of multijet events compare the two lines of
case number I with and without smearing). Until
corrected experimental data are presented, and until
the statistical significance is improved, no firm conclu-
sions can therefore be drawn.

A further check is provided by the distribution in
polar angle of the jets in W events. More precisely, a 0*
angle has been defined between the jet and the average
beam direction in the rest frame of the M and the jet(s).
Again, detector smearing and jet reconstruction a la
UAI has been used, including a reconstruction of the
neutrino longitudinal momentum based on requiring
the W mass for the ve system, with the lower Feynman
x value chosen in cases of ambiguity. The result of this
comparison is presented in Fig. 6. and good agreement
is observed.

From the comparisons above we conclude that our
model is able to provide a very good description of
present experimental data on Wproduction, given the
limited statistics available so far.

1.2. Comparisons with other Calculations

Since a number of papers have been published on the
subject of W production, it may be useful to compare
with some of the results obtained in these, to point out
the broad agreement obtained, but also the presence of
some discrepancies. A complete average of existing
calculations has not been strived for.

A simple factorized form for the n-gluon emission
probability is used by Halzen, et ai. in [25], to give an
ex ponentiated form for the total pT of the Z°, and also a
form for the summed transverse energy of recoiling
radiated partons. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where
Owens Reya structure functions with A =0.5 GeV
[26] have been used. For comparison, we present results
based on GHR structure functions (the difference is not
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been inlroduced: dash-dolted with DOI and full wilh DO2 structure
functions
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expected to be large, cf. our studies above), without the
inclusion of associated timelike parton showers, which
are not included in these analytical calculations. The
shape of the ZpT spectrum agrees fairly well, except for
some small differences above 30 GeV (cf. our discussion
in Sect. 2.4), whereas the total ET of associated partons
seems to be roughly 2 GeV smaller in our model than in
the calculation of Halzen et al. The reason for this
discrepancy is not known, but could be related to the
resummation of very soft gluon emission, a region that
is not included in Monte Carlo calculations.

A series of detailed studies have been presented by
Altarelli et al. [27]. Here the results of higher order
loop calculations have been included to yield predic-
tions, not only for the pTW shape, but also for the
absolute normalization, the "K factor". These factors
can not be predicted within our Monte Carlo ap-
proach, so in Fig. 8 we have compared normalized
distributions (\/a)da/dpTW. Results at 630GeV agree
fairly well, whereas the Monte Carlo curves are above
the analytic calculations at 1.6 and lOTeV (and even
more so at 20TeV, not shown) for pTW < 50 GeV, an
effect which is compensated by a more sizeable tail to
large pT in the analytic formulae. This does point to the
fact that the Monte Carlo methods are not entirely
reliable for transverse momenta in the order of the
mass of the produced object, as discussed above. The
peaks of the uajdpJW distributions are systematically
displaced, so that the analytic peaks are typically
sitting 1 GeV higher than the Monte Carlo ones.

A calculation in the same spirit, but with some-
what different assumptions as to details, is presen-
ted by Davies, Webber and Stirling [28], Since their
results are normalized to a given experimental
luminosity, we have arbitrarily introduced an effective
"K factor" of 2 to bring the overall normalization into
better agreement. The results of this comparison are
shown in Fig. 9, using two different structure function
sets. Some discrepancies are readily visible. The analy-
tic results are much more strongly peaked in the
pTW = | -4GeV region than are the Monte Carlo
curves, whereas the position of the peak agrees fairly
well. This implies that the Altarelli et al. and the Davies
et al. analytic calculations do tend to give small but
significant differences, with our results somewhere in
between (in terms of where the bulk of the cross section
is located). Further, the analytic results of Davies et al.
indicate a very large dependence on the choice of
structure functions (and A value), whereas differences
arc far smaller in the Monte Carlo results. In the latter,
the effects of the associated timelike showers tend to
partially counteract the naive A dependence: a larger A
gives a more extensive shower development, which
works to reduce pTW. We do not see how one could
explain the full discrepancy, however.

Three other Monte Carlo studies of W production
have been presented. Of these, the one by Odorico [29]
does differ in several of the basic assumptions, in
particular the kinematics is implemented fairly differ-
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ently, in terms of lightcone variables and without
explicit four-momentum conservation at each branch-
ing. In addition, the coherence constraint of strict
ordering in Q2 is not included, but we have shown
above that this does not seem to matter much by itself.
The results generally agree with ours, although it seems
that Odorico obtains a slightly larger <pTir)- The
second study is by Barger etal.: [30], using the
program of Gottschalk [13], which has large similar-
ities with our program and tend to give similar results:
however, fragmentation effects have not been included
in this study. Finally, Paige and Protopopescu have
included our basic algorithm of Sect. 2.2 above, with
slightly different kinematics, in the ISAJET program
[31]. Since they use a fairly large cutoff, Q2

h,=
36GeV2, they have to introduce a Q2-dependent
"primordial kT" which, for W/Z, is of the order of
3 GeV.

In summary, Monte Carlo and analytic calculations
give good overall agreement. When details are studied,
discrepancies do appear, not only between the Monte
Carlo and the analytic results, but also e.g. between the
analytic calculations themselves.

3.3. Further Studies

For practical applications, daldpTW plots are very
convenient, but the vanishing of the phase space for
pT->0 tends to dominate the shape of da,idpTW. There-
fore results for the phase space corrected distribution
(\ja)dajdp\w are presented in Fig. 10. as a function of
pTW. For this study, no intrinsic kT effects have been
included, but rather the cutoff scale Q2, of parton
showers has been decreased from 4 GeV2 to I GeV2, so
that almost all events contain at least one branching.
Most notable is the large difference in behaviour
between inclusive (all rapidities) and central (\y\ S 0.5)
production of W, where the cross section at small pTW

falls far faster with CM energy in the latter case. The
differences may be understood as follows. If a W is
produced from a qq pair with a very asymmetric energy
sharing, the faster of them will have a large x value. The
ranid fall of structure functions for x -> 1 will tend to
suppress initial state radiation on this side, and hence
increase the probability to obtain a small prw.

The structure of the hadronic system accompanying
a W has still not been studied in depth. Here we suggest
two different distributions that could shed some light
on this. The hadrons carry a total recoil of -pTW. A
boost ^=prif/(s"2 - Ew) will bring the hadrons to
their transverse rest frame. In this frame one may study
e.g. dN/d(p*, the particle distribution as a function of
the aximuthal angle <p* with resect to the W direction.
In Fig. 11 this distribution is shown for some pTW bins.
The two spikes at n and 0 nwy have been expected on
general grounds, the first froiu jets recoiling against t <•
W and the second due to the boost. The form of these
spikes, as well as the fact that the population of the
region around TC/2 is independent of prw, is nontrivial.
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pT(G«V/cl

Fif. 10t,b. Distribution of {\la)dajäprw = ii^iPTw)dndpTI, at
CM energies 0.6 TeV Tull, at 2.0 Te V dashed, at 10 Te V dash-dotted
and at 40 TeV dotted, a All rapidities, b Central production

The distribution of < -pT»»'Prh.d>/<Pm> m a y **
considered as a function of the azimuthai angle 4>
between the W and the hadrons in the event. Integrated
over all angles, the result is unity. Events with smaller
pTW automatically give a lesser contribution to the
total result. The distribution may be folded at <f> = n/2,
i.e. W-hadron opening angles 4> > n/2 are included at
7i - <j>; this way all beam jet background sources that
are not directly related to the W production, and are
hence isotropic in (j>, get subtracted. It also lessens the
dependence e.g. on the choice of structure functions.
The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 12, with
and without the inclusion of associated timelike
showers. As expected, the latter case gives a narrower
distribution, i.e. the pT compensation is more strongly
concentrated opposite to the W.

Fig. 11. Particle distribution in azimuthai angle with respect to the
W direction, in the transverse rest frame of hadrons, full for 4 g
pTW£%. dashed for8gp r »S 12and dash-dolled for p r l r g 12GeV

Fif . l l Distribution of (-PTWPTM>/<PTW> as a function of
azimuthai angle <p between W and hadrons (folded at n/2), dashed
without and full with associated limelikc showers

4. Jet Production

When moving away from the field of W/Z production,
it becomes less straightforward to separate initial state
radiation effects from effects of the hard interaction and
of final state radiation.

One example is provided by the jet cross section,
which we have studied using a simple cluster algorithm
as described above, but without including energy
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Fig. 13. Jet cross-section at 540 Ge V, dotted without initial or final
state radiation, dash-dotted with initial state radiation but no final
one and no associated timelike showers, dashed with both initial and
final state radiation, full UAI results [32]

smearing, since the published jet cross section [32] has
been corrected for such effects. The naive jet cross
section obtained without initial or final state radiation
is increased by roughly a factor of 2,5 when initial state
radiation effects are included. Fig. 13. Put another way,
the transverse energy within the typical jet cone is
increased by roughly 5 GeV. This is just an average
figure, however. In an event without initial state
radiation, the two high-pr jets have opposite and
balancing transverse momenta. Initial state radiation
effectively induces a transverse boost, such that the
transverse energy of one jet is reduced as that of the
other is increased. Since the jet cross section falls
rapidly with increasing ET, the net effect is an increase
in the jet cross section. Of course, there is also a
probability that initial state radiation partons will
overlap with one of the hard scattering partons.

The translation from the no-radiation to the radi-
ation case does not just involve a simple transverse
boost of the two hard scattering partons, however.
Rather, each step of the initial state cascades is
associated with one boost and one rotation of its own,
the total effect of which may be decomposed into a
rotation in the rest frame of the hard interaction,
followed by an overall boost. Since the hard scattering
matrix elements (specifically qq — qq, qq-*qg and
99 -* 99) by themselves favour small scattering angles,
those events where the rotation happens to increase
rather than decrease the angle of the outgoing partons
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become proportionately more important. Of the factor
2.5 difference attributed to initial state radiation effects
in Fig. 13, roughly half comes from the effective
rotation and half from the effective boost. The relative
importance of the two effects does vary with x r

= 2£77's"2, however, and at large xT rotation effects
are less important. Conversely, the effects of the boost
tend to cancel in two-jet cross sections.

The inclusion of final state radiation tends in the
opposite direction to that of initial state radiation: the
energy of individual jets is decreased as a given initial
parton may branch into several jets. For the chosen jet
cone A R = 1, jet cross sections are reduced by roughly
a factor 1.5. With smaller jet cones, the reduction is
larger, so that it is possible to choose jet cones for
which initial and final state radiation effects cancel. The
good agreement obtained between our final jet cross
section and the UA1 results [32] is partly coincidental:
it rests on assuming a K-factor of 1 and on neglecting
various shifts included by UAI to correct for stray
particles migrating into or out of the experimental
jet cone.

In the spirit of UAI [33] a jet profile is defined by
requiring a given minimum ET within a jet cone AR =
I (with |r/je,| < 2.5), and then studying the transverse
energy flow on the same side in azimuth (\(j> — $je,| <
7i/2) as a function of pseudorapidity difference
r\ — t]itX. It is illuminating to study the Ermin dependence
of the jet profile. In [12,23] we showed that, for
£rmin = 35 GeV, the transverse energy flow obtained
by initial state radiation is too little to explain the
"pedestal effect", and that an increased multiple
parton-parton interaction probability has to be as-
sumed for jet events. Since the main interest here is in
the initial state radiation aspect, no multiple interac-
tion effects have been included below, which means
that the pedestal consistently will be too low, by an
essentially £7mhl-independent amount.

The interesting observation, Fig. 14a, is that the
wings of the distribution, for |f/ - *\itt\ > 1, are fairly
£rn)in-insensitive in the range 15 < £Tmin < 90 GeV,
even with some indication that the wings are lowest for
the highest ETmin values. Naively, one would have
expected harder central interactions to be associated
with more initial state radiation and hence produce
higher wings. A number of effects combine to give the
counterintuitive result of Fig. 14a.

In particular, there is a continuous change in the
composition of interacting partons, from qq:qg:gy -
7%: 30%: 63% for £Tmin = 15 GeV to 50%: 40%: 10%
for £rrain = 90 GeV. In the Lund string framework, the
removal of a quark from an incoming hadron leaves a
remnant colour (anti) triplet, which is connected to the
rest of the system by one string, whereas the removal of
a gluon leaves a remnant colour octet that will be
connected by two strings. Therefore the height of the
rapidity plateau should be a factor two higher in the
latter case, at least for not too large rapidities. If no
initial or final state radiation is included, Fig. 14b, this
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Fig. 14a, b. Jet profiles, i.e. energy flow per 0.0S units of pseudo-
rapidity on the same side in azimuth as a jet trigger of given
transverse energy, dolled IS GeV, full 35 CeV and dashed 90 Ge V, all
for .v"J = 54OGeV. The distribution is symmetric in r\ - if,,,, so that
only t] - »;„, > 0 is shown, a Including initial and final state radiation.
b Without initial or final state radiation

effect dominates the picture, and leads to monotoni-
cally decreasing wings for increasing £ r m i n . A second
result of the change in the parton composition is also
that the amount of radiation is decreased with increas-
ing £T: the effective colour charge of the gluon is 9/4
larger than that of the quark, with a corresponding
difference in the amount of initial state radiation.

Another aspect is that larger ETmin correspond to
larger x values for the colliding partons; thus x ä 1/3
for ETmin = 90 GeV at s"2 = 540 GeV. This reduces the
range of the : integral in (6), and hence the probability
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Fig. 15. Jet profiles, defined as for Fig. 14, but with ETmto = 90GeV
fixed and with varying CM energy, full 540 GeV, dashed 2 TeV and
dolled lOTeV

of a branching. In particular, the fact that the structure
functions are rapidly falling for x -»1 reduces the
probability of obtaining a z value much lower than 1.
Emission with z « 1 is not inhibited, but here the
radiated partons have a small longitudinal and trans-
verse momentum, the latter approximately given by
k\ =(1 - z)Q2, and do not contribute significantly to
the £ r flow. The converse of the argument above is that
an increase in the CM energy of the hadron collision
will also increase the phase space available for hard
initial state radiation. Therefore an increase in the
wings of the jet profile is to be expected even if the £Tmin

scale, and hence the Q1 scale, is kept fixed. This is
illustrated in Fig. 15. The change with energy is
somewhat amplified by, but not dominated by, the
change in parton composition.

In closing this section, it is worth remembering that
the smooth jet profiles displayed here constitute aver-
ages over many events, with the individual event often
displaying a multijet structure. The details of this
structure have yet to be explored.

S. Conclusions

We have presented and discussed a model for initial
state radiation, based on an iterative algorithm for
successive parton branchings, which are considered in
falling sequence of virtuality Q2. There are two main
virtues with this approach, as compared to more
conventional analytical techniques. The first is that, in
the leading log approximations we use, the initial state
evolution does not depend on the nature of the hard
interaction. Therefore, our algorithm can not only be
used for present-day processes like W or jet produc-
tion, but also for W/Z pairs, Higgs production, horiz-
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ontal gauge bosons [34] etc. The second advantage is
that our Monte Carlo approach allows the detailed
study of events where many partons hive been
radiated, as well as straightforward inclusion of frag-
mentation effects.

W production offers a unique opportunity to isolate
and study initial state radiation effects, as a kind of
calibration standard. It is gratifying to note that good
agreement is obtained between our model results and
the experimental data. It is maybe less satisfying, but
still informative, that the basic model can be varied in a
number of ways without significantly changing the
physics output. In other words, comparison with data
is not likely to tell us e.g. whether k) rather than Q2 is
the proper evolution variable in the Altarelli Parisi
equations. This does not mean that there is no
information to be had from a continued study of initial
state radiation. On the contrary, much remains to be
studied and understood, e.g. in the field of multijet
production. Simple models of the kind we have presen-
ted here are going to prove invaluable in such studies,
in establishing a well-defined baseline with respect to
which non-trivial phenomena may be gauged.

AcknoKledqenwnls. One of us (T.S.I would like to acknowledge
helpful conversations with T.D. Gottschalk, G. Marchesini and F.E.
Paige
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Recently, a number of a, determinations have been presented, based on the ratio of three- to two^et events at ISR and
the SppS Collider. The accuracy of these determinations is probably restricted more by uncertainties in the underlying
theory than by experimental errors. It is shown that, as in e+e" annihilation, the use of different fragmentation models may
lead to widely different a5 values being reconstructed. For the analysis of ISR data, the spread may be up to a factor of
two, which is reduced to roughly 20% at the higher SppS energies.

In the perturbative QCD picture, the lowest order
processes are complemented by higher order processes
containing extra partons in the (perturbative) final
state. The basic processes in hadron collisions are
2 -» 2 parton interactions of the types qq -* qq, qg
-* qg. gg "* gg. qq ~* q'q'- qq "* 88 and gg -»• qq, of or-
der a\. If the scattered partons obtain large transverse
momenta, p T , the resulting event will contain two
high-pT jets, in addition to the "beam remnant" jets.
In order o , , 2 -* 3 processes such as qq -* qqg, qg
-• qgg. gg -* ggg. qq •* q'q'g. qq - ggg. 86 •+qqg or
qg -• qq'q' may give rise to events with three high-pT

jets. In hadron collisions, as in e+e~ annihilation, the
fraction of events that contains three well-separated
jets is thus directly proportional to as.

Recently the first efforts have been presented that
use three-jet events to determine a, in hadron colli-
sions. At ISR energies, studies by the AFS Collabora-
tion yield the value as = 0.18 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 [1 ], with
the first error being the statistical and the second the
systematical error. At the higher energies of the SppS
Collider, the UA1 Collaboration has published the re-
sult as = 0.16 + 0.02 ± 0.02 [2] and the UA2 Colla-
boration the number as - 0.23 ± 0.01 ±0.04 [3], One
may distinguish three sources of error in as determina-
tions. First, there are uncertainties in the cross sec-
tions for different parton configurations. These are
mainly related to corrections in higher orders, "K fac-
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tors", and are generally recognized to be large; the
numbers above are actually presented as determina-
tions of a^^/Kj, Kj and Af 3 being the two-and
three-jet K factors, respectively. A second source is
the limited knowledge of the fragmentation and decay
processes that transform the outgoing partons into jets
of stable particles. Thirdly, there are the effects of
detector imperfections, calorimetric fluctuations, trig-
ger conditions, limited statistics and other experimen-
tal issues. It is essentially this latter point that gives
the statistical and systematical errors quoted above.

Fragmentation effects are listed among the sources
of systematic errors in refs. [ 1 ^3] , but no detailed
studies on this issue are presented. It is the intent of
the present note to remedy this situation. Naively,
one would expect different fragmentation models to
yield similar values for as, once experimental data have
been used to constrain the longitudinal and transverse
shape of the jets. However, the fact that the cross sec-
tion decreases rapidly, when moving from two-jet-like
to more and more distinctly three-jet-like events, im-
plies that fairly small systematic effects may assume
a disproportionate importance. This lesson was learn-
ed the hard way in e+e~ annihilation. Our experiences
in this field [4] form the starting point (or the present
note, but obviously the situation is more complicated
in hadron collisions. By comparing results obtained
with different fragmentation models, we will show

0370-2693/86/$ 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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that uncertainties are very large at ISR energies, and
still non-negligible at SppS energies. An understanding
of these effects may possibly help reconcile the as

values obtained by different experiments.
The basic QCD equations have not yet yielded an

exact description of the fragmentation of a parton con-
figuration. Rather, phenomenological models have had
to be introduced. Because of the large particle multi-
plicities involved, only Monte Carlo implementations
of such models stand a chance of providing a sufficient-
ly detailed and realistic description. Basically, three
different fragmentation schools exist loday: string
fragmentation (SF), independent fragmentation (IF)
and cluster fragmentation (CF). Of these, CF is the
youngest and has not yet found any extensive use in
hadron collisions. For the issues that will be discussed
here, the general properties of CF closely agree with
those of SF, so our omission of CF in the following is
probably not a serious limitation. The general formal-
isms of SF and IF are reviewed e.g. in ref. [5 ], while
Monte Carlo details ami a "minireview" on the present
experimental status of the models are found in ref.
[6], lne+e~ annihilation the "string effect", first ob-
seved by the JADE Collaboration, is now well establish-
ed [7], and hence IF models arc excluded. In hadron
collisions there is no convincing experimental evidence
either way. IF is used e.g. in ISAJET [8],COJETS [9],
"Fieldjet" [10] and most special-purpose programs
constructed within experimental collaborations. Only
the Lund program uses SF.but has options that allow
several IF alternatives to be emulated. All calculations
below are based on the Lund Monte Carlo, using
PYTHIA version 4.6 [11] for the hadron physics part
and JETSET, version 6.2 [6] for the subsequent frag-
mentation.

The main idea in SF is to use the massless relativis-
tic string, which provides the simplest causal and
Lorentz covariant description of a linear force field,
to approximate the linearly confining colour flux tube
(or vortex line) expected in QCD. Quarks and diquarks
are associated with the endpoints of the string, and
gluons with energy- and momentum-carrying kinks on
it. In a qqg event, the string is stretched from the q via
the g to the q. For hadron collisions, the number of
colour charges in the final state is larger, and usually
several different ways of connecting these partons with
strings are possible [12,1 l].The model is Lorentz co-
variant, and energy, momentum and flavour are con-

served at each step of the fragmentation process.
The main assumption in IF is that the fragmenta-

tion of each outgoing parton can be considered inde-
pendently of that of the others. Since the fragmenta-
tion process is to transform a single coloured and es-
sentially massless parton into a massive jet of colour-
less hadrons, neither colour, flavour, energy nor mo-
mentum can be conserved exactly It is the lack of mo-
mentum conservation that will be crucial for the con-
tinued discussion. In the Field-Feynman type of
algorithm for quark jets [13| the energy of the final
jet. on the average, agrees with that of the oiiginal
parton, whereas the longitudinal jet momentum is
smaller than the parton one by roughly 1.2 GeV on
the average [4|. If a parton configuration is fragment-
ed in its CM frame, the sum of final particle momenta
is therefore not vanishing. One possibility is to let the
imbalance remain, this will be denoted pc = n for no
momentum conservation. In the rescaling method, pc
= r. developed for the Hoyer et al. e+e Monte Carlo
[14J, transverse momentum is conserved locally with-
in each jet. The longitudinal momenta of particles
may then be rescaled separately for each jet, such that
the ratio of rescaled jet to initial parton momentum is
the same for all the jets in the event. A completely dif-
ferent approach, the boost method pc = b, was chosen
in the AH et al.e+e Monte Carlo [15], Given the im-
balance Pimt,a| and the total energy A'|ot, a boost vec-
tor jj = -Pjmbai/Z'-'tot >s defined, such that the Lorentz
boosted event has vanishing total momentum. Within
the IF framework, the fragmentation properties of
quark and of gluon jets may be defined separately. We
will below compare two different possibilities. In the
first, denoted g = q, a gluon is assumed to fragment
like a u, d or s quark or antiquark chosen at random. In
the second, g = qq, the gluon is split up into a parallel
quark and antiquark, sharing the energy according to
the Altarelli Parisi splitting function for g ->• qq. Ex-
perimental evidence is in favour of gluons fragmenting
softer than quarks [16|.

It was first noted by the CELLO Collaboration [17)
that, applying these different fragmentation models to
the qqg three-parton configurations in c e , different
as values were needed to reproduce the experimental
three-jet rate. This comes about as follows [4|. In the
fragmentation of a three-jet event qqg, with the g = q
variety of IF, the average momentum of each parton is
reduced by the same amount. Since the gluon jet usual-
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Fig. 1. A slightly exaggerated picture of momentum conserva-
tion effects in three-jet events. In (a) the momenta of initial
partons are shown by full arrows and of jets after fragmenta-
tion by dashed arrows, with dotted arrows indicating final mo-
mentum imbalance. In (b)-(d) the momenta before conserva-
tion arc shown dashed, after full. Rescaling method in (b),
boost method in (c), Lund strings (along which panicles are
sitting) in (d).

ly starts out with a smaller momentum, its relative loss
will be larger, so that the final state net-momentum vec-
tor Pjm|,ai i$ typically pointing opposite to the gluon
direction (fig. 1). This effect will be even larger for the
g = qq option, since in that case the gluon momentum
is reduced even more during fragmentation. For the
rescaling method of momentum conservation, the mo-
mentum of the gluon jet is then scaled up whereas that
of the quark and antiquark are scaled down. Since the
parton and jet energies agreed well to start with, the
gluon jet energy is systematically larger than that of
the gluon parton. From an energy sharing point of
view, the event is thus more three-jet-like, whereas
opening angles between jets are unchanged. If the
boost method is used, the boost tends to be along the
gluon jet direction, such that the q and q jets become
more back-to-back. In angular correlations, the shift
is then towards more two-jet-like events, whereas the
gluon energy gain is fairly modest. In the SF model, the
systematic momentum imbalance obtained in IF is

avoided by the string effect: the distribution of low-
momentum particles is shifted towards the gluon jet.
The net effect is to make the event look less three-jet-
like (the reconstructed q and q jet axes tend to be more
back-to-back than the parton directions).

Since in one case (the rescaling method) the average
event becomes more three-jet-like and in the others
(the boost method, SF) more two-jet-like, the QS

value needed in the former case is smaller than that in
the latter two. At first, it may seem surprising that an
average momentum imbalance of roughly I GeV in
30 GeV events can lead to a5 values almost a factor two
different for the extreme cases. The event distribution
of the various measures constructed to gauge three-
jetness falls rapidly when moving away from the two-
jet region, however, so small systematic shifts near the
border between what is experimentally classified as
three-jet and as two-jet events may change the three-
jet rate significantly. The spread in a5 values depends
on the measure used, but is never vanishing. In particu-
lar, the problem cannot be solved by restricting the
event sample to more and more perfectly symmetric
three-jet events: for a small deviation from three-jet
symmetry the average systematic momentum imbalance
is directly proportional to this deviation, so that the
three-jet region is uniformly expanded or contracted,
depending on momentum conservation scheme. Only
by going to higher energies, and better separation be-
tween the jets, can the problem be removed.

Momentum conservation effects in hadron colli-
sions may be subdivided into two (known) kinds. The
first kind is related to the momentum balance of the
event as a whole. For this purpose one may consider an
event consisting of two high-p-p jets and two beam jets.
The momentum of the four original "partons" (in-
cluding diquarks etc. for the beam remnants) is, on the
average, reduced by the same amount by the fragmenta-
tion. If the momentum of the two high-pT partons was
smaller than that of the beam remnants to begin with,
the rescaling IF scheme will tend to shuffle energy from
the beam jets to the highly jets, whereas the trend
with the boost IF and the SF schemes is the opposite.
Thus the jet cross sections reconstructed will be differ-
ent, as will the total AfT flow. The relevancy of the lat-
ter point for the "NA5 effect" has been discussed by
Corcoran [18], who shows that the Ej flow cross sec-
tions may be shifted by factors of two or more by dif-
ferent choices of momentum conservation scheme.
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The second kind of momentum conservation et-
fects deals with the change among the high-pT partons
themselves, specifically when there are three (or more)
of them. For properties in the transverse momentum
plane, the phenomena discussed for e+e"~ ->• qqg events
are applicable: the rescaling IF scheme will tend to
make the three-jet structure more pronounced and the
boost IF scheme to make the events more two-jet-like.
In the SF model, the string drawing is more complicat-
ed than in e+e~, but the two high-pT partons which
combine to give the smallest invariant mass are the ones
which are most likely to come from the branching of a
common parent parton, and thus to be connected with
a string piece. The string effect will then tend to re-
sult in reconstructed jet axes for these two partons
shifted "inwards" towards the intermediate direction,
so that the event again is more two-jet-like.

We will now study the size of these effects, simulat-
ing parton configurations from hadron collisions at
different energies, and fragmenting each configuration
according to all the various possibilities outlined above.
Momentum conservation is carried out for the system
as a whole, i.e. without distinguishing between high-/?-p
and beam jets. Similar results, however, are also ob-
tained by treating the two jet classes separately. Rather
than using a matrix element description, initial [19]
and final [20] state parton showers are used to gener-
ate events with a varying number of partons. This lat-
ter approach may lead to a larger uncertainty in the
absolute rate of three-jet events, but provides a more
realistic picture of the underlying physics, where an
experimentally defined jet may often come from the
fragmentation of several nearby partons. Most of the
results have been obtained with the Duke—Owens set
2 structure functions with A = 0.4 GeV [21], but re-
sults are not sensitive to this choice.

In order to quantify three-jetness, we have used
procedures in the spirit of the AFS, UA1 and UA2
ones. Since results at a given energy come out roughly
the same for all three methods, which are all based on
calorimetric definitions of jet energies and directions,
the figures presented below are mostly based on our
simplified version of the AFS algorithm. Here a detec-
tor is supposed to stretch between -1 and +1 in pseudo-
rapidity, in a grid of 16 X 48 cells in pseudorapidity TJ
times azimuth <f>. A jet is defined by the requirement
that all cells within AÄ = [(ärj)2 + (A<t>)2 V12 < 0.5 of
a cluster initiator (tried out in falling sequence of

have a 1>T > 0.1 Fj m jn . All events wit
> A'-j. mjn are accepted and enter in the denominator of
the three-jet fraction. If an accepted event contains at
least three jets, the three largest transverse momentum
vectorsPjet =Pjje t(cos^je t , sin 0jeI,O)are defined;
these vectors are boosted to their CM frame and energy
fractions x,- = 2/?jc| ,/SPjet with Xj > x-, > x3 are de-
fined in this frame. The opening angle between the two
closest jets is defined as

U)=JCOS(1 - - l)/x2x3).

A bona fide three-jet event is now required to have
x 3 > 0.4 and CJ > 60°. The UA2 algorithm is similar
to the AFS one but, for example, contains no cuts on
the internal three-jet configuration. Such cuts are
present in the UA1 algorithm, where the main differ-
ence is the requirement of a certain minimum two-jet
or three-jet invariant mass/Wmjn, rather than an
£"Tmjn; only the subsequent angular cuts introduce an
effective Kymin. In the UA2 algorithm the three-jet
and two-jet samples arc disjoined and in the UA1 one
almost so; we have therefore chosen to define the
three-:?! fraction asN-jliN} +N3) rather »han as
N^INi (with JV,- the number of i-jet events).

In table 1 results are presented for the three-jet
fraction obtained in the IF schemes, normalized to
the fraction in the SF model. The deviation from uni-
ty gauges the extent to which different QS values would
be obtained, applying different fragmentation models
to the same data. The reduction from a typical IF/SF
ratio of 1.5 at ISR to 1.1 at the SppS is mainly due to
the change in /TT mjn values, roughly consistent with
a l/fjmjn dependence of fragmentation corrections.
The change in total CM energy is of secondary impor-
tance. The pattern among the IF alternatives resembles
the one observed in e+e annihilation, but with some
differences as to details. This is to be expected: in
hadron physics the three-jet fraction is affected by
fragmentation corrections to the three-jet and two-jet
rates separately, whereas the total rate in e+e~ is in-
dependent of fragmentation effects. Thus the small
dependence on mcul, the cutoff mass of parton shower
evolution, is deceptive; individually the two-jet and
the three-jet rates are affected strongly by the choice
of wcut value (and hence the effective shape of frag-
mentation spectra). At 63 (630) GeV, with the AFS
method and E7 mjn = 22 (80) GeV, a change of mm

from 6 (15) to 2 C.eV reduces the event rate by a fac-
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Table 1
I raction of three^et events for different 11 models, normalized to the fraction obtained in the SI model. lor the AIS- and UA2-
inspircd algorithms the third column cives t'j m\n, for the UAl-inspircd one :Wmin Statistical errors are not quoted, but are
generally expected to be less than »0.05.

'-cm

63
63
63
63

540
630
630
630
630
630
630
630

Algorithm

AIS
AIS
UA1
UA2
UA1
UA2
AIS
AFS
AIS
AIS
AIS
AIS

'-T min

22
22
25
22

150
70
22
40
80
80
80

160

"'cut i

6
2
4
4
6
6
6
6

15
6
2
6

» = q

oc = n

.62

.24

.63

.12

.08

.17

.44

.18

.08

.13

.13

.01

Sc = r

!.O8
.67

!.O8
.51
.15
.26
.59
.25
.14
.12
.07
.05

i

pc = b |

1.76
1.73
1.51
1.20 (
1.11
1.17
1.37
1.14
1.12
1.11
1.07

= qq

K = n

.34

.15

.18
).89
.09
.05
.34
.13
.06
.05
.04

1.03 0.98 (

oc = r

.73
69

>.47
.48
.21
.18
.74
.23
.12
.12
.17

),96

pc = b

1.18
1.33
1.39
0.90
1.12
1.06
1.36
1.08
1.07
1.08
1.07
1.02

tor 2.02 (1.54) in SF and by between 3.04 (1.96) and
3.64 (2.38) for the IF alternatives.

The AFS. UA1 and UA2 a. determinations, all
based on IF scenarios, do not show the expected Q
dependence of o s . Studies by the AFS group [I | in-
dicate that the large difference between the UA1 and
UA2 values may be due to the different three-jet cri-
teria used, while the AFS and UA1 values should be
more comparable. The results in table 1 can be used
to estimate that, had SF rather than IF been used in
the experimental analysis, AFS would have obtained
a, * 0.28, UA1 a. * 0.18 and UA2 a, * 0.26. For five
flavours, the first-order <*s expression i sa 5 (£ ) = 12ff/
23 In (Q2IA2). If one takes Q2 * (t\ m i n / 4 ) 2 , both
the AFS and (JAI SF-corrected a, values are repro-
duced with A * 0.3 GeV. The trend of the data would
therefore be consistent with expectations from per-
turbative QCD. It would also be consistent witha s

values in e+e , where a 8 « 0.25 -0.30 are obtained
with SF at around 30GeV 117], Second-order correc-
tions bring this down t o o 5 % 0.18; a similar develop-
ment in hadron physics would not be unreasonable.

In (.(inclusion, we have shown that fragmentation
effects cannot be neglected in the determination of
a5 from three-jet fractions (or, for that matter, total
jet rates), particularly not for small A'T m j n values. Of
the models available in hadron physics today, SF is
the theoretically most sound, and also seems to lead to

a consistent pattern of a, values. An improved under-
standing of the interplay between parton production
and fragmentation would probably require a second
round of analysis by the experimental groups, in
which the choice of a complete model for hadronic
events is given more emphasis.

One of us (T.S.) would like to thank M.D. Corcoran
for stimulating discussions on the subject of/-.'T flow.
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